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A bstract 

This thesis focuses on the Me and w r i ~ g  of Peari McCarthy (1895-1964). art ctitic 

for the Toronto Globe Md M'il from 1936 until 1964. Representing the f i t  aaempt at 

the recovery of McCarthy's biography and her weekiy art reviews. this thesis positions her 

work as art critic within the Iocal relations of the Globe and Mail, as weU as the broader 

socio-historic relations. Drawing on feminist methodologies and research. it examines the 

various reasons that have contributed to McCarthy's omission from the histories of 

Canadian art. women and journalism. Of central concem to this examination is the 

intersection of McCarthy's public and pnvate lives, and the many contradictions im bedded 

within +L ~.ese two realms. It also provides a mapping of the main themes withui McCarthy's 

"Art and Artists" columns - nationahm. modernism and non-Western art - taking a cntical 

look at the conservative and progresive elements expressed in her writing, and locating 
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Locting Pearl McCarthy 

1 have read her columns for many years and can Say with 
conviction that no one has done more for Canadian art and 
Canadian artists. ' 
Charles S. Band, honorary vice-president of the Art Galiery 
of Toronto, ûctober 1962 

Pearl McCarthy estabhhed the Globe mrd Mail's art page 
and reigned for many years as undisputed queen of the fast- 
changing art world. 1 consider myself privileged to have 
known her. and her early support of me inspired me to grow 
and to take on challenges.2 
Jack Pollock. art gaüery owner, 1989 

In November 1936, Pearl McCarthy became the art critic for the Toronto Globe und 

Mail (Figure 1). For the next twentyeight years. her "Art and Artists" column appeared 

on a weekly basis. covering local visual art in and around Toronto, as well as the Canadian 

and international art aenes." She remained in this role und her death in March 1%4. (See 

Appendix 1) In spite of a life-long career in the same position, McCarthy has largely been 

forgotten in the histories of art and journalism. This thesis presenis the first comprehensive 

look at her Life and writing. My aim is to demonstrate the significant d e  that McCardiy 

played within Canada's visual culture through the recovery of her biography and the 

examination of selected weekly columns. There is substantive evidence to suggest that her 

art writing raised the general public's awareness of the importance of the anist and modem 

art within contemporary society. This thesis will therefore map the main themes in 

McCanhy's art columns, focushg upon the contradictions arising from her conservative 

ideals and her more progressive views that challenged the dominant ideologies of the 

p ~ i o d . ~  It wiIl also critically examine her position as a woman joumalist in a male- 

dominated profession, with special emphasis on the impact of the gendered relations at the 

Globe and Mail. Finally. it will locate McCarthy's position as art critic within the 

discourses of journalism and art history. by arguing that she elevated the role of arts 



within the Globe and Mail, but dso within the broader context of society. 

This thesis will be presented in three chapten focusing on McCarthy's position in 

Canadian art and jounialism history, her life story, and the predominant themes expressed 

in her weekly columns. These diverse areas will be Linked by the recurring theme of binary 

oppositions that marked McCarthy's private and professional lives. The following section 

will provide a brief oveMew of the general issues discussed in each chapter. 

Chapter One will examine the possible reasons accounting for McCarthy's 

"absence" from the histones of journalism and arguing that both her gender and her 

de partmentai location within the Glùbe Md Mail have resulted in a double marginalkation. 

The discussion will begin with a look at the patnarchai practices of history writing in 

gened, and their impact upon traditional paradigms of art and joumalism histones. The 

second m a  to be discussed is femhist research and the writing of women's history. While 

feminist historians have raised important concems about the way in which women's 

experiences and contributions have been neglected by "malestream" historia& their focus 

has usuaily been aimed at feminist heroines or the victimization of women. Feminist 

historians of joumalisrn have tended to examine women working in "hard" news areas. 

with the result that McCanhy's work as art critic has been ignored. This discussion wiii be 

followed by a look at McCarthy's feminist interventions within her writing. Working in a 

male-dominated field, McCarthy was aware of sexist discrimination facing wornen in 

joumalism: lower pay. ghenoized positions. fewer opportunities for advancement. and 

sexual harassrnent These gendered inequalities made her acutely aware of the unequal 

power relations existing between men and women in a patriarchai culture. By deaihg with 

gendered biases in her writing. McCarthy presented challenges to the existing power 

structure. Most often these topics were implicitly stated, and were introduced through 

"niptures," which can best be described as conscious points of disjuncture within her 

writing6 The fimal section will discuss the positionhg of art criticism within the discourses 



of joumalism and art history in order to determine the context for Md=arthy's 

marginalization within both areas. 

Chapter Two wiii examine the personal and professional stmnds of McCarthy's M e  

and work, focushg on the intersection of these two somewhat contradictory. and yet 

complimentary spheres. As a woman who pursued a professionai journalistic career in the 

fmt half of the twentieth century, McCarth y's Life raises many questions about her location 

within a male-dominated profession Therefore, her position at the Globe and Mail, as well 

the gendered relations marking the public and private realms of her life. will be cnticdly 

explored. It will address a number of questions involving her work as art critic in the 

process. How typical andor  atypical was she of women of her time? What factors 

surrounded her entry into professional joumalism? What was it iike to be a woman 

joumalist at a time when d e t y ,  in general. discouraged women from having full-the 

professional careers? How did she negotiate her position at the Gbbe and Mail? The 

linkage b e w n  biography and practice will be woven throughout this chapter. in order to 

locate her within the local site of the Globe and Mail, but also her position within a larger 

societai context The chapter wiil trace the various familial and societal influences resulting 

in McCarthy's decision to enter professional joumalism. It will also explore the reasons 

for her conflicted views towards social class. education, "high" culture, and the general 

readership for whom she was writing. Finally, McCarthy's relationship with her husband. 

Colin Sabiston, and the impact of the public and private aspects of their partnership will be 

discussed. 

The third chapter will map out three main themes in McCarthy's "Art and Anis&" 

columns: nationdism. modemisrn/fomalism. and non-Western (First Nations and huit)  

art. These themes have been chosen as representatives of her conservative and progressive 

viewpoints in order to establish her position within the discourse of Canadian art history. 

as well as to explore the contradictory nature of her public "voice." In examining these 



themes. 1 have k p t  in mind the following quesrions How much choie did McCarthy 

have in choosing topics for her columns, and what impact, if any, did her editors have 

upon her writing? Does the thematic content in her columns reflect her personal views? 

Are there any examples in her writing where she was able CO play or break with the rules 
I 

ancilor hitations irnposed by her editors or the tastes of the public? How do her opinions 

compare to her coniemporaries? h an attempt to answer these questions, McCarthy's 

writing will be situateci wi thin the local relations at the Gbbe Md Mail, but also within the 

broader socio-political context It wiU be demonstrated that her views regardhg 

nationdism. and its sub-themes of patronage. decentralization, dernocracy and propaganda, 

represented a conservative outlook. one that supported the dominant ideologies of the t h e .  

In terms of modemism. her early writing (1930s) expressed a progressive outlook in 

connast to her later writing on this subject which tended to be more conservative in scope. 

The most progressive si& of McCarthy wiil be seen in her examination of the racial 

discrimination experienced by Inuit people. and particularly by Fit Nations groups. Her 

own marginalization as a woman seems to have given her insight into the unfair power 

dations between White society and aboriginal cultures. Similar to her feminist 

interventions discussed earlier. she employed the use of "ruptures" as  a way of raising 

criticai issues conceming racial injustices. 

Lite ruru re Re vie w: 

Women 's Journalism History 

While McCanhy has made the occasional appearance within Canadian art histones, 

with few exceptions. she has alrnost completely disappeared from the history of 

journalism. Her "absence" is not unique, for the contributions and experiences of the 

majority of wornen joumalists have been excluded by most male historians. The foiiowing 

section will examine the existing iiterature and research on Canadian women joumalists that 



formed the groundwork of this thesis. in order to demonstrate the need for an examination 

of McCarthyls work as art critic. 

In spite of the professional gains made by women into journalism by the early 

twentieth œntuxy.7 there are ~Iatively few scholariy works that examine their 

contxibutions. In contrast, extensive Merature exists on and about men in the newspaper 

industry. Written primarily by men, these histones usually focus on general economic 

accounts andlor male editors. pubiishers and joumalists. Consequentiy. women's 

experiences in the newspaper business have Largely been overlooked or simply ignored. In 

1974 communications professor James Carey. described Arnencan joumalism histories as: 

dull and unimaginative, excessively trivial in the problems 
chosen for study. oppressively chronological. divorced from 
the major current of contemporary historiography, and 
needlessly preoccupied with the production of biographies of 
editors and publishers.8 

The situation, described by Carey, is equally prevalent in Canadian histories of joumalism. 

Most begin with the ernergence of pre-Confederation newspapers that expanded slowly. 

but steadily from political party organs into commercial enterprises of the twentieth century. 

When female joumalists have been included. most often they are indexed under the general 

label of "Women." or are positioned in a separate chapter, apart from the main narrative. In 

other words. as sociologist Dorothy Smith would explain, they are treated as a special class 

outside the main grou$ (see Appendix 2) Typical examples of Canadian histories of 

journalisrn that generdly ignore the experiences of women journalists include: Douglas 

Fetherling's n i e  Rise of the Canadiart ~ e w s ~ a ~ e r . ' ~  W.H. Kesterton's A History of 

loumalism in ~anadc~ ."  and Paul Rutherford's rite Making of the Canadian ~ e d i a . "  Not 

surprisingly, Canadian professor of joumalism, Andrew Osler. has argued that of al1 the 

human stories joumalism recounts. it consistently does the poorest job of telling its own.13 

In the last few decades feminist historias have begun to redress this gender 



im balance, re-discovering previousl y unrecognized Canadian women joumaüsts and 

placing them within the histoncal record In particular, the focus has centred upon such 

joumalists and writers as Anna Jarneson. Sara Jeannette Duncan, Kathleen Coleman, Cora 

Hind. and Nellie ~ c ~ l u n ~ . ' ~  But, because most of these are journal articles or single 

chapters in books. they tend to be more g e n e e d  accounts of women's journalistic 

experiences. However. Barbara Freernan's 1989 book Kit's Kingdom: The Joumalism of 

Kathleen Blake Colemun is an important addition to feminist histories of journalism. in its 

critical examination of the professional pressures facing Coleman. and how she 

successfuiiy negotiated a position within a male-dominated workplace.I5 Most recently, 

Kay Rex has pub lished No Doughter of Mine. chronichg the history of the Canadian 

Women's P m s  Club. She examines the many barriers facing women in journalism. and 

their collective svuggles to overcome hem. l6 

While these histories have secured a space. albeit a marginalized one. for women in 

joumalism history. very few writers have focused on the way that power relations within 

the workplace have been gendered, and what these implications actually meant in terms of 

women's lives. As wnter Susan Crean points out. most critical analysis involving issues 

of gender is cenved upon the construction of gender and the representation of women in the 

media. l7 Likewise, Car1 Bybee. a professor in telecornmunications and film. maintains that 

standard approaches to the study of pnder inequality in journalism typically focus on four 

main categories: women's exclusion from economic opportunities within news 

organizations; the pomyal of women in advertising; the exclusion of women's lives from 

news coverage; or the misinterpretation of women in the news. By treating these areas 

independently. Bybee argues that sexism has corne to be perceived as a dimension of 

inequality separate from political and economic issues.I8 Crean's and Bybee's 

observations are supported by other feminist researchers who note that by 1977 a 

bibliography about sex stereutypes in media output contained more than a thousand 



en trie^.'^ Undeniably, this research has been badly needed, and it remains relevant today. 

Yet, Freeman's work on Kathleen Coleman represents one of the few in-&?th studies that 

integrates the writhg of a woman joumaiist, and the professional milieu in which she 

worked. 

Like most women joumalists, Pearl McCarthyls contributions and expenences have 

been excluded from the histoncai record. With the exception of Senator Richard Doyle's 

book. Hurly-Burfy: A Tinte ut the Globe. McCarthy does not appear in any history of 

journalism." While Doyle's brief refe~nces provide a pemnalized account of McCarthy 

during his t h e  as editor at the Globe and Mail, they are mecdotal in nature, and thus do 

not provide any analysis of her work as critic. Given the lack of attention paid to women's 

experiences within the histones of joumalisrn, one goal of this thesis has b e n  to recover 

the writing of Pearl McCarthy and position her within the gendered relations of the Globe 

and Mail. 

The Absence of Newspaper A n  Criticism Within An Histories 

Similar to the histories of journalism. McCarthy's name has largely disappeared 

from the art historical record. even though she had achieved a great deal of status during 

her lifetirne in the Canadian visual arts." Her "absence" frorn Canadian art history is not 

surprising, given the fact that scholarly research on art jomalists is practically non- 

existent.22 And while McCarth y's contributions as Globe Md Mail art critic may not have 

been completely ignored, to date. she has not been the subject of any full sale art historical 

researc h. 

In the fmt edition of his book. Painting In C'anada: A History, J. Russell Harper 

included Harold Town's painting. In Memory of Pearl McCanhy, 1964 (Figure 2). 

However, the text does not discuss this work, but rather b u s e s  on Town and his art in 



generd.z And in the second edition, wriüen eleven years &ter the fxst publication. Harper 

replaced Town's dedication to McCarthy with his collage. H w e  to Currelly (1957j.*~ 

Likewise, David Bumetî, in his 1986 monograph entitled Town. dso includes Town's In 

Memory of Pearl McCanhy. Focusing on the Me and art of Town, Burnett provides only a 

forma1 discussion of this painting.u More significantly in terms of this thesis, Burnett was 

the fust to address Md-arthy's influentid role as art cntic by crediting her as the f m t  critic 

to give Town's work serious attention? 

in the 1988 exhibition catalogue on Kathleen Munn and Edna Taqon, Joyce Zemans 

e t  al. surpass Burnett in their inclusion of McCarthy's writing. In their discussion of 

Taçon's work they reference McCarthy's columns on ten separate occasions in their 

discussion, and &O acknowledge McCarthyfs support for Taçon's modemist abstract art: 

"Pearl McCarthy. art cntic for the Globe und Mail. who had already dedicated a column to 

T a ~ o n  and her work in August 194 1. recornmended the exhibition on the day it ~pened." '~  

Historian Maria Tippett also mentions McCarthy's encouragement of Tacon in her 1992 

book, By a However, McCarthy does not appear anywhere else in this history of 

Canadian women artists, despite the fact that she regularly reviewed a number of the 

painten and sculptors included by ~ i ~ ~ e n . "  Fiaily. McCarthy is briefly included in the 

mernoirs of former art gallery owner, Jack ~ o l l o c k ~  While Pollock provides insights into 

aspects of McCanhy's personal life and stresses her importance as art critic? his account 

is a general one. He does, however, recall conversations between himself and McCarthy. 

As Pollock recounts, she expressed her shock that no gallery. including the Art Gallery of 

Toronto. had shown any interest in exhibiting Frances Loring and Florence Wyle's 

sculpture. and suggested that Pollock invite hem to exhibit at his studio." It was not until 

a k r  McCanhy's death in March 1964, that Pollock fïnally ananged an exhibition of their 

work. He describes this event as: "It was a bittersweet aftemoon, but 1 knew Pearl was 
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smiling in the w i n p  and saying, WeU done.' ... if 1 have any regret, it is that 1 did not act 

sooner on Pearl's ad~ice."'~ 

In the k t  f~teen years, several biographies have been published on Canadian male 

art critics? Whüe these texts are signifcant in their contributions to the history of 

Canadian art journalisrn, theK focus is svictly on male critics." Consequend y, the issues 

of the power structures in the news room, and their effxt upon gendered relations have yet 

to be addressed. These works will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter One in the 

section dealing with art joumalism's relation to "high" art writing. 

Despite recent art historical r e m h  on male art critics, cntical examinations of art 

joumalism within the m a s  press, and the contributions of women art joumalists remain a 

neglected area. Pearl McCarthy's contribution has inevitably "Men between the cracks" of 

joumalism and art histories. 

Me t h o h h g  ies 

The paradigm most influentid in this thesis has been feminist theory and research 

which has developed critical analyses of how in patnarchal societies women and men, in 

general, tend to live different lives and have different exPenences? Feminist theory ha 

had impact upon other disciplines central to this inquiry, including art historicai discourses. 

media theory, sociological theory and oral history. The poststnicturalist theories of Louis 

Althusser and Michel Foucault have provided a broader frarnework in which to examine 

Mdarthy's role as newspaper art critic, as weU as her gendered position at the Globe mtd 

Mail, and in society in general. The discussion will begin by looking at feminist theory, 

foilowed by an overview of the other theoretical approaches that have infïuenced the 

wnting of this thesis. 

A feminist analysis is based on the fundamental assumption that gendered relations 

within our society have been unequal, with women king in a subordinate position to men. 
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Addressing the broad question of how and why women have corne to be subordinated, 

ferninist theory offers analyses of the social and culniral processes through which their 

subordination is maintained and perpetuated. It is important to remember that feminist 

theory is both a diverse body of theory and a political movement engaged in the struggle to 
I 

emancipate women from male domination Feminist thinkea have always understood that 

knowledge. and its production, are inextricably tied to the exercise of (male) power.37 

Therefore. feminist interventions into the various disciplines. such as history and 

sociology. have been done with the purpose of providing wornen with the "tools" for social 

change- As such, feminist theorists and researchers have played a major role in the 

women's liberation movement by offering new ways of understanding and analysing the 

gendered relations within Our s o ~ i e t ~ . ~ ~  

Although eariy twentieth century feminists. such as Virginia Woolf, had previously 

raised questions about women's "absence" from history. the 1960s and 1970s saw a 

growing feminist movement concemed with the lack of women's voices in academic circles 

and university cuniculurns. Dexribed by Gertrude Robinson as the period of "recovery 

and reappraisal."3g feminists from numerous disciplines began the onerous task of "adding" 

women's narnes to social theory and the humanities. In 1979 Elaine Showalter defined 

feminist critique as an interpretation of texts from a feminist perspective to expose clichés. 

stereotypes, and negative images of women. Generaiiy focusing on male litemy and 

theoretical tex& feminist theonsts also caiied attention to gaps in a literary history that had 

largely excluded writing by wornen? 

While the pend of re-discovery made visible a number of those women who were 

previously unknown. or who had been forgotten, early feminist criticism offered o d y  a 

"band-aid" solution. Feminist scholars mon found that the addition of women into history 

writing proved to be inadquate. It becarne wid-ly acceptai that although women's 

inclusion was a necessary step towards equality, it did not address the power relations 



responsible for women's exclusion in the f m t  place.4' Therefore, ferninist historians, such 

as Joan Keily, kgan to argue that: 

the activity, power and cultural evaluation of women should 
be assessed in relational ternis through a corn parison and 
contrast with the activity, puwer and cultural evaluation of 
men and in relation to the institutions and social 
developments that shape the sexual order." 

Likewise. Elise Boulding asserted that one must ay to unkrstand how a ferninine culture is 

m a t e d  inside a system of unequal relationships, and how the mechanisms of exclusion are 

constituted and r n a i n ~ i n e d . ~ ~  

Feminist art historians have drawn similar conclusions to those of Kelly and 

Boulding. in  *eir influen tial book Old Mistresses, Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock 

c l a h  that feminist art history has a dual purpose. They argue that the re-discovery of 

women involved in cultural production is by irself inadequate, and that it must coincide 

with a deconstruction of art history in order to understand the relationship between women. 

art and ideology." Continuing. they state that the biggest omission of feminist m history 

has been our failure to analyse why modem art history ignores the existence of wornen 

artists. By confronting these questions, we are enabled to identify the unacknowkdged 

ideology which infoms the practice of this discipline and the values responsible for its 

classification and interpretations of all ar~" Likewise. Janet Wolff maintains that purely 

textual interpretations of women's art are iimited, calhg instead for a social-historical 

approach to art production.46 

Stream of Feminism 

While most feminists would agree that women are subordinated within paviarchal 

society. various strands of feminist thought differ in how they identify foms of women's 

oppression. Despite their divergences,  the^ are several commonalities: understanding the 



organization of production. reproduction. sexuality and social i~ation.~~ The following 

section wiU briefly examine three dominant streams of feminist thought - liberal feminism, 

radical feminism, and socialist feminism (the last has k e n  the rnost infiuential in shaping 

the methodological framework for this thesis). 

Liberal feminists, such as Betty Fiedan, argue for women's rights to enjoy the 

fmdom and equality of opportunity claimed by the autonornous liberal (male) individual.' 

Rejecting any biological determinism. Liberal ferninisu maintain that sex discrimination is 

unjust primarily because it deprives women of equal nghts in pursuing their own self- 

interests - this is a basic human right regardless of gender. Moreover. women's inferior 

social status is not f m l y  chosen; bias and discrimination deny their access and 

participation with men in higher status occupations. Their goal is to free women from their 

subordinate positions in patriarchal society. But as Lorraine Code observes. while liberal 

ferninists argue that women have equd representation and have a voice in decision-making 

s ~ c t u r e s ,  they often assume that the structures themselves need no modifcation beyond 

those that would automatically occur if women were included on an equal b a i s  with 

Although McCarthy never defined herself as a feminisf as we will see, she was supportive 

of the liberal-feminist stmggle for women's nghts in the public sphere. This issue will be 

explored more fully in Chapters One and Two. 

In contrast, radical feminism ernerged from women's disillusionment with New 

Left politics during the late 1960s.~~ Its slogan, "the personal is political." contends that 

sexism is manifested in patriarchai families. gender stereotyping, pomography. wife and 

child abuse, and rape. Caroline Ramazanoglu says that by redefining what is public and 

what is pnvate raises the problem of where power lies and on what power rem. The 

reconnection of the public and the private has meant broadening the concept of power to 

show that the privak domain is as political as the public? Many radical ferninists. such as 



Mary Daly, wouid argue that any male-female relation wili necessarily be oppressive to 

wornen thus. fernale separatisrn is the only option? While Ramazanoglu cautions that 

radical feminisrn ignores the different ciass interests of women's its poiiticization of 

the private domain has been helpful in examining the privatelpublic dichotomy in 

McCarthy's Me. Despite the fact that McCarthy had gained a great deal of statu as an 

cntic, both nationally and intemationally, in ternis of her personal relationship with her 

husband, she assumed a submissive role. This contradictory aspect defuiing these two 

areas of her life will be examined in greater detail in Chapter Two. 

Feminist thinkers in the socialist tradition have traced the divided socio-sexual order 

to the organization of capitalist production outside the home. Drawing upon a Manrist 

analysis of class oppression, socialist ferninists argue that capitalkt economy oppresses 

wornen as a group. similar to the way it oppresses the working class a ~ h o l e . ' ~  

But within capiialist patriarchal society, women are subjected to further foms of 

oppression as a result of their sex. Histonans in this tradition believe that women's 

subordinate position in the sedgender system is expressed in superexploited sex-typed 

jobs for the majority, but also in the discriminatory pay and advancement of more 

privileged wornen who do find equal work." As Joan Kelly maintains, our personal. 

social and historical expenence is shaped by "the simultaneous operation of relations of 

work and sex, relations that are systernatically bound to each ~ther ." '~  Similady. in her 

examination of the divisions between women's lives (working class from middle class. 

white from black. first world from third world. lesbians from heterosexuals), Ramazanoglu 

stresses that the point of a class analysis is to determine how particular production systems 

work. to see which groups dominate and control each production system, and which 

groups are dominated and exploited." Socialist feminist theory has b e n  particularly useful 

in understanding the binary oppositions circumscribing McCarthy's life. Having grown up 

in a well-to-do family, McCarthy was afforded the luxury of punuing her post-secondary 
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education When her parents suffered a loss of fortune while she was in her mid-twenùes, 

she experienced a shift from the nùing class to the working class. In spite of her lack of 

material resources during her work as art critic. she continued to idente  with the dominant 

ideologies of the era that maintained and perpetuated her subordhate position. And 

although McCarthy belonged to the working ciass, she herself was also responsible for the 

subordination of another woman as she found it necessary to hire a housekeeper. Chapters 

Two and Three will look at these class-based contradictions of her public and pnvate lives 

in greater detail. 

Poststructu ralist Theory 

Discussing the penod from the late 1960s until the mid-1980s. Linda Nicholson 

argues that a recment pattern occming in feminist theory has b e n  the tendency to reflect 

the viewpoints of white. middle class women Living in Western industrialized nations. 

Ironically, different streams of feminist thought have replicated the specific types of 

"universalizing rnistakes" found in the particdar schools of thought to which their work 

was most closely i ~ l l i e d . ~ ~  In an attempt t address this contradiction within their work. a 

number of feminists were drawn to poststructuralist theoly which offered a critical 

framework to examine women's diverse positions within pauiarchal society while avoiding 

generalizations of Western. white. middle-class wornen's e~~er iences .~~  Therefore, 

Nicholson caLls for a post-modem feminist theory that would replace the universal notion 

of "woman" and "ferninine gender identity," focusing instead upon die complexity of social 

identities. as weil as the various other factors involving class, race, ethnicity, age and 

sexual or ien ta t i~n .~  

As Chns Weedon observes. postsmicturaiist theory does not have one fixed 

meaning. but is usuaily applied to a variety of theoretical positions.61 However. sorne 

general statements can be made about poststtucturalism which have irnpacted upon 



contemporary feminist theory. Most feminists today would rejet any notion of a 

metanarrative (any dl-encompassing theory) which clairns to identify the bais of women's 

subordination. Poststnrcturalist thinkers also maintain that subjectivity is neither &ed 

nor fixedmg The concept of deconsauction, based upon the work of French theorist 

Jacques Derrida is used in the cntical examination of texts and assumptions in order to 

reveal the inconsisten t and paradoxical use of the concepts from which they are denved. 

As meaning is never 'Tixed'* in language. words, ideas and concepts can fluctuate, as they 

are always historically mediated and produced. Accordingly, gender is viewed as socially 

and culturally mediated within specifc socio-historical contexts. But while deconstructive 

practices have been useful in feminist research in saessing the plurality and non-fixity of 

meaning (i.e. the concept of Woman), Weaion cautions that since it only examines texts in 

their relation to other iexts. it does not take into account issues pertaining to social context, 

especially those related to p ~ w e r . ~ ~  Nevertheless, the concept of deconstruction has been a 

useful "tool" with which to expose the universalizing fictions of gendered roles. While 

McCarthy unquestioningly subxribed to many of the stereotypes defining femininity. 

especially within her relationship to her husband, the fact that she held two graduate 

degrees, and worked her entire Me in a male-dominated profession demonstrates that she 

chaiienged the sociaüy constmcted concept of "Woman." 

The concept of ideological state apparatuses developed by French philosopher and 

miologist Louis Althusser has ako been helpful in understanding McCarthy's work in 

journalism. Drawing on the writings of Karl Marx and Italian Mancist, Antonio Gramsci. 

Althusser argues that in order to persist over t h e .  an economic system like capitalism is 

maintained through the work of the ideological state apparatuses which include political 

parties. religion. the mass media. art, Literature and sport. These various structures work to 

integrate individuds into the existing economic system by subjecting them to hegemony of 

the dominant ideology. in other words, those ideas and values that support the dominance 
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of the ruling, capitalist ~ 1 a . s . ~  As it wül be seen with McC~yis writing. she was a 

staunch supporter of the liberal-humanist ideologies promulgated by the Globe Md Mail. 

Despite the ideological content in her work. she maintained that her writing (with few 

exceptions) was non-biased. This was made possible because the ideologies that she 

regularly promoted were aligned with the values of the mling class, and as a consequence, 

they were seen as the "natusal" way of conceptuaiiring the world and its relations. 

Another poststructuralist k t e r  who has attracted the aaention of number of 

feminists is French theorist Michel Foucault 2nd his ideas on p~wer.~' As art histonan 

Deborah Cherry notes, Foucault's theory of the discourse of power offers a way for 

feminists to analyse the production and reproduction of paviarchal forms of power, at an 

institutional level. as well as in individual relations between men and worned6 Most 

importantly, Foucault argues that where there is power, there is also resistance, and that 

these points of resistance are eveiywhere in the power network. Moreover, there is no 

single point of "great Refusal." but there sirnultaneously exists a plurality of re~istances.~~ 

Foucault's theory of power and resistance is particularly helpful in accaunting for 

McCarthy's use of "ruptures" in her writing. Within the journalistic Limitations imposed 

upon her by her employers. Md-arthy found ways of working within the restrictive 

environment of the newsroorn, by consciousIy introducing disjunctures in her writing in 

order to question gendered and racial biases. 

Sociological theory 

Dorothy Smith's feminist-Marxist critique of sociological practices, and her theories 

on research methods provide a usefd paradigm from which to examine the historical 

positioning of women within professional journalism. Arping that the subject matter of 

sociology is organized from a deteminate position in society (Le. a ruiing-class, white. 



male one), Smith concludes that traditional sociological theory and practiœ recover only the 

object of research. Consequendy. such a sociology rnasks the way these objects are 

constiaited and consmcted in the a d  concrete social relations in which the sociologist 

conducts research." Drawing on Karl Marx's class analysis, Smith attempts to articulate 

women's experiences at the micro-sociological level and position them in the larger 

relations of the social and economic organization of capidism.@ As Smith maintaim. 

research at the micro level provides a point of entry into the larger relations of niling: 

The particular "case" is not particular in the aspects that are 
of concem 10 the inquirer. Indeed, it is not a "case" for it 
presents itself to us rather as a point of entry, the locus of an 
experiencing subject or subjects, into a larger social and 
economic process. The problematic of the everyday world 
arises precisely at the juncture of particular experience, with 
generalizing and abstracted forms of social relations 
organizing a division of labor in society at large.'* 

The particular site. or case, is thoroughly socially organized; the social is always 

inextricably there. Generalizability inheres in the particular, as the expression of the 

particular f o m  is itself an atuibute of social processes. According to Smith, there exists a 

material world in which relations of domination are enacted. In terms of McCarthy's life 

and work. Smith's sociological theories present the researcher with various explanations 

for how people's experiences are organized through the practices of the ruling regime - 

how administrative power is actually practiced and enforced. 

Media nieory 

Several media theorists have k e n  influentid in the writing of this thesis. In her 

1978 sociological siudy of news production, Gaye Tuchman examined the microanalysis of 

news making. But, while she was interested in daily routines of repomrs and editors, she 

also viewed news as enactments of the institutional processes in which newsmaking took 



place. In her view. news was like a frame through which the social world is routinely 

constnicted." As we wiil see in McCarthy 's writing, paRicular1 y in her anti-fascist and 

anti-comrnunist views expressed during wartime, she willingly promoted the liberal- 

hurnanist beliefs of the Globe and Mail. that were aligned with the dominant ideologies of 

Western capitalism. 

Drawing on Tuchman's work, as well as Foucault's discourse of power and 

knowledge, Car1 Bybee examines the construction of gender relations within news 

practices. In his view. because: 

a pervasive web of power relations is spun in the mutually 
reinforcing interaction of knowledge production between 
micro and macro social practice, we must confront several 
issues simultaneously at a nurnber of analytic l e ~ e l s . ~  

These various levels in which knowledge is produced encornpass the epistemological, the 

social structural and the phenomenolo@cal (daily practice). Kathy Ferguson argues that 

bureaucracies. such as the Globe und Mail, are both a structure and process. and must be 

located within their social context in Western society. As a stnicture, bureaucracies can be 

descnbed as a fairly stable arrangement of roles and assignment of tasks, which are 

experienced by most individu& as static. Moreover, it is the established stmctural 

dimensions of bureaucracy that are most readily identified.73 As a process, bureaucracies 

symbolize "a temporal ordering of human action that evolves out of certain historical 

conditions toward certain political ends."74 With this in mind, Bybee's critical framework 

will be used to consider the thematic areas of McCaithy's writing in tems of the implicit 

and e x p l i d  meaning of the text, the ideological position (of the Globe and Mail), and. the 

interaction between text and social con tex^'^ 



Women 's biog raphy 

Most feminist historians agree that in writing women's biographies gender moves 

to the centre of the analysis, since women's lives differ from men's often in profound 

ways. Gerda Lemer urges that biography of women should apply a feminist approach to 

women's lives, using the new feminist scholarship in literature, psychology and 

anthropology. This aliows biographers to use Mecycle analysis. or to address topics like 

how women's private and public lives intersect, or the familial support networks that 

sustain women's public activities." Susan Ware says that one of the most important 

contributions of women's history to the craft of biography is iu emphasis on personal lives 

and their impact on public acc~rn~l ishrnents .~  And conversely. "i t sees the relation of the 

sexes formed by both socioeconomic and sexuai-familial structures in the systematic 

connectednes~."~~ As Joan Kelly argues, feminist thought regards the sexuaVfamilial 

organization of society as integral to any conception of social structure or  social change.79 

After conduc ting interviews and reading McCarth y's personal correspondence. i t becarne 

apparent the importance of her relationship with her husband in determining aspects of her 

professional and private lives. Thus. 1 have tried to £'rame McCarthy's biographicai data by 

situating her within farniliallprivate relations. and the broader socio-historical coniext in 

which she lived. 

In eying to avoid a purely chronological account of McCarthy's life and 

achievements. I have relied upon the wnting of feminist historian, Kathleen Barry. She 

argues that writing a woman's iife is a twofold process. It is necessary for historians to 

"recreate the phenomenology of daily Lee, to uncover the subjectivity of the self. but also 

to locate the subject in her own historical context, which requires 'historical 

reperiodization.'"80 Sirnilarly. Susan Mann Trofmenkoff states that feminist biography 

should include three goals: examinhg the Me cycle of the woman. the transitions she 

makes in a matunng and aging process and how these transitions are mediated by the 



culture; studyuig at close range the patterns of relationships the woman has both within the 

family and outside it; and, examlliing how she confronts the constraints placed on her by 

d e s  and rules which rnay be formal or inf~rmal.~' 

One of the feminist challenges to traditional histones is the dismantiing of the idea 

of "objectivity." In her study of battered women. using participatory research, Patricia 

Maguke stresses that "the notion of 'objectivity' has not only k e n  appropriated by an elite 

group of knowledge producers, but that the appropriating group is the male e h ,  the male 

circle?* Feminists charge that a false dichotomy is consmicted with "objectivity" king 

established as the male domain. and subjectivity representing the female domain. Men have 

been associateci with rationality, culture, detachment, while women are depicted as 

irrational. natural and ern~tional.~~ Linked to their rejection of "objectivity," is the fernuiist 

challenge to the notion of the researcher a s  king detached. Rather, many feminists 

advocate breaking down the researc her-researc hed hierarc h y ." B y expecting the feminist 

researcher to distance herself from the womadwomen k ing  snidied, the researcher mwt 

also distance herself from her own oppression as a woman. As Dorothy Smith reminds us, 

this dichotorny between knower and known is embedded in traditional research rnethod~.~~ 

Sandra Harding explains thai the breakdown of these berarchies is achieved when the 

researcher positions herself in terms of gender. race. class and culture, and raises questions 

about how she suspects these factors have shaped the research project In so doing. the 

researcher appears, not as an invisible. anonymous voice of authority, but as an actual. 

historical individual who has shaped the results of the analysed6 Yet. as  Ramazanoglu 

points out, despite the fact that feminist researchers have criticized the need to objectify the 

subjects of research. it is impossible to ever fulIy escape objectification. This mainly arises 

as result that most people. whose Iives are king  investigated, have not chosen to be the 

objects of re~earch.~' 1 have experienced this dilemma in rny examination of Pearl 

McCanhy. who passed away thirty-two years ago. Had she been still living, she might not 



have consented to an examination of her personal Me. Despite my own personal biases and 

viewpoints, 1 have tried not to be ovedy harsh and judgmental in ternis of the aspects of her 

iife and work that 1 disagree, but have aüempted to present her Me and work as fairly as 

possible. 

Research Methods 

Besides Pearl McCanhy's public voice located in her weekly "Art and Anists" 

columns and her other newspaper reviews, there existed limited information dealing with 

her private life. Although personal accounts of her Life were found in her Obituary. and 

several accounu in Who's Who in these were limited in scope. While her 

weekly columns provided ample background of her public self, 1 felt that it would present a 

fragmented and partial view of who McCanhy was. The lack of existing information about 

her life is not uncornmon in womeds history. Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair 

Fellman explain: 

Of necessity histonans of women have had to tap some 
previously unused. even uncollected, sources. A new 
sensitivity, often feminist in inspiration, to the frequency 
with which women's lives and beliefs have been interpreted 
for them by men has led to a search for documents in which 
the historical subjects themselves describe their own 
e ~ ~ e r i e n c e s . ~ ~  

With linle having k e n  wntten about Pearl McCarthy, "detective" work was essential in 

order to locate friends, family andior CO-workers. These contacts served to broaden the 

biographicd profile and personalize m y investigation into McCarthyls life story . 
A variety of sources and materials has b e n  applied in this thesis in order to re- 

construct various saands of McCarthy's Me. In addition to more traditional archival 

sources. such as Canadian statistical and census records, McCarthy saved some of her 

papes and correspondence. Several fnends and relatives recounted her regular discarding 



of files and papas. According to one fnend, M c C a y  would often remark: "1 will not 

have old woman's muss about me!"w Use was also made of McCanhy's "Fanw file that 

contained letters written by the geneml public, artists, curators and art professionals, dating 

from 1934 to 1964.~' That McCarthy prefemd CO-workers and friends to know littie of 
I 

her private Life and past in order to create a kind of legendary person$2 appears to be 

supported by the fact that she wrote her own obituary for the Globe Md Mail as she felt 

somebody would "mix sornething up and not get it rz'ght-w93 (emphasis added) Other 

documents that have helped in the retonstruction of McCarthy's lif'e and work include 

farnily photographs, and McCanhy's personal letters to her husband, family, and art 

professionals. Most irnportantly, these letters were never intended for a public audience. 

Unlike her newspaper reviews. which were carefully edited and thought out, her private 

letters reveal aspects of her personal and i n h a t e  Life. They are also signifiant as they 

provide proof that McCarthy firrnly believed in the liberal-humanist ideologies promoted by 

the editorial department at the Globe and Mail. Her personal correspondence will be 

explored in furdier detail in Chapter Two. As historian Lorraine McMulien argues in her 

discussion of women's biography. if the personal is m l y  politicai, then "personal 

documents, fragmentary. incomplete, elusive as they are, rnust be read as Texts as carefully 

as more crafted. conventionai u t t e ran~es . "~~  

Oral Histo ry 

There are many other "voices" besides mine present in this thesis. A number of 

people in McCarthy's iife were contacted and intervie~ed.~' (See Appendices 3 and 4) In 

Sylvie Vandercasteele's view. it is essential to use oral sources for women's history since 

much l e s  been written about women's lives? Although Hugo Slirn and Paul Thornpson 

acknowledge chat this method of research has O ften been de-vdued because i t has been 

viewed as k i n g  anecdotai and qualitative:7 they maintain tbat oral testimony is about 



collecting subjective expenence, and shodd not be compared to quantitative information. 

For them, oral history and quantitative research are complementary. with the one informing 

and qualif'ying the ~ther.~'  In tems of McCarthyts We, oral histones have provided 

valuable insight into her experiences that would not have been retrieved othenvise. 

However. it is important to remember that oral tatirnonies rely upon memory. Whether 

short-tenn or long-tem, the act of rernembering involves a process of selection. ordering, 

discarding and combining. Moreover. memory combines facts. interpretation and opinion, 

and is often infiuenced by hindsight? Stili, the interviews with family and friends have 

offered personal accounts by those who knew McCarthy best Amongst al1 of this is my 

voice. irnposing an order and organization onto McCarthy's life. 

Conclusion 

With a thiny-seven year career in professional joumalism. twenty-eight of which 

were spent as art critic for Canada's only national daily newspaper, the significance of the 

role played by Pearl McCarthy cannot be underestimated. This thesis is the first attempt to 

recover the forgotren story of Pearl McCanhy, by examining both the professional and 

personal aspects of her Me and work. 

In the following chapter. the various institutional and ideological practices that have 

led to McCarthy's subsequent omission from the histones of jomalisrn and Canadian art 

will be exarnined in order to contextualize the strategies employed by McCanhy in her art 

wriling at the Globe and Mail. Beginning with a critical look at the patriarchal practices 

inherent within traditional histoiy writing. it will explore the various factors that resulted in 

women's exclusion in generai. This wili be followed by a discussion of feminist historians 

and their project of reclaiming the lives of forgotten women. While they have recovered the 

stories of a nurnber of important Canadian women. McCarthyts contributions in the field of 

art and joumalism have b e n  overlooked. It will argue that her omission from women's 



history is largely due to the fact that her writïng has not been recognized for its feminist 

content. This section will thus examine the genàered constiaints experienced by McCarthy 

and her work in a Large news fm. and the various feminist strategies that she employed in 

her writing as a way of addressing sexist discrimination and women's issues. After 

situating McCarthy within the gendered dations of the Globe and Muil, the discussion will 

tum to the berarchies inherent within the discourses of joumalism and art history, which 

have resulted in the marginalization of art critics such as McCacthy. 
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Chapter One 

The ffAbsence" of Pearl McCarthy: Re-exarnining the Historieal Record 

The business of history is to present past events with understanding. 
Because history mut  be understanding. it involves critical analysis; 
but it is no business of the historian (including those who present the 
history of art either by words or by p i c m )  to tum to censor and 
exclu& what may not appeal to the taste of the historian.' 
Pearl McCarthy. January 1945 

Twenty years ago, Pearl McCanhy. then art critic of The Globe and 
Mail. in spite of a severe physical problem. got around Toronto to a i i  
the shows ... and she responded to the enthusiasm of artisu who 
make the job of art critic possible and to the organUers who mount 
exhibitions for the Toronto community ... Pearl McCarthy was a real 
pro.' 
George Loranger. art gailery owner, 1980 

This chapter will examine the various reasons contributhg to Pearl McCarthy's 

omission from histones of joumalism. art and women. It will begin with a look at the 

patriarchal practices of history writing in general and th& impact on the vaditional 

paradigms of art history and joumalism history. Following this, the discussion will 

address the manner in which McCanhy has k e n  overlooked by feminist historians as a 

consequence of her supposedly "anti-feminist" position, andfor because feminist history 

&tinp has tended to focus on women journalists in "hard" news areas or the women's 

deparmiena. The next section will look at the way art journalism has iraditionally been 

perceived as "soft" news within the news industry, and the problematics of this 

classification. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of an joumaiisrn's position 

within the realm of m a s  culture. In each of these sections, McCarthy and her "Art and 

Artists" columns will be situated within the discourses under examination in order to 

undentand the various ways in which she negotiated her position as a woman within the 

power relations at the Gbbe und Mail, as well as her role as art critic within the journalistic 

profession and mass culture. 

After a thirty-seven year career in the newspaper indus@. twenry-eight of which 

were spent as  art critic for the Globe und Mail. Pearl McCarthy had earned the respect of 
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artists. art professionals, and the general public. In 1956 she received international 

recognition for her work., king the only Canadian j o d s t  to be invited by the 

govemment of the Netherlands to join in the events celebrating Rembrandt's 350th 

birthday. Six years later. her me-long cornmitment to Canada's visual culture was 

officially recogniz .  by Toronto's arts community when the Women's Cornvittee of the 

Art Gallery of Toronto (AGT') organized a dinner in her honour in October 1962. The 

admiration that she had achieved during her career continued after her death on March 25, 

1964. Shortly after she passed away, Charles Band. fomer president of the AGT, and his 

wife Helen Band. donated a painting by Richard Gorrnan to the gailery in McCarthy's 

memory. Two months later. the AGT received Harold Town's drawing. Bacchante 

Threatened by Ponrher, a gift made mon yrnously on behalf of McCarthy . That same year. 

Harold Town paùited In Memory of Pearl McCarthy (Figure 2). as a personal recognition 

of her continual support of his work3 In January 1965, the Pearl McCarthy Scholarship 

Fund was established by a number of her friends and acquaintances who wanted to pay 

tribute to her years of dedication to Canadian art4 The following May, a Spring Gala was 

held at the Pollock Gaiiery in Toronto as a fundraiser for the Pearl McCarthy Scholarship 

Fund (Figure 3).' (See Appendix 5 )  

Despite the recognition she had eamed in her lifetirne. and in the years irnmediately 

following her death, McCarthyls name remains largely absent from current histories of 

Canadian jomalism and art Although her work situated her within the public sphere. she 

occupied a doubly marginalized space, excludecl as a consequence of her gender and 

departmental location (art or "soft" news). Her "absence" can be amibuteci to the prac tices 

of history writing in generai. and more specifically, to the hierarchies inherent within the 

discourses of art history and journalism. 

The sentiments expressed in Kathleen Coleman's obituary in the Edmonton Joumal 

in 19 15 are indicative of the way women joumalists have been devalued historicaliy. After 

a twenty-six year career in journalism, Coleman had achieved international recognition and 
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aras loiown as a Women's page wciter. travel joumaüst and war correspondent6 In spite 

of these considerable accomplishments. the Journal noted shody after her death: 

It is one of the tragedies of newspaper work that a great &al that 
deserves to iive appears in the daily press. makes a strong 
impression for a day or a week and îhen is forgonen .... It isn't 
right that one who for more than a generation brightened and 
stunuiated so many lives and who provided such faithful pictures 
of so many different phases of the Canadian Me of her rime 
shouidpars out of the pubüc mmry.' (emphasis added) 

How is it possible that someone who "brightened and stimulated" her readership for over a 

generation, couid be erased frorn the public's memory so quickly and easily? If Coleman 

been a man. how would this have impacted upon the writer of her obituary? Likewise, had 

McCarthy been male. would she have been perceived differently by chroniclers of 

journalism. and hence be included in previous Canadian art andor newspaper histones? 

Perhaps. In addition to the immense body of literature dealing with (male) newspaper 

editors. publishers and news reporters. several histones have recently k e n  wntten on 

Canadian male art critics, d l  of whom were contemporaries of McCarthy. In 198 1, Gloria 

Lesser published a bnef biography and bibliography on Donald Buchanan. Best known 

for his work as CO-editor of Canadian A n  magazine, Buchanan also wrote for the CaltQdian 

Georgraphical Journal. The Cunadian Fonun. and Toronto Saturdoy ~ i ~ h t . '  Several years 

later, Louise Dompierre wrote the exhibition catalogue for the 1986 retrospective of 

Montreal artist and writer John Lyman. Although the focus is on Lyman's arf Dompierre 

discusses some of his wnting on the visual arts for nie  ~ontrealer .~  In 1992. an 

exhibition was organized by Concordia Art Gallery in tribute to Montreal art critic and CO- 

editor of Canadian Art, Robert Ayre. In a bnef essay. Louis Valliant provides an 

examination of Ayre's art reviews for the Montreal Gazene. rhe Standard, and nie 

It is important. however, to emphasize that these histories on art joumalists are 

positioned within the discourse of art history. Although some writings of these male art 

critics' appeared in the popular press. it should be stressed that both Ayre and Buchanan 
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served as coeditors of the "high" arts j o d  Cunodiun An, while Lyman worked as a 

"fine" artist. The focus on these writers teveals the manner in which art historians have 

privileged "high" arts writing over popular art criticism. Because arts joumalism has 

aaditionally b e n  positioned in the domain of "low" culture, cntical discourse on arts 

writing has b e n  aimed at, and focused on, those whose work appears in scholarly joumals 

and art historical texts, in other words, "high" art literatu~. A sirnilar hierarchy has been 

estabfished in the histones of joumalism. which tend to focus exclusively on " hard" news 

reporting. Arts reviewing, categorized as "soft" news, has not merited the critical attention 

which has been paid to political or  news writing. 

While McCarthy's absence from traditional histories of art and journalism can be 

partialiy explained in tems of gender, it does not take into account her omission from 

Canadian women's joumalism history. In the last several decades. feminist historians have 

begun to redress the lack of writing on women jounialists by re-covering their 

contributions in the field. Yet, in spite of the growing body of k t i n g  on women 

joumalists, McCanhyls name continues to remain absent from the journalistic record. 

Although the arts departmen t has traditionaliy b e n  perceived as a feminized ara (even 

though both men and women have always worked as art critics). it is not strictly aimed at a 

ferninine audience. Located in a niche of its own, most feminist historians have ovedooked 

women jomalists within arts departments, directing their attention instead to women 

working in "hard" news areas, or to those in women's departments. 

Paniorchal practices of history writing 

Describing the way in which canons of art histoncal discourse that are largely 

responsible for the omission of women artists. Joyce Zemans et. al. write: 

It is axiomatic that the writing of history is a subjective endeavour. 
A process of selection and interpretation defmes what and who 
wiil be recorded and rernembered. Much more than a compilation 
of facts and ideas about anis&, their works and their public. art 
history is a reflection of cultural myths and aesthetic judgment 
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Traditionally the contributions and experiences of women have been overlooked and 

excluded from written history. Their absence can be understood as a symptom of a broader 

problem associated with the traditional practices of history writing. The power that 

historians have to defme and name, and thus infiuence Our perceptions of the past cannot be 

underestimated. Writing from a male perspective, most historians have focused on the 

"great daeds" of "great men. statesmen, generals and occasionally churchmen." l2 In their 

critique of academic history writing, Verunica Smg-Boag and Anita Clair Fellman argue 

that Canadian (male) historians have concentrated upon the men involved in the political 

and economic spheres of the two "founding cultures," neglecting half of the population.13 

When women have been included within these histories, their active involvernent in public 

life has been ignored, with historians confining their examinations of women's lives to 

studies of the family, deviance. or the local c o r n r n ~ n i t ~ . ' ~  Consequently, women. as a 

group, "have been defmed and delimited, not so much by any lesser capacity for work or 

detemination or thought but by patnarchal custorn and male a ~ t h o r i t ~ . " ' ~  McCanhy 

herself acknowledged the pnvileged emphasis on men's iives in history writing. Recalling 

her condemnations of the treatrnent of First Nations people in Western history. she 

insighdully commented in an article from 1960 b a t  histoiians have pnvileged the lives of 

those in power. She insisted on a populist vision of history: "You can't only discuss 

history in terms of potentates and patriarchs - it [history writing] must acknowledge that 

cultures rise from the bottom. "16 

Historian Joan Scott argues that women's "absence" in history is explained by the 

" professionalkm " of history wri ting, involving the gate-keeping func tions that set and 

enforce the standards kept by members of the profession, namely historians. In her view. 

for professional historians in the twentieth century, history involves the gathering together 

of knowledge from the past through disinterested, impartial investigation. inte~stedness 

and partiality king the antithesis of professionalism. This knowledge is available only to 

those who have mastered the requisite scientifc procedures. "Access then rests on this 
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mastery, the possession of which is supposed to be evident to those who are already 

pmfessionals and which they alone can judge ... Guardianship and mastery are then the 

basis for autonomy and for the power to detemine what counts as knowledge and who 

possesses i t"  l7 Similarly. Dorothy Smith criticizes the way that women have been eclipsed 

by bistory writing, which ironically is p-nted as  universal and objective.18 Moreover. as  

women have b e n  excluded from the making of ideology and knowledge. their interests 

and ways of knowing the world have not been included in institutional practices. nor in the 

body of knowledge (i.e. sociology. history writing) that has entered into i d 9  Smith argues 

that a critique is more than a negative statement, rather, it is an attempt to defme an 

alternative. Our social foms of consciousness have been created by men occupying 

positions of ruling. Discourse, methods of thinking, and theories take for granted the 

conditions of that niling, but the actual practices that make these conditions possible are not 

visible. Historically, women have k e n  located outside the relations of ruling. Smith thus 

c d s  for a "standpoint of ~ o r n e n , " ~ ~  so that we c m  come to know the material process of 

the world as they "really" are in order to effect social change. 

Traditional histones of art and joumalism have emulated the patriarchal practices of 

historical discourses. In recent years. many have begun to question the canon of "high" 

art, claiming that it merely reflects the interests of a privileged, dite group of white males. 

The resuIt has b e n  that the canon reproduces the shared interests of its groups' rnembers, 

while works by women, homosexuals or people of colour have ken excluded." Art 

historian Griselda Poliock, in her critical look at art and ideology. raises some important 

concem about the way women have k n  ignored and/or subordinated by male art 

historians. She argues that: 

To discover the history of women and art means accounling for 
the way art histoiy is written. To expose its underlying 
assumptions. its prejudices and its silences, is to reveal that the 
negative way women artists are recorded or dismissed. is 
functional in the perpetuation of the myth of masculine creative 
superiority and social dominance." 
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Other feminist art historians have rightiy called into question the c l a h  that ûaditional 

histories of art present past events and names using a sense of detachment Joanna Frueh 

maintains that art history and cnticism are fquent ly  divorced: you practise one or the 

other. Basically, the myth is that art historians aim for objectivity by gathering data that 

will prove the "truth." " 

Frueh's and Pollock's observations of traditional paradigms of art history are 

echoed in feminist critiques of journalisrn history. As C.L. Covert observes, despite the 

increasing nurnbers of women entering the field of journalism since the late nineteenth 

century. the emphasis on the white, male experience within North Amencan newspaper 

history has resulted in little of signifcance king written about women joun ia l i~ t s .~~  

Given these paeiarchal practices of history writing, which have focused alrnost 

exclusively upon male joumalists and editors. it is not surprising that McCarthy. dong with 

many other women joumalists, has been omitted from Canadian histories of journalism. 

However. this offers only a partial explanation for McCanhy's exclusion. It is. therefore, 

necessary to examine the practices of feminist histories. 

FemUlist interventions in history writing 

Wriwig in 1986. Strong-Boag and Fellman commented that the re-construction of 

Canadian wornen's history was ody  b e $ i n r ~ i n ~ . ~ ~  Ten years have passed since they made 

this statement, and while this formerly neglected area of history has been the focus of much 

scholarly attention. McCarthy. as yet remains unhown within the discourses of 

journalism and art history. Her omission might be panially explained by situating it within 

the context of feminist research. Accordhg to Sandra Harding, feminist research and 

history have tended to look at three areas of women's experience - women who have made 

a great contribution to social theory, women who have stood out in traditionally studied 

areas, and women who have been seen as victirns? Accordingly. the logical starting point 

for Canadian i'eminist scholars when they fust began the task of recovering the Lives of 
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women, was to conduct ~search on the women involved in the early feminist movement, 

and with those women who have vocally fought for women's emancipation by breaking 

into areas traditionally associated with the male sphere. As a result, a great deal has been 

written on women suffragena, many of whom had been active within al1 levels of 

govenunent Nellie McClung (1873-1951) is one woman, whose pioneering efforts in the 

Canadian women's movement have attracted the attention of feminist historians. 

Accredited with advancing the feminist cause in her day, she was a reformer, legislator and 

n writer. Agnes Macphail(1890-1954). another woman who has been the focus of much 

scholarly wnting, was the only woman elected to Canada's Parliament in 1921 during the 

f m t  federal election in which women had the vote. Later, in 1943, she was eiected to the 

O n h o  legislature, king one of the fmt two women to hold office there? Likewise. 

Charlotte Whitton (1896-1 875) has been remembered for her early work in social reform. 

and as the first woman mayor of Ottawa during the 1950s and 1960s .~~  

Similarly. feminist research in journalism history has p n e d y  been directed 

towards women involved in editorial andfor political wrhing. including Sara Jeannette 

Duncan. Kathleen Blake Coleman. and Cora Hind. Another logical area in the recovery of 

women joumalists has been given to those women involved in the Canadian Women's 

Ress Club. Although these contributions are significant, the historical record remains far 

from complete as little work has k e n  done in terms of women art joumalists. 

Early feminist research has k e n  focused on the recovery of exemplary wornen who 

fought for women's emancipation. However. during the last severai decades, feminist 

historians have begun to look at the lives of wornen who do not represent feminist 

heroines. Socialist-feminist research has shown that the idea of women as a class sharing 

common interests in opposition to men as a class, raises problems for some feminist 

scholars. Discussing the difficulties faced by feminist theory. Caroline Ramanozaglu 

argues that " f i t  wave" ferninists attempted to see both gender and class as oppressive of 

women. But this mode1 could not take into account the social, racial andor  ethnic divisions 
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between ~ o r n e n . 3 ~  Once the particular positions occupied by different categories of 

women in capiialist and other societies were identifed. then the variations marking 

woments iives could be understood more c ~ e a r l ~ . ~ '  McCarthy provides a good case in 

point As will be discussed in Chapter Two. she held a number of contradictory opinions 

as a result of the conflicting d e s  in which she occupied - career woman and wife. 

Although she never identified herseif as a feminist, and refused to join women's 

organizations that she viewed as being "political," such as the Canadian Women's Press 

Club. the public aspects of her life indicate that she f m l y  believed in women's nghts and 

gendered equality. Moreover, a critical examination of her weekly columns demonstrates 

that she was acutely aware of societal prejudices against women with professional careers. 

Writing about a woman who made a large gift to the Royal Ontario Museum in 1960. 

McCarthy astutely noted: 

This extraordinary woman was the type of person that is described 
when a man of the public service is being discussed, as a 'career 
man1, - meaning that his distinction was gained by his use of his 
talents. Unfortunately the eqression memu Iittle when used of 
women but desi nates merely a fernale who engages in business 
or a (ernpharis added) 

This statement, wrinen towards the end of her career, indicates that McCanhy was critical 

of the sexist attitudes and institutional baniers women with professional careers 

experienced, likely as a result of having been subjected to many of h e m  herself. It might 

also be read as a premonition that her contribution within art criticism would eventually be 

forgotten. Despite her awareness of this subject. feminist issues rarely appeared within her 

writing. Therefore, her position a s  a woman journalist wilhin the local relations of the 

Globe and Mail deserves some consideration. 

Given the sexist practices within the newspaper industry. Barbara Freeman reminds 

us that one cannot write cntically about women joumalists and their opinions on women's 

issues without trying to understand their role in the workplace and the constraints they had 

to work ~ i t h i n . ' ) ~  Like many other women journalists of her tirne. McCarthy experienced 
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various forms of sexism and disahination - low pay, lost salary after mamiage, ghettoized 

within a "soft" news ami, and limited opportunities for advancement. Some of these sexist 

attitudes were explicitly stated in the paper itself. In a 1948 editorid covering the retirement 

of A.A. McIntosh, the Globe and Mail's Editor-in-Chief, the author wrote that it "will be 

the d i t i o n  of the younger men who follow to cany fonvard the larnp he lighted on this 

page. " '' (emphasis added) Similarl y, when the paper's publisher George McCuilagh died 

in 1952, a journalist from the Regina Leader-Post commented that "today Canada is held to 

be one of the last lands offering great opprtunities tu young men, " while a reporter from 

the Brampton Consentutor stated that "Mr. McCullagh above al1 was an inspiring and 

encouraging example of how a newsboy c m  climb the ladder of ~ u c c e s s . " ~ ~  (emphasis 

added) 

Not unexpectedly. the above quotes completely ignored women's roles within 

journalism. An explanation for their exclusion is offered by Martin Lynch, a former editor 

with Globe and Mail during McCarthyls time. Describing the sexist attitudes upheld by 

most newsmen and editors, Lynch writes: 

We tended not to like having women on the desk because of the 
modifications thought necessary to "our culture" (if you can call it 
that). That is, some people weren't mad about having femde 
deskers. The idea of female deskers didn't bother me. Generally. 
though, women in the newsroorn covered certain things, like 
stones for the women's pages ... I think the city editor at most 
dailies probably felt that he (and it would be hg) had staffmg 
problems with women reporters. Ii was merely part of the general 
culture. which has changed enomously since, say the 1 9 3 0 s . ~ ~  

Lynch's account dernonstrates the kind of the "mde" culture dominating the newsroom 

during McCarthy's time. Billy Rose, one of McCanhy's colleagues from the mid-1940s. 

provides a good example in his column of the kind of sexist language that women 

journdists were probably subjected to in the workplace. Discussing the world of "show- 

biz" in New York City, Rose commented: 

for the past 20 years I've k e n  sitting behind a desk and looking 
at dames. 1 give the 0-0 to a good percentage of the chickadees 
who come fluttering in to New York, looking for the Big 
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~reak.~'  (em phasis added) 

Later on in the article. he referred to women in general as "babesn and  anari ries."'^ No 

doubt this sexist "linp" was exaggerated for rea&r interest But its appearance in print 

points to the fact that these derogatory tems were commonly used at this t h e .  At a 

broader level, such sexist language was reflective of a sexist culture. Rose's choice of 

adjectives that focused on women's physicai appearances was not unusual. and they still 

carry negative meanings within our culture today." In addition to verbal foxms of sexism, 

McCarthy was the victim of sexual harassrnent while working at the Montreal Gazene. 

This issue wili be examined in greater detail in the next chapter. Given the various forms 

of discrimination that women joumalists experienced in the workplace. it is not surprising 

that many women felt that they had to confom to gendered expectations, and to not 

question sexud i nequa l i~es .~~  

With the exception of the women's and homemaker's sections, issues conceming 

women did not receive support within the Globe und Mail, and even then. as Freeman 

argues, newspaper editors in pneral viewed women's news as k i n g  subordinate to male 

c~ncerns.~' Little has changed since McCarthy1s tirne for many women joumalists still 

cornplain about the pauiarchal praclices of n e w ~ ~ a ~ e r s . ~ ~  Consequently. overt feminist 

content rarely appeared in McCarthy's writing. In comparison to women writers workuig 

for specialized women's magazines. who had more freedom in raising feminist issues. 

McCarth y had to express her ideas under greater constraints. It would have k e n  

unthinkable for McCarthy to present such overt feminist criticisms as Blodwen Davies did 

in her 1930 Chatelaine article "Canadian Wornen of Bmsh and Chisel," in which she 

condemned the Royal Canadian Academy for its privileging of male over fernale artists." 

A nurnber of feminist scholars have critically examinai the dilemmas that women 

experience in having to confom to male-defined standards. C m l l  Smith-Rosenberg 

argues that for those in marginal or subordinate positions to assume the language of the 

politically and economically powerful. in other words. "for women to adopt a male 
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discourse. may entail the &nia1 of a fundamental aspect of the speaker's own identity or 

require the careful maintenance of a dual identity" Similarly. Kathleen Ferguson 

describes bureaucracies. such as newspaper offices. as " political armas" where struggles 

for power. statu, personai values, andor suMva.1 are endemic. Oligarchical in nature. 

Ferguson argues that bureaucracies are d e d  by a few, and recruitment is done partiy, by 

co-optation. or by "selection of successors by the elite. "" Accordingl y, Margaret 

Gahgher argues that because most news repoxters and editors are men, it is inevitable that 

most news selection reflects a male ordering of piorities? Gaiiagher cormtly notes that it 

is overly simplistic to assume that 

an increase in the nurnber of women gatekeepers will automatically 
improve gendered inquatities in the media since many factors - 
insti tu tional, structural, social and professional - ensure that most 
women joumalists, Lke men. will operate within an identical 
ideological paradigm.47 

Liesbet van Zoonen supports these observations in her critical look at the relations betwern 

gender. media and culture. Arguing that the production of news in the press and 

broadcasting does not leave much room for individual autonomy, she concludes that "it is 

t e m p ~ g  therefore to conceive of the organizational logic and routine as a factor inhibi ting 

the expression and impact of women communicators."" 

McCanhy 's Ferninisr Interventions 

McCarthy. in fact, seldorn dealt with women's issues or concems in her writing 

because newspaper culture insisted that news writing, am reviews included, should not 

promote any ideologies (i.e. political. feminist beliefs.) But in spite of the immense 

pressures to conform to these male defined standards of "objectivity," she manapd to find 

al ternative methods and strategies to ad* gendered inequali ties, at a professional as well 

as a broader societai level. By introducing several types of feminist interventions into her 

writing, she was able to critique the social constructions of gender in a seeming non- 

political way. 
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McCaRhy's most common "&vicen to acknowiedge women's academic and 

professional achievements occured in her discussions of individual women. Not 

unexpectediy. many of these references to women were found in articles wriaen for the 

women's department However, a number of them occurred in her regular "An and 

Artistsn columns. An early example appeared in 1937 when she reviewed the exhibition 

m g e û  by the International Society of Women Painters and Sculptors on display at the 

Lyceum Club and Women's Art Association. Commenting on the show's impressiveness. 

McCarthy stated that "the walls do not teil the whole s t ~ r ~ . " ~ ~  She then went on to describe 

Mrs. (Mary) Dignarn, the current president of the International Club, who was well known 

in several different countries, and who could be found in the "Who's Who of Art," but 

whose "conaibution has been much greater than such recognition repays." In McCarthy 's 

view, not only did Diparn continue to paint, but more imporiantly, she had "the 

magnanirnity to keep encouraging other women artists - [in] Toronto. Ontatio, Canada, 

then in te rna t i~na l l~ ."~  McCarthy's support for Dignam and her fight for women's righis 

in the art world continued. In August 1943. McCarthy did a four-part series on the history 

of art in Ontario. The third article in this group. concluded with a brief discussion of the 

Ontario Society of Anists (OSA). Describing the OSA from the late 1890s as an 

orginkation dominated ty "its exclusiveness and its good, red-blooded attitude on the part 

of men," McCarthy wrote that: 

Mary Dignam ... snapped her fingers at the O.S.A. for offering 
women membership without full righis, said no thank you and 
founded the Women's Art Association in 1890. Good for Mary 
Dignam! What has sen to do with whether a picaire be good or 
bad, or what has money, or society's favor, or success, or 
anything to do with it? Mary Dignam was more than a feminist in 
art. She was years ahead of her time in courage to say rhat only 
art was a standard for art5' 

This article is important for several rasons. Firstly. it shows that McCarthy identified with 

the "liberal ferninist" belief that women have been unfairly discriminated against by men. 

and that women deserve full inclusion within public life. It also reveals her interest in the 
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accornplishments of other women. Furthemore. directly below McCarthyls by-line was 

the foliowing statement "Third of a series of articles cornmenting editorially on the history 

of an in Ontario." Not only did this "disclaimer" point out that the ideas expressed in this 

article were McCarthy's, but it could be argued that McCarthy used this "editorial" column 

to express views not normaiiy permined within her regular "Art and Anists" pviews. She 

t h e r e f o ~  took advantage of this temporary "freedom" by raising a feminist issue. As it will 

shonly be discussed, her inclusion of feminist content in this case greatly differed from 

other columns which relied on "points of rupture." 

Public achievements of women continued to aitract McCarthyls attention. For 

example, in a colurnn written in 1953, McCartfiy interviewed Dr. Mary Woodall, deputy 

director of the City Art Museum of Birmingham. As McCanhy observed: ..".when a 

woman holds such a post at an important gallery. there is interest in knowing how she 

came to cas ,  such r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t ~ . " ~  Several years later, in a review of Inuit sculpture, she 

pointed out that an "interesting" aspect about the exhibition is that "all forceful" Inuit 

sculptors were women. as in the present case in Ontario.53 This comment is interesting in 

her appropriation of an adjective nonnally reserved for men. As Barrie Thom and Nancy 

Henley note, male dominance is strkingly apparent in the content of words. in laquage 

about women and men? As such. men are generaily described by positive adjectives, 

conveying a sense of power and prestige, whereas women are usually associated with 

weakness and f ~ = a i l t y . ~ ~  Finally. towards the end of her career. McCarthy stated that 

Kathleen Fenwick. curator of prints and drawings at the National Gallery of Canada, was a 

"great Canadian woman" who had dedicated herself to the Gallery for over thirty years. 

Despite her prestige, McCarthy said that it was ironic that Fenwick's narne was seldom 

men tioned? These observations are sig nificant as ihe y provide evidence that McCarth y 

was not only aware of gendered biases and discrimination experienced by professional 

women. but that she was sympathetic to these issues as well. 

The second strategy that McCarthy used in the fmt  half of her career to 
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afknowledge woments exclusion from history, is found in many of her Christmas time 

articles on European altarpieces depicting Madonnas. Interestingly, McCanhy was able to 

raise the issue of women's exclusion from history writing by focusing on the unknown 

women who served as rnodels for such religious paintings. Her i ï s t  article addressing this 

theme occurred only one month after becoming permanent art cntic for the Globe Md Mail. 

Discussing Sandro Botticelli's M a d o m  mrd ChiU she commented that while "other 

Renaissance painters ernancipated the feminine body and f m d  the feminine mind from 

fearful dogrna," Botticelli " a h  gave woman imagination subtle but clean as an unscented 

~ q h ~ r . ' ' ~  While her comment5 were not overtly feminist, they point to her personal 

interest in women's iives. The following year, however. McCarthy made explicit reference 

to the unacknowledged stories of women h the history of Western art. Reviewing Bernard 

van Orley's Rest on the Flighr tu Egypt. McCarthy briefly described the painting's subject 

matter, providing some biographical information about the artist From here, she focused 

the remainder of her review on the lives of women models from the Renaissance: 

The unwritten legend which rises in Our imagination as we see a 
Madonna picnire at Chrisanas is about the large Company of the 
women who posed for those farnous pictures of Mary. Mother of 
Christ. Do you ever think of these shadowy characters who 
came and went as anists' mo&ls? - some of aristocratie family 
who came veileû to the studio - some women of the Street who 
rose to heights of devotion ... some who joined in feasts with the 
successful, sume who starved, uncomplaining; some wives, and 
some not; some pious. and others not all. No one of us knows 
what was the countenance of the first Madonna. The faces of 
these women f o m  Our conception of the Mother of God. We 
often wonder if they feel dismayed when they see the place they 
have taken. Our pnvate legend has it that Mary sends them ail a 
present on Christmas without asking questions about their 
careers. So much for legendry at legend-tirne? 

Signifïcantly, McCarthyts emphasis on the differences of women's lives (class. religious 

backgrounds. marital sutus) prefigured contemporary feminist and poststmcturalist 

theones that have chailenged the notion of the "Universal" wornan. In Decernber 1948. she 

dealt with the subject of the Madoma again. Tracing the developments of the nativity 

theme in Western art, she pointed out that: 



There is one irony which leaves a romantic touch in this long 
tradition. Some of the Madonnas which syrnbolize abstruse ideas 
for both churchmen and Asts were painted from mo&ls who 
are nameless in history and were pmbably outsiders to society in 
their own day?g 

This observation is'doubly ironic. Acknowledging that many women from the past iived 

rnarginalized existences, and have been subsequently erased from history, she too would 

be excluded from journalistic and m histofical records. As previously noted, McCar?hyls 

"Madonna" articles occured only at Christmas. Judging by her other reviews at this t h e  of 

year. it would appear that the Globe and Mail's usual emphasis on "objectivity" was 

relaxed somewhat, giving joumalists a greater freedorn in their reviews? Md-arthy took 

advantage of this "freedorn" in order to raise issues related to women that were n o m d y  

beyond the scope of her department. It is also significant that she chose to focus her 

columns on the lives of these women instead of stressing the formal qualities of these 

works. The emphasis of these articles sharply contrast with the majonty of her critiques of 

Western art, which ignored the subjeci matter and content and stress "Fom" - colour, line. 

shape - instead. This issue will be exarnined in further detail in Chapter Three. Obviously 

the baniea and discrimination experienced by wornen were such critical issues to 

McCanhy, that she felt it necessary to raise them on a number of different occasions. 

McCarthy's third straiegy involved "points of mpture." In contrast to the former 

"devices." these occurred far less frequently. These "ruptures" were introduced as 

disclaimers. creating a distance between herself and the statement that followed. 

Interestingly. McCarthy drew greater attention to such cornments. as they always began by 

denying any affiliation to feminist causes which were then followed by a feminist critique. 

Being more oven in feminist contenl it appears that she experienced greater limitations in 

using them. Her earliest "rupture" is seen in the first paragraph of a review from 1939 

covering Isabel McLaughlinls election as president to the Canadian Group of Painters 

(CGP): 



The Femhits moyferture die facr that this is the h t  time a 
woman has headed one of the major art societies in Canada But 
duu is no? our department, nor does it interest us so much that 
Miss McLaughlin has always shown hetself a good workman in 
the expression of rather clearcut anistic ideals-..If her headship 
of the Gmup is anything like her pictures, it wiIi be fonhright, 
clear-headed, bright and pretty forceful6' (ernphasis added) 

Although McCarthy positioned herself outside feminist discourse. her opening rernarks 

about "feminist" issues indicate her acknowledgment that McLaughlin's presidency was a 

critical gain made by women in the official (male) world of art. This is hirther supported 

by McCanhyls earlier comments regarding Mary Dignam who founded the Women's Art 

Association. It is also worth pointing out that McCarthy was one of the few joumalists to 

note the importance of this event. in contrast, Graham McInnes, writing for Saturday 

Night, simply iisted the names of those elected as officers to the CGP." Clearly, 

McCanhy's comment was mo tivated b y her awareness of the marginalization of Canadian 

women anists from official bodies of art? A nurnber of years later, McCarthy used the 

strategy of a rupture again. this tirne in a review of the exhibition "Canadian Wornen 

Artkts." Informing her readers that the show was now k i n g  held in the fuie art galleries 

of Eaton's-College Street. she wrote: 

No feminist prejudïce need be suspected in the statement that it is 
one of the suongest Canadian collections ever exponed ... This 
does not infer that women painters of the moment are better than 
men. It does mean that this exhibition was well managed and that 
there were good women painters available? (emphasis added) 

These "points of rupture" pemitted her to acknowledge the contradictions in women's 

lives, and the prejudices they experienced because of their sex while appearing to "play by" 

the d e s  of "objectivity" enforced by the editoriai department of the Globe and Md. 

That McCarthy had to mask her feminist critiques within her weekly columns can 

be read as her way of coping as a woman in a male profession. This necessitated that she 

work within the news discourse, which demanded joumalists be non-partisan by 

presenting news items in an unbiased and non-political manner. But as will be argued in 

Chapter Three, ideological content was acceptable when it reflected the liberal views of her 
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employer. SigniTcantly. McCartby found ways to challenge paaiarchal beliefs within her 

writing. An explanation of her use of "subversive" devices is offered by Michel Foucault's 

theory of power. In his view. power should not be seen only as  oppressive. but as  

something with the potential to enable an individual subject to resist dominant h s  of 

oppression, especially when employed locally. such as in prisons* the workplace, or the 

family.6s McCarthy's "points of rupturew thus permitted her to explore feminist discourses 

and identities within the traditional practices of journalism. Her use of these strategies was 

similar to those found in her writing on First Nations artkts. In both cases she was able to 

challenge the dominant power relations of her time. 

McCarthy's use of veiled feminist references. however. rnay have impacted 

negatively upon the way her writing has subsequently k n  interpreted andor  remembered. 

thus resulting in her exclusion frorn Canadian women's histories. Because her criticisms 

were not ovedy feminist, any feminist ideas that MKarthy aniculated may have gone 

unrecognized. Moreover, her condemnations of most women's groups and organizations. 

may also have contributed to her "absence" from the historical record. However. this 

explanation does not entirely account for her neglect. Therefore it is necessary to examine 

the position of art joumalism within journalistic discourse, as weil as its location within 

mass culture. 

Journalistic discourse: "ha rd" versus "soft " ne ws and 'bbjectivity " versus "su bjectivity " 

The lack of theoretical or historical research into arts joumalism must also be 

framed wîthin the discourse of jounialisrn itself which has traditionally classified certain 

types of news writing as king either "hard" or "soft" Ken Meuler. in News Gathering, 

dermes "hard" news as news of important public events and actions of international 

relations. In conuast. "soft" news is often perceived as king less important, but often 

more interesting, and even tantalizing in nature.66 These categories are both a product of, 

and have further reinforced the manner in which the various news genres have been 
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hierarchicdy ordered, with "hardw news taking precedence over "soft" newsmg A direct 

consequence of this binary opposition has b e n  that art joumalism has not been given the 

critical attention received by "hard" news reporthg within joumalisrn histeries. The 

following section will first examine the contradictions between "hard" and "soft" news. 

looking at the related issues of "objectivity" and "subjectivity." and wili conclude with 

McCarthyls own confiic ting feelings towards the hardlsoft and objec tivity/subjectivity 

dichotomies. 

In her saidy on news production, Gaye Tufhan concluded that the "news net" 

was a hierarchicd system of information gatherers. Consequently, "the status of reporters 

in the news net may have determined whose infomation was identified as news."" and 

thus, what would be considered as more important This hierarchicai ranking of news 

categories in the discourse of joumalism can be seen in the way that hard and soft news 

departments have traditionaily been perceived by news workers and historians of 

joumalism. In her research. Tuchman found that "hard" news stories took precedence over 

soft news stories for several reasons: in their "iactuality," in their evaluation as  potentially 

newsworthy items. and in their internai processing through a news organi~at ion.~~ 

Reinforcing the importance of "hard" news departments, Globe and Mail reporter George 

Smith descnbed die Iayout of the "hard" news areas: 

Sports, financiai and executive offices are siniated in the 
frontS.the Editor-in-Chiefs office is located in the quieter 
northwest corner ... the main or 'universaï &sk is located in a 
strategic centre. with staff reporters and subeditors in surrounding 
locations.70 (emphasis added) 

Smith stated elsewhere in the article that the stones are "weighed" for reader interest at the 

Universal desk. 

It can be argued from these historically mediated categories, that soft news has 

corne to be perceived as  the antithesis of hard news? Undeniably there are marked 

differences between hard and soft news. Yet, paradoxically these binary opposing terms 

also share a nurnber of similarities: both can cover news events, and both contain 
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subjective and objective content Consequendy, these irnposed departmental classifications 

have ineconcilably polarized news and arts reviewing. concealing any commonalities that 

they might possess. Because of the prestige aaached to "hard" news, and the profession& 

gains to be made, especially with political reporting. many news joumalists have sought 

hard to maintain these classifications of news genres.R I 

In News as Discourse Teun van Dijk distinguishes general news features h m  

other types of reporting. although he adrnits the= are difficulties with such clear 

categonzations. Theoretically. book. art and perfomance reviews share a commonality 

with other news in the press by giving new information about current and past events. In a 

sense. both types of writing are recorders of current history. Furthemore, reviews c m  

encompass information commonly assoched with regular news stories. particularly when 

the visual arts are andyzed from a socio-political viewpoint Likewise. cultural matters. 

and their relationship to the govement.  business and state. have entered into "hard" news 

genres. He concludes that reviews can be separated from news reports, but stresses "that 

distinction is notoriously problernatic."73 Examples of the way that these IWO areas can 

overlap and shift are seen in the political thrust of McCanhyls writing during World War II 

where "hard" news political events became the focus in many of her columns. This aspect 

of her writing will examined in p t e r  detail in Chapter Three. Whiie McCarthy was able 

to integrate "hard" news into her art reviews, the visual arts or "soft" news stories also 

made their appearance in "hard" news coverage. For exarnple, Globe and Mail reponer 

James Nicol incorporated a "soft" news item into a "hard" news story in his article on Bill 

Yarwood's painting Bull (see Chapter Three). It is important to note. however. that pnor 

to the 1950s. arts coverage positioned within the "hard" news section of the Globe and 

Mail was far more likel y to be accompanied by a photograph than McCarthyts "Art and 

Artists" c~lurnns. '~ However, by 1953 onward. McCarthy's reviews were almost always 

accompanied by a photograph. This change in format was likely a result of her growing 

status as art critic at the Globe and Mail, as well as in the broader arts community. 
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Linked to the hard newdsoft news dichotomy. is the belief that news reports 

represent an objective point of view. in contrast to art reviews which are evaiuative, and 

therefore subjective. Many joumalists have maintained that the accumulation of facts 

necessarily means that they can be vedied. BUS as van Teun argues, "genuine news 

articles may feature opinions, despite the ideological belief of many joumalists that news 

only gives the facts and not opinion."" 

The issue of "objectivity" should be historically situated. Emerging during the 

period of the Eniightenment from western positivistic and ernpincal traditions." the notion 

of scientific objectivity has traditionally been privileged over the subjective viewpoint. As a 

philosophy of knowledge concemed with verifable empirical facts. as opposed to 

metaphysical (subjective) ideas, positivism has favoured the methods and principles of the 

naturd  science^.'^ In contrast to objectivity. subjectivity has been based upon emotions 

and feelings, and has therefore been seen as king explicitly biased. Supposedly 

"objective" criticism has b e n  devoid of the impulses assofiated with the realm of the 

personal. English professors Joseph Childers and Gary HenlU point out that "subjective" 

cnticism, when compared to "objective' thought, aimost always has pejorative 

connotations. In its indulgence of the personal. it cannot claim the same wiversality that 

"objective" criticism cm. Likewise. empirical philosophy has assumed b a t  knowledge is 

aquired through d k t  observation and experience. Empincists have adhered to the belief 

that facrs precede theories and rhat one can be an impartial, objective observer of "facts."'* 

John Locke's (1632- 1704) metaphor of the "tabula rasa," or the blank date." has 

b e n  adapted by news discourse in its application to the "hard" news reporter who is 

(supposedly) completely neutrd and non-partisan in hisher writing. This notion of 

impartiaiity developed in the early twentieth century when the discipline of joumalism was 

undergoing professionalization. Rooted in the traditions of Empiricism and Positivism. the 

concepts of objectivity and subjectivity have been adapted and applied within the discourse 

of joumalism. In Making News Tuchman drew a link between modem news work and the 
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tradition of positivistic thinling. She argued that the discourse of joumalism employed a 

quasi-scientific method to attain its "objectivity "'O This notion of scienllfic discourse was 

upheld and pmmoted by news writers at the Globe and Mail. When the business relocawl 

its office in 1938. reporter George Smith wrote an article ailuding to the "scientifc" nature 

of the modem newspaper office. Describing the process of "news making." Smith 

informed his readers that: "It al1 constitutes an involved and inuicate machine which m u t  

'tick' with meticulous accuracy and speed to function e f f i ~ i e n t l y " ~ ~  

Not ody was McCarthy's "Art and Artists" column classified as "soft" news but 

her desk was also located in the women's department While she admirted that her k a t  

was not considered "hard" news.'* McCarthy replarly commented on the need for 

"objectivity" and the presentation of unbiased opinions in arts journalism. especially in the 

first half of her career. No doubt her views towards these two genres resulted from the 

prestige enjoyed by "hard" news reporters. As stated earlier. not only were there greater 

opportunities for news journalists to advance. but "hard" news stories were located in the 

front section. the most important area of the newspaper. During her fint few years as 

Globe and Mail art cntic. Mdarhy ' s  columns were seldom indexed and could be found 

anywhere from the middle section to last page.83 In an anicle writren in 1937. McCanhy 

made an explicit r e fe~nce  to the issue of positioning. After opening a copy of a New York 

newspaper. she found two art reports on the front page. emphasizing that "it was a regular 

daily paper. not a special edition or a Sunday supplement-"" While she conceded that 

these stories were i m p o ~ t  "news" items. of even greater significance was "the fact that 

art should figure so prominently as rival to politics. business. human interest and sudden 

death."*' No doubt these comments were made to both support and prornote her own 

weekly column which did not have a regular location, but would "jump" around the paper 

from week to ~ e e k . * ~  

In her acknowledgment that "hard" news canied greater statu than "soft" news, 

McCarthy often stressed the need for "objectivity." Recalling a conversation with 



McCarthy . HoUoban says: 

I don't know what it [the conversation] was about. 1 dont know 
the remarks she made. but 1 said "Pearl. that's absolutely 
ouuageous ! That's absolute prejudice and bias!" She said. "In 
my work 1 take absolute pains to be fair and objective. I'm 
perfectly entitled to entertain my prejudiœ in my private life!" 

The importance McCaxthy placed upon objectivity was f e r  reinforced in a leaer she 

reœived from anist Charles Comfon congratulating her on her "fme and impartial article" 

from November 17, 1962. It is signifcant that she saved this letter. as was noted in the 

Inuoduction. she discarded many of her papers. Even more t ehg ,  is her underlinhg of 

the word Clearly Cornfort's compliment rneant a great deal to her. 

Consequently. McCarthy would regularly remind her readen that her criticisms were not 

motivated by personal factors or bias. but were objective in their views: "we could List Our 

favorite pictures but we have snongest ethical, as weil as. arristic scmples agaiwt doing so 

at an art e~hibi t ion."~~ (Ernphasis added) Her stress upon objectivity can also be read in 

ternis of her condemnations of dictatorship govemments who controUed artistic and cultuml 

expression. As weli, the need for "objectivet' art critickm was also related to the fotmdist 

aesthetic to which she closely adhered. The stress upon the fonnal qualities of art. as 

Stanely Aronowitz argues. "preserves the romantic, ideological character of the New 

Criticisrn within its apparently self-enclosed scientific s h e ~ . " ~  McCarthy's rejection of 

social and political content in Western art dowed her to mask any ideological content 

because universal elemenü were not grounded in Our physical world. Along these lines. 

she wrote in 1956: "it would be a horrible thing to conceive such colurnns as a series of 

judgment days because for one thing, that would irnply that the reviewer saw himself as a 

kind of god, which would be as balrny as p~ssible."~' In this staternent, McCarthy drew a 

link between herself and the aientist. who supposedly operates outside of the matenal 

world from a vantage point In this manner, the object couid be "knownt' unencumbered 

by personal bias or opinion. 

Yek like many of her views. McCarthy had conflichg opinions regarding the 
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objectivïty/subjeçtivity dichotomy. While she strongly advocated the need for "objective" 

cnticisms in her earlier wnting. she occasionally remarked on how diffcult it was for a 

critic to remain cornpletely impartial.92 During the late 1950s. a change is seen in 

McCarthyls view on this matter. In a book review on Olin Downs. the music critic for the 

New York Times, she mentioned that the critic should be both objective and s~bjective.9~ 

Eventually McCarthy came to xeject the impersonai and detached nature of "objectivity." In 

a review of John Piper's paintings d u ~ g  her trip to England in 1963. McCarrhy 

questioned: "Why bother to be objective. to analyze coldly and weigh, if one has been in 

love with an anist's work for rnany years?"94 As WU be evidenced in the subsequent two 

chapters, her conflicting attitudes between "objectivity" and "subjectivity" are one of the 

many dichotomies marking her life and work. However, her contradictory views can also 

be explained in terms of personal growth and transformation. 

The change in McCarthyls attitude towards subjectivity and objectivity should be 

situated within the power relations at the GIobe and Mail. According to Sandra Kirby and 

Kate McKenna. "power is used to perpetuate and extend existhg inequalities. Those in 

positions of power are able to decide what news is fit to prinl or air, and what parameten 

are available for interpreting such n e ~ s . " ~ ~  Richard pic) Doyle. fonner managing editor 

of the Globe and Mail, supports this assertion. saying that if "hard" news people " had 

direct control of spaces, docation of bodies and money, soon there'd be no features [arts] 

news."" Therefore. McCarthyts early arguments in support of impartiality were likely 

motivated by her need to "prove" herself within a male dominated workplace that privileged 

"hard news objectivity" over the subjectivity of "soft" news. McCarthy's stress upon 

"objectivity." and the need to conform to these male-defined standards, can therefore be 

read as a strategy in acquiring greater credibility, and more power in tems of her position 

as art critic. It may also reflect the professional requirements of king "a good reporter." 

Accordingly, as she gained more control and status as art cntic, the need to emphasize these 

qualities diminished. Discussing McCarthy's position at the Globe and Mail towards the 



end of her career, Victor Ryland write.: 

She thought that what she did was not only worth-while but 
influentid and important .... She was big tirne, very big the  in 
the "Art and Artists" line. She knew her subject and she knew 
anists and she knew ber constituency. Being reassigned to mere 
reportage or anonymous editing would, in my opinion, have 
destroyed her. She was a 'good thing' for everybody. She filled 
the paper when there were no man-bites-dog stories, she gave it 
standing in the millionaire patrons-to-axts set and galleries bought 
spaœ in quantity to appear beside her colurnns." 

Despite her continual striving for wversality and O bjectivity in her writing, i t is sadl y 

ironic that McCarthy has been omitted from the histories of jounialism and art history. 

Based on exclusion and hierarchy, these modemist ideals have b e n  large1 y responsible for 

the omission of women and newspaper criticism from the canons of art history. 

The psitiming of artjournalism within art hisr~ricd discourses 

As previously discussed, given the way that histonans have privileged the Lives of 

men, it does not corne as a surprise that McCarthy's writing has ken ignored by Canadian 

art historians. However, her gender does not provide a full explmation of her omission. 

Thus. an examination of the position of arts joumalism within the realrn of "high" culture is 

required, as arts writing within the mas press has been virtually neglected by art 

h i s t ~ r i a n s . ~ ~  Commenting on the hierarchies within traditional art history, Keith Moxey 

rightly observes that "the notion of aeslhetic quality depends on a distinction beween 

'high' and 'low' art, of which only the former, the art of an educated elite, is regarded as 

the province of discipIinary cornpetence."* While Moxeyfs observations are directed at the 

inclusion/exclusion of artworks, they can be extended to the rnanner in which newspaper 

art cnticism has been ignored within "high" art discourse. in convast to art historians and 

other "high" ans writers who have been permitted entry into the canon. Most histories and 

anthologies of art theory and writing have focused almost exclusively upon the writing of 

(male) artktî, art historians and t h e o r e t i c i a n ~ , ~ ~  in other words. those involved in "high" 

art production. As a medium of "low" art production or popular culture, arts joumalism 
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within the m a s  press has not received the offcial stamp of "kghW culture, a pnvilege 

enjoyed by those writing for academic and scholarly art jomals. 

Similar to the discourse of joumalism, the discipline of art history is founded upon 

ernpincal knowledge and the quasi-aienafc theory of "objectivity-" Tracing the 

developments of art history in the latenineteenth œntury, Hans Belting argues that art 

history grew out of the aesthetics movement and came to be focused on the histoty of 

styles. In its purest form. art history rejezted any histoncal explanation based on factors 

and conditions existing beyond the artwork it~elf.'~' Within this empirical tradition, Alois 

Eüegl introduced the notion of "Kunstwollen" in the late nineteenth century as a way of 

rneasuring art in iis own t e r n ~ . ~ * ~  Around this time. Heinrich Wofflin began to divorce 

the work of art from its social context by fomulating his "principles of art" with which to 

visually classify ariistic styles.'" This pemitied ari historians to assert their "objectivity" 

by divorcing art from its histoncal context, thereby upholding Immanuel Kant's notion of 

an for art's sake. Another outcome of the establishment of a history of art was art 

historians' claims to knowledge denved through empiricism. 

While feminist and postmodem scholars have recently begun to "debunk" the myths 

of the excellence of the Western aesthetic canon, generally speakuig. popular culture 

continues to occupy a position subordinate to "high" culture. As Pierre Sorlin argues. the 

word "mass" irself has corne to have suong negative connotations. In its attempts to please 

the majority, it ignores the refmement of "pure" a d a  Mass culture has traditionally been 

descnbed in pejorative terms by the aristocxatic elite, who felt that because it was aimed at a 

wide. middle-to-low brow audience, it did not ment artisticdy or intellectually. Since 

"hi&" art is (supposedly) self-contained, having its own specialized "language," it has 

therefore required a specialized knowledge to be understwd. Locating "high" art criticisrn 

within the international art markets, art histoBan Carol Duncan attributes the differences 

between "high" and "low" art to class positions. By art criticism, she refers to "serious" 

arts writing found in the most prestigious art-world magazines. and which occasionally 
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appears in exhibition catalogues. anthologies. and other publications. The consumers of 

this f o m  of criticism belong to the "high" art world, "an elitist enclave. a zone of personal 

freeâorn, a comrnunity of the alienated."'" Duncan's observations perhaps explain why 

the art criticism of Donald Buchanan. Robert Ayre and John Lyman have been recently 

examineci. Undoubtedly their gender has secured these critics a place within Canadian art 

history. But, as already stated. in addition to their writing in the mass press. they also 

convibuted to "high" culture. 

An examination of McCarthy's columw demonstrates that not only was she aware 

' of the hierarchies existing between "high" and "lown arts writing. but that this was a source 

of intemal conflict for her. As it wili be argued in Chapters Two and Three. her 

contradictory feelings can be partiaüy ataibuted to her fomer class position. Having 

grown up in the niling class. her outlook on life had been shaped by bourgeois ideals. 

However. during her mid-twenties. she experienced a shift to the working class as a result 

of her family's loss of fortune. Although she regularly included remarks made by the 

working class and the so-cailed "common" person in her columns - taxi drivers. her 

butcher. or "those with smali purses" - McCarthy often insulted them by ernphasizing her 

own academic training and anistic expertise. When she entered journalism in 1927. it was 

never with the intent of making it her life-long career.Im After gaining as much experience 

in writing professionally, McCarthy probably expected to becorne an historian. or fmd 

some other type of "high" art ~ r i t i n g ' ~ '  Instead, she worked as  an art jomalist for rnost 

of her Me. In spite of the faci that she took great pride in her work and thought that it was 

important, it appears that she never fully reconciled her position within the mass p ~ s s  widi 

her academic aspirations. Consequently. attitudes such as those expressed by Lawren 

Hamis. Jr. in an article for The Canadian Forum in 1940. annoyed McCarthy. Discussing 

the writing of four Toronto art critics (McCarthy included), Harris claimed that they "offer 

Little or no aesthetic i n ~ i ~ h t " ' ~ ~  While he did acknowledge that it is quite possible and even 

probable, that these critics were subjected to editorial restrictions and censorship. he argued 
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thai this was no excuse. Judging by the letters of praise and admiration which McCarthy 

received from artkts and art professionals during her ~ a r e e r , ' ~  Harris's remarks appear to 

be overly harsh, and not fdly justified. The respect that McCarthy had earned can be seen 

in the following artists' responses. In August 1947. Ellen Simon informed McCarthy that 

she had "done a most gracious and understanding piece of writing 'around' me ... Your 

perception & appreciation of my aims have served to enlarge as weil as encourage them.wl10 

In 1957. Toronto painter and print maker, Harold Town, expressed sentiments similar to 

those of Simon. Thanking McCanhy for fmt  encouraging him in 1944 when he was still 

an art student, Town wrote: "Since then you have mentioned me many times, and 1 wish to 

acknowledge the very conside rable part your perceptive amn tion has played in the 

recognition 1 have received.""' These letten. representing only two arnong many that 

McCarthy received during her career, demonstrate that her criticisms were respected by 

artists, and that she played an influentid role in her impact upon the public's reception of 

contemporary art. 

Arguably Harris's criùcisms touched a %ore spot" with McCarthy for on various 

occasions she felt the need to discuss rhe difficulties experienced by the newspaper critic. 

In 1942. McCarthy cnticized the shortcomings of art history writing in general, by 

stressing the vital nationdistic role played by the art jomalist: 

Writers on art, especially news writers, do not write at lenglh on 
these pictures [pain tings from European collections]. That is not 
because they fail to appreciate the quality in many of them ... But, 
for the news writer. much of this art ranks as history. News is 
what is happening to our people &&y or Wrely to happen 
tomorrow. Canada's cultural future depends more on the art ideas 
which our children are receiving today ... and on what our artists 
are doing in fme art and cmtive handicraft than on ail the old 
pictures which money could hang on our walls ... But we insist on 
remembering that Our anistic welfare be detemined b what 
our own artists are doing at this moment in this country. 1 ,Y 

This statement suggests that McCarthy viewed her position as newspaper critic as an 

integral component in shaping Canada's cultural future. Moreover. it further emphasized 

the intexmediary role that she played as an arts joumalist, as the disseminator of the most 
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up-tedate information on conternporary art to the public at large. Unlike art historians, the 

focus of McCanhy's writing was not with the ps t ,  but on the "here and now." This 

element of her professional Iife was integrally linked to the "culaual project" initated by 

McCarthy and her husband. Colin Sabiston. Feeling that they both had they a great deal to 

offer their local community culturally, they devoted their spare time in helping artists in 

securing commissions, and in exhibithg their art This aspect of McCanhy's life will be 

examiwd in further detail in the following chapter. And fmally, her linkage of art and 

news served the additional purpose of maintaining her column's place within the GIobe and 

Mail. 

Acknowledging the subordinate position of newspaper art criticism to "high" art 

writing, it is not surprising that McCarthy eied to elevate her work at the Gbbe and Mail. 

In an article written in 1944. M e a r t h y  discussed an "anisan" program offered by the Ecole 

du Meuble in Monmal which auempted to raise the position of the worker in mass 

production. Descnbing the course as "a stroke of French genius," the school initiated a 

course to vain people in becoming artisans. as opposed to "craftsmen." According to 

McCarthy, diis was gready needed in Canada where industry needs "heads with taste."'13 

She rnaintained that: 

rîghting this situation was to bring back the word artisan to 
honor, and get rid of the snobbish notion that it was better to do a 
stupid job in a white coliar than to do an anistic job in shirt 

I l4  sleeves. 

This comment can be read as  a personal statement in McCarthy's attempü to enhance her 

own position as a newspaper critic wilhin the reaim of "high" culture. It also points to the 

fact that she was aware of the prestige assxiated with certain types of jobs. As Caroline 

Ramazanoglu observes, while not everyone is awaxe of having class interests in a Marxist 

sense, they are usually concsious of nuances in s tatu and prestige. such as living in a nice 

neighbourhood. or in McCarth y's case, professional versus menial occupations. 15 

While McCarthy's "disMcet' of m a s  culture c m  be atuibuted to the priviieging of 
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"high" art writing over newspaper criticism, it should also be positioned historicaliy. In his 

chapter. " M a s  Culture as Woman," Andreas Huyssen examines the nineteenth century 

notion which paired wornen with mass culture. and "real. authentic culturen with men.l16 

Although this idea has its prirnary historical place in the nineteenth cenairy. it has retained 

its cumncy until. in his view, the decline of modernisrn itself in the 1960s.'" Huyssen 

argues that the political. psychologicai, and aesthetic discourses around the aim of the 

century consistently and obsessively gendered mass culture and the masses as ferninine, 

while high culture. whether traditional or modem, clearly remained the privileged realm of 

male activities.' '* Using the w r i ~ g s  of Theodor Adorno on music and literature. and 

Clement Greenberg on painting as classical accounts of modemism. Huyssen observes that 

m a s  culture has corne to be perceived as the " M e r "  of modemist art and literat~re."~ 

symbolizing autonornous creations. master works. rationality. teleological progress, 

discipline and self-control.12o Clernent Greenberg wrote. in his now infamous essay 

"Avant-Garde and Kitsch," that "where there is an avant-garde [modemism], we also find 

a rearguard ... that thing to which the Gemans give the wonderful name of Kitsch: popular, 
1,121 commercial art and literature ... Greenberg went ont0 to argue that kitsch was the 

"official tendency in culture" in Germany. Italy and Russia, and its encouragement "is 

merely another of the inexpensive ways in which totalitarian regimes seek to ingratiate 

thernselves with their subjects."lz2 By the 1930s, m a s  culture had become an effective 

tool of totalitarian domination in a num ber of countnes which a.ü banished modernism as 

degenerate.lX While McCarthy might not have been aware of the cornparison between 

mass art and women, it is reasonable to assume that she read Greenberges article which 

appeared in the Parzisun Review, or was at least aware of the argument equathg popular 

fonns of art and writing with totalitarian ~ o n t r o l . ~ * ~  As it will be seen in Chapter Three. 

McCarthy was extremely cntical of dictatorships and everything that they represented - loss 

of freedom. individuality, censorship. Any association between her writing for a mas 

audience and Nazi "tactics" would have greatly disturbed her. Consequently, she often 
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stressed her credentials as art cntic, thereby reinforcing her links with "high" culture. 

Moreover, her adherence to formalist art criticisrn positioned her writing within "high" art 

discourse, and in this way, she was able to elevate her role as populist art critic. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has argued that McCarthyts double marginalization. resulting from her 

gender and position as newspaper art critic, has contributed to her "absence" from the 

histories of art and journalism. Innuenceci by the patriarchal practices of traditional history 

writing. the discourses of art histoiy and joumalism have uaditionaily made clairns to 

objectivity and rationality. Asserthg that their knowledge is detached and impersonal, male 

historians and joumaüsts have perpetuated the m yth that their histories represen t the 

"Tmth." Access into the canon has been based on the f a  notion of merit and artistic 

excellence. But as professor of English. Michael B6rubé. reminds us. even though 

"neglect" may not always be conscious, it is always motivated and is never benign.15 

Femiwt historians have rightly shown that male history bas exclusively served the 

interests of men. and is inexvicably linked to issues of power and control. McCarthy's 

marginalization. and subsequent exclusion from vaditional histories, did not evolve 

naturally. but were the result of the power structures within the news rooms. art historical 

practices and women's subordinated positions within patriarchal society. Redressing the 

gendered imbalance of history writing in general, feminists began the immense project of 

re-dixovering the "lost" narnes of women from the pas& re-inserthg them into the 

historical record. The task of "recovery," however. has b e n  an onerous one. Feminist 

history. in general, has focused most closely upon feminist heroines, and women as 

victims. Feminist joumalism history has ten&d to emulate this pattern. with most attention 

given to women "hard" news repomrs, women editon. or those working in women's 

departments. McCarthy's "absence" from women's joumalism history can be attributed to 

the fact that, in a nurnber of respects. she did not "fit" into these categories. Despite the 
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fact that she acknowledged gendered biases and sexist discrimination in her writing, the 

journaiistic &mand for "objectivity" required that she introduce feminist content through 

"ruptures." It is liLely that her veiled support of women's issues has b e n  overlooked, or 

has since been forgotten by feminist researchers. While this provides a partial explanation 

of McCarthyfs neglect, it does noi take into account the marginalization of newspaper art 

criticism within the discourses of joumalism and art history. Categonzed as "soft" news. 

arts joumalism has b e n  perceived as king less important than "hard" news genres. Based 

on the assurnption of "objectivity" and reason. (male) historians have focused almost 

exclusively on the lives of male joumalists, editors and pubüshers. Undeniably. much of 

her writing reflected the conservative ideologies of the Globe and Mail. This was not 

unusual, as the bureaucratic structures of the news profession demanded conformity from 

their staff. A similar hierarchy has also been fimly established within art historical 

discourse. which positions art cnticism in the mass press as the diameuic opposite to 

"high" art criticism. Located in Ihe realm of popular culture. newspaper art critics have 

lacked the status and prestige awarded to those who write for scholarly and academic 

joumals. Directed at a mas readership. her writing on art has b e n  denied the legitimacy 

attached to "senous" art histoxy andlor academic criticism. However. a critical re- 

examination of McCanhy's weekly colurnns strongly sugpsts that not only she was aware 

of hierarchies inherent within these various patriarc hai discourses, but that she found ways 

of challenging them. As we saw. her inclusion of feminist issues. by way of "ruptures," 

represented her most "subversive" area of interventions in their condemnations of the way 

that men's lives and contributions have been privileged over those of women. That this 

area of her writing is the most criticd is understandable as her work within a male- 

dominated profession fostered an acute awareness of men's subordination over women. 

By cnticiwig patnarchal attitudes and beliefs. McCarthy had the most to gain in terms of 

her own iife. In contrast. her comments regarding newspaper axt cri ticism and "high" arts 

writing were less critical than chose dealing with gender. This can be explained by her need 
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to legitimize her position as  art critic at the G b h  Md Mail, as weii as secure a place within 

"high" culture. 

They also point to her success in rnediating her position between an elitist "high" culture 

and the broader popular culture. This is revealed by the fact that her writing had earned the 

respect of artists and art pmfessionals. but that it was also accessible to the general public. 

The following chapter wiU focus more specifically upon McCarthyls life and the 

factors surrounding her decision in becoming a professional journalist In panicular. it will 

examine the intersection of her personal and professional lives. and the contradictions 

embedded within these spheres. Begiming with her childhood, her life story will examine 

her relations with her family. followed by her academic expiences  in Toronto and 

Europe. It wili then look at her entxy into joumalism, and her work as the GIobe and 

MailS art critic. The final aspect to be examined will be her partnership with her husband. 

Colin Sabiston. for it is within the public and personal realms of their relationship that a 

num ber of contradictions are revealed. 
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Chapter T a o  

Pearl McCarthy: Contradicrions in the Self 

When 1 grow up I am going to be a famous Canadian d t e r . '  
Pearl McCarthy, as a child, early 1900s 

[Pearl] was also pure theatre. Dressed like a dowager duchess, frequentl y 
nodding politely to the populace, she had cultivated the gift of timing and 
the grand entmnce. The taxi Company that she patronized on a monthly 
account had ken aained to have the driver leave his seat, open the door 
for ber and take her hand as she alighted. In TRONNA!? In a Ford Taxi! 
She  never walked anywhere.' 
Victor Ryland, personal friend of Pearl McCarthy, 1995 

Foilowing Anne-Katherine Broch-Due's "life course approach,"' this chapier will 

present a biographical look at Pearl Md'arthy. Within this paradigrn, a person's life story 

is interpreted as a p w  in a "space-the location." representing the historical context and 

the existing social relations. McCarthy will thus be situated within the framework of 

biographical tirne (age) and historical time (period), as weU as within the srnaller 

collectivities to which she belonged: family, peer gmup and workplace. The discussion 

wiU begin with her childhood, examinhg the impact of the attitudes and values instilled in 

her by her family. and how they contxibuted to her decision to enter journalism. It will then 

ium to her educational and social experiences during young adulthood, foilowed by her 

work as art critic. The final section will consist of McCarthy's partnership wi th her 

husband. Colin Sabiston. Central to this chapter wiii be the numerous contradictions 

circumscibing the public and private aspects of McCarthy's Life. 

The lofty ambition "to be a famous Canadian writer" was written by Pearl 

McCarthy as a child on a beam in the boathouse of her family's cottage near Peterborough. 

It is doubtful that she ever envisioned that her goal would be aaained amongst the noise and 

"hurly-burly" of a smoke-fiiled newspaper department. Yet her dream was eventually 

realized in a journalistic career that spanned three and a half decades. In her lifetime, Pearl 



McCarthy became a nationally and intemationally respected d t e r  on the visual arts, and 

was referred to as the "Dean of Canadian Art ~ritics."~ 

When McCarthy became a joumalist in 1927. aimost fdiy years after women had 

begun to enter the profession, the news industry was still male-dominated and controlled. 

During the frst few decades of the twentieth œntury most men, and some women. felt that 

the hectic world of daily newspapers was "no place for a lady." One young woman, 

applying for a job at the London (Ontario) Free Press in 1942. was flatly refused by the 

managing editor who said "rd never let a daughter of mine becorne a These 

attitudes reflected the sexist discrimination rooted within patriarchal relations which 

classified certain types of work as "masculine," news reponing king one of them. 

Accordingly. women journalists had to overcome barriers not experienced by their male 

coileagues. However, by the early twentieth century, a p a r  many women had succeeded 

in entering the profession. 

The 1920s have been described as a decade of change and contradiction. Receiving 

the federal vote in 191 8. this was a time of great optimism and hope for Canadian women. 

In conuast to their mothers and grandrnothes, a greater range of life choices was available 

to them. Historical records show that by 1920 slightly more than twenty five per cent of 

post-graduate students were women, while nearly six per cent of women were enrolled in 

full-tirne undergraduate programs.6 In 192 1, women's participation in the labour force 

increased by two per cent, bringing the total to fifteen and a half per cent7 As historian 

Veronica Strong-Boag notes, feminists anticipated an even funher liberation of women 

through the acceleratd Pace of modemization during the decade, and nowhere did they 

place greater faith than in the workplace.* Advertising images in women's magazines, such 

as the nie  Chatelaine, helped to strengthen the ideology of the "new woman." This svain 

of feminist irnages offered white, middle class women, the main beneficiaries of the 

expanding opponunities of their sexy glimpses of thernselves in new and exciting d e s  in 



the public sphere (Figures 4-6). 

In spite of the gains women had ma& outside the home, gender inequaüty within 

the labour force did not disappear. As Gwethalyn Graham noted in rite CcIItadian Funun 

in 1936: "The whole question of what has corne to be known as Women's Rights' 

appears to have been shelved for the time beingu'* Women tended to be ghettoized in 

lower paying jobs with l e s  status, and Little chance of advancement The prevailing sexist 

attitudes pressured many women to quit their jobs when they married, as a consequence of 

the belief that "a woman's place was in the home."" While some married women managed 

to continue working full-the, most were faced with the choice of either a career or 

mariage, but not both." 

Given these "competingn ideologies defining women's lives - the mother, the wife, 

and the working woman - it is not surprising that many working women experienced 

conflict in "walking the tight rope" between their professional and pnvate lives. Mary 

Vipond found in her examination of magazine images of women from the 1920s that 

working women were not to expect any help from their husbands with domestic chores, as 

most men felt they were already rnakuig a large enough sacrifice in having their wives work 

outside the home." Consequently. many women had to becorne "Superwomen" by taking 

on the double. or even triple burden of working full-time, in addition to the responsibility 

of housekeeping and childrearing. 

Similar to the fmdings of other feminist biographers,14 my research on Pearl 

McCanhy has reveaied a number of conflicts and contradictions marking her professional 

and private Lives. Like other women of her era, McCarthy would not have defined herself 

as a feminist.15 Yet, in many respects. she challenged the gendered stereotypes defining 

femininity of her era. Holding two graduate degrees, she was highly self-confident, and 

worked her entire life in a profession traditionally defined as a masculine occupation. 

McCarthy was not unique in having to work, for in 193 1 48.9 per cent of Canadian women 



beoveeo the ages of 25-64 were engaged in paid work.16 However, when she is positioned 

amongst women of her age bracket, she does not reflect the average woman. She began 

her fmt hill-tirne job in 1927. at the age of thirty-WO, when the majority of women had by 

that t h e  in their Lives, rnmied and were busy raising their children." Moreover, in 
1 

contrast to most women. she rnarrïed much later. at age f ~ r t ~ - t w o , ' ~  and ma& a conscious 

decision not to have children.lg 

Despite these unconventional aspects of McCarthy's life, she also fulfilled women's 

traditional role of "care giver." In addition to her full-time work at the Globe und Mail, she 

had the extra burden of rnaintaining the home and caring for her husband. She ais0 helped 

put her younger brother through university by offering financial suppon, and later on, she 

took care of her elderly mother for several years. 

Formative Years 

Pearl McCarthy's rnother, Mary Doris Davis. was one of seven children raised on a 

d a j r  fm near Jarvis, Ontario. As the farm's maintenance required a great deal of work, 

the famity relied on their children's labour to ensure their livelihood. Mary Davis, whose 

marks at school were not the best, ended her formal education in the second grade, in order 

to help her parents at home. Although she quit school at an early age, she managed to leam 

how to read and write. Interested in Literature. one of her favonte pastimes was reading 

English poetry and history books on the British royalty." 

In contrast to Mary Davis, the three youngest Davis children, Annie, Esther and 

Claribel, were able to complete their post-secondary studies (Figure 7). Annie Davis, one 

of the first women in Ontario to graduate from medical coUege in 1906. becarne the second 

woman to work as a doctor in ~arnilton.~' Upon graduating, she opened a practice in that 

city with Esther Davis. who had trained as a pharmacisr Claribel, the youngest Davis 



chiici, taught at the Ladies College in Whitby. and later became the registrar there. Pearl 

McCarthy's aunts' scholastic accomplishments undoubtedly served as strong ro1e models 

for her own acadernic pursuits (Figure 8). Of even greater significance, was Annie and 

Esther Davis's decision to enter ïnto careers aaditionally outside the domain for wornen? 

Clearly, their lives were demonstrations that women could be independent, could live their 

Lves on their terms, and could overcome conventional barriers- 

In 1892, Mary Davis marrieci Jesse Ovem McCarthy, a school teacher-aimed- 

insurance agent. at which time they moved to Toronto (Figure 9). On March 1, 18% they 

had their first child, Lillian pearl.2' followed by two more children. Vourneen in 1904, 

and Davis in 1907 (Figure 10). Around this period, they also adopted WiU Frost, Mary 

McCarthy's nephew, whose mother had died." 

After teaching public school in Haidimand County, Jesse McCarthy changed 

vocations, becoming an agent and superintendent for the Temperance and General Life 

Insurance Company in Toronto from 1892 until 190. He then assumed a number of 

managerial positions with various insurance companies und 1915, when he took over as 

vice-president and general manager of the Security Life Insurance Company of canada? 

In addition to his professional work, he was actively involved in municipal politics where 

he served as an alderman for the city of Toronto from 1910 to 19 1 1, and later a s  controuer 

from 19 12 to 1914. Motivated by a sense of goodwill and justice, he was active in the 

Temperance Union Movement, and dedicated himself to Social Service and Welfare Work 

He was accredited for the establishment of Toronto's Juvenile Court, the frst in canada? 

As his insurance business was extremely lucrative, Jesse McCarthy was able to 

provide his family with many luxuries. Residing in Toronto's fashionable district of 

~arkdale?' the McCarthys led a privileged life, with servants, a cook and a seamstress. 

Even their cottage on Stoney Lake had a small room partitioned off in order to 

accommodate a servan? (Figure 1 1). An early photograph of a fur-clad Pearl McCarthy, 



at age two or three, attests to her family's affluence ( F i g u ~  12). Recalling her 

grandparen ts' indulgences. McCaxthy7s neice Cecil y Morro w describes their Europe .  

shopping sprees and how they would bring antiques they purchased back to Canada to 

fumish their home.29 Likewise. in the late 1940s, Pearl McCarthy wrote how her father 

would jest about their famil y extravagances." Havhg the most upto-date appliances, the 

McCarthys were the fmt farnily in the neighbouhod to have an elecaic toaster, and were 

always among the frst  to buy the newest mode1 of car each year.3' 

The McCarthy's prosperity, however, ended abnipuy in the mid-1920s. Besides 

his work at the life insurance Company, Jesse McCarthy had become involved in real estate 

ventures, eventudy losing most of his money in an unsuccessful land deal. After this 

disastrous event, the McCarthys bought a 365 acre fann in Hespeler. near Chatham, 

Ontario, for their retirement At this the,  Jesse McCarthy also started an oil business. But 

when this project collapsed with the onset of the Depression, they retued to the fam. After 

her husband's death on Septernber 18, 1937. Mary McCarthy continued to live in Hespeler 

until the end of the war. 

Both McCanhy parents were devoted to their children, and exceedingly proud of 

their achievemenü." Mary McCarthy, in panicular, valued the ability to accornplish 

"something" in the "real" world, encouraging her children to be "a cut above" everyone 

else. In Cecily Morrow's words, her grandmother felt that: "you define yourself by hing 

certain things that were considered outsmding, different, up on the sale of human 

values."" Although Mary McCarthy wished for her children's financial secunty in 

adulthood, more imponantly. she did not want hem to be merely "ordinary" or "common." 

Jesse McCarthy's interest in his children took a slightly different forrn. as he felt that 

academic achievement rnattered r n ~ s t . ~ ~  Like his wife. he read a great deal, focusing his 

attention on religions of other cultures, in particular Buddhism. His interest in Eastern 

religions may have influenced Pearl McCarthy's later outlook as art critic, for she often 



stressed the dualistic nature of art. In her view, an artwork was successful when it 

integrated the cosmos and the natural world" 

A conscientious and good student, it is not surprising that Pearl McCarthy's 

schoiastic achievements were rewarded by ber parents.M Of her siblings, she was 

considerd the inteilectual one, and thus became her father's favorite." Voumeen 

McCarthy, resentful of the special relationship between Jesse and Pearl McCarthy, refemd 

to her sister as a "biue s t o~k in~ , " '~  and a "squinty-eyed intelle~tual."~~ Vourneen 

McCarthy's critical attitude towards her sister's academic interesu was rooted within 

societal values that perpetuated the myth thai: "inteliectual women are seldom beautiful. 

their features, and particularly their foreheads. are more or less rnasc~l ine . "~  In spite of 

her outward self ~ o ~ d e n c e  and assurance. it appears that Pearl McCarthy internalized this 

derogatory attitude defming ideal ferninine b e a ~ t ~ . ~ '  

A photograph of Pearl McCarthy taken around the age of fou., reinforces the image 

of an acadernically inclined child (Figure 13). She is presented leaning over a chair on 

which an open book is placed. Clearly the image is a theatrical construct, m g e d  perhaps 

at the whim of her parents. or more specifically. her father. Judging from her srna11 size 

and appearance, she is probably too young to be reading. But the use of the book. as a 

prop, linlcs her directly to the educational pursuits and cultivated interests desired by her 

parents. Such reinforcement may well have motivated Pearl McCarthy in furthering her 

education, and in tum, enabling her father to vicariously live out his own academic drearns. 

It is tempting CO specuiate that Pearl McCarthy was also "groomed" u> fulfül her mother's 

own yearnings for academic recognition. While Mary McCarthy's three youngest sisters 

were able to continue with their post-secondary studies, and thus. "make something" of 

themselves, she was left behind on the farm because she was a poorer student As Morrow 

stresses, Mary McCarthy's sense of pride coupled with Jesse McCarthy's interest in their 

daughter's intellecnial accomplishments. demanded that she continue with her academic 



s t ~ d i e s . ~ ~  

ObviousIy McCarthy's family greatly supporteci and encouraged her in continuhg 

her education at University. While her aunts' academic work provided a private d e  mo&l, 

there existed a nurnber of other Canadian women who served as public role mo&ls d u ~ g  

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 'Ihese wornen, many of whom had 

accessed the public domain by entering into carers traditionally outside the parameters of 

femininity. may have served as an inspiration to young wornen, like McCarthy, interested 

in pursuing their post-secondary education. ( Appendix 6) Asserthg their inde pendence, 

they challenged sexist stereotypes and the m o w l y  prescnbed roles of their gender. 

Arguably. these women would have hpressed McCarthy with their intellectual and artistic 

capabilities, and may even have encouraged her to cany on with pst-secondary 

ed~cat ion .~~ 

Young Adulthood 

In 191 3, Peari McCarthy graduated with honours from Parkdale Collegiate 

Institute, at which time she entered St Hildals College of the University of Toronto with 

two matriculation scholarships in the classics." Her decision to attend St. Hilda's most 

k l y  met her parents' approval as it had the reputation of k ing  more academic in 

cornparison to other local wornen's univer~ities.~~ Little is known about McCarthyfs 

expenences dunng this period. However, S. Hildo's Chronicle and other documents from 

Tnnity CoUege provide some general information. Her hanscripts indicate that as an 

undergraduate she rnajored in English and History, providing her with a strong background 

in the humanities. (Appendix 7) As will be discussed more fully in the next chapter. her 

course work in History and Philosophy would prove beneficial to her subsequent career as 

art critic. Alhough McCarthy did not reside in the college's domitories, the 



Turonronensis, the University of Toronto's year book. stated that she "was keenly 

interested in college institutions and an especiaily helpful member of the ~ i t " ~ ~  D u ~ g  her 

graduate d e p .  she participated in other extra-cwicular activities. by king elected to the 

executive cornmittee of the Alufnnae Association in 19 

Upon receiving her B.A. in 1917 14), McCarthy immediately began her 

M.A. at the University of Toronto. graduating IWO years later. Although records do not 

specify which department th& degree was in. presumably she majored in History. as she 

later referred to herself as an hi~torian.~* Her thesis, entitled "Patronage in Canadian 

Politics." exarnined the abuse of patronage and political favouritism in the govemment 

beginning in the mid-eighteenth century untii the 19 10s. Interested in issues involving the 

govemment and the state. McCarthy often dealt with these themes and their relation to the 

visual aris in her wriwig as art c r i t i ~ . ~ ~  

On August 3 1. 1920, Pearl McCarthy and her father sailed to England where she 

was to begin pst-graduate studies on a scholarship at SL Hildats College in ~ x f o r d . ~ '  

Again. liale is known about her experiences at this tirne. but it is evident that events did not 

go quite as smoothly as she might have expected. McCarthyts circumstances were 

dramatically altered pan way through her degree when her family lost its fortune. As her 

parents were unable to offer her financial support, she fgund it necessary to seek 

employment in order to finish her studies. Instead of completing her degree in two years as 

planned, she would graduate six and a half years later. in the spring of 1927. 

McCarthyfs initial few years in England offered her the opponunity to live with an 

upper class English family, and have her name included on a list with other young 

socialites awaiting introduction to King ~ e o r ~ e . ' '  Between 1921 and 1924. she went to 

Paris on at least two occasions to conduct thesis research on the French Revolution. Her 

first period of snidy in France most Likely began in ûctober 1921, when she took a 

temporary three month leave from St.  ild da's.'* Dissatisfied with the results frorn her 



research, she retmed to Paris at least once more in pursuit of a critical piece of information 

for her thesis. 

In a letter written to art historian J. Russell Harper in 1963, McCarthy described 

how she used "a big chunkn of her father's money while she was in Europe, most iikely 

aying to complete her thesis research. Her tenacious desire to "known the facts led to a 

skepticism of historians and history writing in generai. As she said: 

There was a tiny point in the September Massacres in the French 
Revolution that puzzled me; 1 codd not fmd aU the documents- 
Why worry - EVERY GREAT HISTORIAN FOR OVER 100 
YEARS HAD AGREED. Still it annoyed me. Back to France 1 
went, and after nearly giving myself abreakdown. found the wee 
piece of papa that proved my man had not been in Paris at that 
time at dl!  ! ! ! ! ! Ah weil. you cant trust ANY former 
historian ..... but just one old historian's warning NEVER TRUST 
WHAT HAS BEEN SAID b e f ~  you. They al1 make things add 
up to the sum of their notions." (McCarthyls emphasis) 

This quote is significant in terms of McCarthy's subsequent entry into joumalism as it 

emphasizes her perseverhg nature and determination in researching information and fact 

finding, qualities required in the newspaper business. Offering advice to women interested 

in a career in journalism in 1945, Lillian D. Millar stated that "you must have a sleepless 

curiosity ," in addition to " plenty of perseverance and determination and unlimited 

enthusia~rn."~~ Likewise, Joan HoHoban, former medical reporter for the Globe and Mail, 

stresses these characteristics as k ing  essential to joumalists. who have "to be inquisitive. 

to the point of k i n g  curious about everything."" Furthemore, McCarthyls skepticism of 

histonans provides an insight into her later writing on First Nations people in Canada. 

Citical of the way history has been recorded. she used several articles to address the issue 

of negative stereotyping of the Native population as "savageVtt demanding in one column 

that a govenunent pamphlet be re-written? This issue will be discussed at greater length 

in Chapter Three. 

McCarthy's time in France was not al1 hard work and frustration for she was able to 



visit art galleries and artists' studios. It was there that a number of her subsequent ideas 

concerning modemist art and formalkt theory matured. As the "capital" of Western arf 

Paris in the 1920s would have been an exciting place for a young woman studying 

abroad." In subsequent w r i ~ g s  about her experiences in Europe, McCanhy mentioned 

her visits to the studios of Braque and ~icassos* and showed that she was knowledgeable 

of the non-objective painting of Wassiiy Kandinsky, whose work she would have seen in 

~aris.'~ Her time spent in Paris would aiso have exposed her to Dadaism (19 164923). as 

weil as S u d i s m  (1924- 1945). André Breton, "leader" of the surrealist movement in 

Paris. published the "Manilesto of Surrealism" (Manifeste du sumalisme) in 1924 which 

Wtely coincided with McCarthyls research in France. 

It is not surprising that McCarthy sought out adstic c i d e s  during her studies 

abroad, for her interest in art and cultural issues had developed during chiidhood. In a 

review of the 1959 Canadian National Exhibition, she joked that "as a child. we remember 

thinking the CNE art gallery was the next best attraction after the dog show."60 In the same 

article, she said that her family possessed oniy two paintings, but that "visits to houses of 

people who owned paintings were a thrill." She recalled k i n g  in her teens when the furor 

over the Group of Seven broke out6' Recounting an early exhibition of the group during 

her university studies in Toronto, McCarthy wrote in 1952: "..some of us got Our first 

sight of Group of Seven sketches at a little exhibition held by the University Women's 

Club. an event which staned us on Our way with such excitement as present-day people 

will hardly rea l i~e ."~~ Her enthusiasm and suppon for the original rnernbers of the Group 

of Seven continued her entire lifeag Despite the fact that she regularly discarded her papas 

and correspondence. she kept the catalogue from the Group's 1925 exhibition in Wembley, 

~ n ~ l a n d ?  

It will be argued in the following chapter that McCarthy was attracted to the formal 

qualities (line. colour, form) conveyed by the members of the Group of Seven in their work. 



However, the Group also appealed to her on a more inhate level, as their rugged landscapes 

brought back mernories of her childhood at the family cottage: 

To thousands of us, some place on an island of granite rock was 
'home.' We might not know the map of Our city, but we knew 
every crevice in those rocks. There we adventured. We 
'discovered' and, while knee-high to a grasshopper, drew Our 
canoes on rocks in the centre of lakes and called them out 
continents? 

McCarthyts early support of the Group of Seven. Canada's vanguard during the 

1920s. demonstrates her willingness to embrace new forms of artistic expression, 

including cubism and non-representational work. However, she was candid in her 

negative feelings towards Dadaism and ~urrealism.~~ While she adrnitted that it was 

"entirely personai matter of taste." everything about surrealism "is distasteful to us" 

because "anything ailowed to run its course without the control of deliberate reason 

displeases us hear~ily."~' She even refused to acknowledge it as an official rnovernent, and 

in one review from 1937, referred to it as a "fad" (even though it had been around for 

thirteen years.)" Her dislike of Sumdism might be amibuted to the importance she placed 

upon the intellect. the earh and nature, or perhaps to her fear of what her own 

psychological introspection would reveal. She was, therefore, unable to accept surrealist 

artists' stress upon inalional forces, and the subconscious. Instead of emphasizing the 

psychological qualities of artistic content, McCarthy believed that art shodd combine 

spirinid ideas with elernents from everyday reality." But the fact that she was willing to 

ignore surrealism is highly contradictory, especially when it is positioned within her 

condemnation of censorship. As it will be seen in the next chapter. she was extremely 

critical of dictatorship govemments that controlIed intellectual and artistic expression 

through censorship. In McCarthyls opinion, this was unexcuseable as artists and the 

intelligentsia shouid be allowed to express themselves freely. Her cnticisrns of censorship 

were also linked to her views regarding "objectivity" and irnpartiality in newspaper wnting. 



Yet. in spite of the importance she placed upon the presentation of non-biased views, as 

weil as her denouncernents of censorship, McCarthy seldom discussed artistic styles or 

movements that she found distasteful, such as Dadaism or Surredism. Unconsciously, she 

was guilty of her own foxm of "censorship," as she tended to review only those exhibitions 

and worlcs of art that f î t  within her formalist ae~thetic.~' As it will be seen in the Chapter 

Three, other contradictions are revealed in her columns during waxtirne, and in her critical 

approach to Western and non-Western art 

The effects of her family's fmancial misfortune during her Oxford studies resulted 

in a considerable loss of status for McCanhy arnong the British elite. An imrnediate 

consequence was the removal of her name from the King's iist In order to complete her 

degree. she rnoved into a fourth floor roomY1 and worked as the housekeeper. most iikely 

for the British family with whom she was living" Besides her paid dornestic work, she 

also tutored a girl while conducting her research in  rance? 
Interestingly, a tension runs throughout the body of McCarthy's public writing in 

terns of class issues. Until her mid-twenties, while her parents were stiil financially well 

off. she belonged to the ruling class. However, her family's loss of fortune immediately 

shifted her from the upper to the working class as she found it necessary to take up 

domestic work to complete her degree." It is apparent within her writing that she stmggled 

with issues involving class identity, and in a sense she "straddled" both spheres. While her 

lack of money and need to work for a living located her in a subordinate position in relation 

to class, McCarthy's education and "bourgeois" upbringing ideologically aligned her with 

society's elite. Despite her own loss of financiai status, she accepted the hierarchical class 

structure within Western capitalist society, and did not challenge the status quo.7S 

Complethg her &gree under these circumstances is yet another demonstmtion of her 

tenacious and perseve~g nature. 

Though McCarthy may have been embarrassed by her change in fortune, she had a 



We-Iong love of everything ~ritish? Moreover, the fact that she could becorne a 

housekeeper, yet continue to support an elitist class system, suggesrî that she could 

"move" between classes quite comfortably. Evidence of this is found in several letters 

written to her husband during a trip ro England in 1960. Dismayed by the political and 

social changes to the former "economic order," she felt that a "good thingn had been 10st .~ 

Bemoaning the fact that Britain is now "paying for her liberalism," she wrote: 

You would be even more skeptical of the welfare state and 
socialism if you saw what has been done in irnpoverishing the 
middle class and giving power to the former lower class. It is 
enough m make anybody wonder whether the poor of Portugal are 
not better off. At least the educated Portuguese hasnrt that 
battered, buffeting look of the old English middle class .... I'm still 
no partisan of plP U.S. Steel attitude to Labor ... nobody in the 
world is still kinder than the battered, tax-pa ing English ..Tm 4 coming home more conservative than 1 was! (McCarthy's 
emphasis) 

In spite of her disappointment with England in general, she was offered some consolement 

at Brighton where everyone, rich and poor, could exist "side-by-side": 

... each individual went his own way in dress, and nobody batted 
an eyelash whether his neighbor [sic] wore posh cricket fiannels 
or ovemlls or full dress. Each did as he damn well pleased ... You 
just souIdn'[ have that in Nassau or any Amencan reson ... You 
can c d  that individudism or the opposite, but by Heck! it's 
freedom, freedom as Our children can't l e m  it, for it seems to 
have just one mie - moderate al1 you do so as not to interfere with 
an y body." (McCarthy's ernphasis) 

As her remarks indicate, she was a strong advocate of the liberal-democratic ideology. A 

cornerstone of liberalist thuiking is the idea of individudism, which was very important to 

McCarthy on both a personai. as  well as  an ideological level. This issue frequently 

emerges in her approach to art cnticism. It could also reflect her determination in entenng 

into journalism. especiaily when women received little encouragement in entering male- 

defined careers, 

French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu's concept of "symbolic capital" offes a helpful 



way of understanding the problematics of McCarth y 's class posi tioning . According to 

him. "symbolic capitaln is not reducible to economic capital, but rather, fmds its power in 

fonnal education, and is measurable by degrees or diplornas. Representing the level of 

accumulated prestige, celebrity, or honour, it is founded on a didectic of knowledge and 

recognition.s0 In his discussion of inteiIectuals and artists, Bourdieu argues that they 

occupy a position subordinaie to the niling class because they lack economic capital. Yet, 

at the same tirne. they possess a high &gree of "symbolic fonns of capital " : academic 

andor cultural capital.8' Identifying herseif as part of the intelligentsia., McCanhy 

acknowledged the contradictory aspect of her dual positioning. In a 1952 review of 

Nicholas Homyansky's work. she wrote that although scholars might not die rich, "they 

contribue a precious element."" Here is yet another example of the polarities marking 

McCarthy 's life. 

McCarthyls views on class issues embodied the contradictions of her own class 

position, as weii as the conuasting experiences she must have had as an educated woman 

doing domestic work for pay. Wnting for a mas readership. she perceived henelf as the 

"defenderl' of the "cornmon person," and regularly included comments made by the 

uneducated and working classes in her weekly co~umns .~~  Usually her support for the 

general public was voiced through discussions penaining to the role of public art galleries. 

For instance. in 1947 she wrote: ."..let galleries and institutions buy and let (or force) 

them to welcome the humblest visitor. for their duty is to al1 men regardless of purse."@ 

(emphasis added) A number of years later, she raised this issue again. Acknowledging 

that museums and gaileries have becorne almost the exclusive domain of the cultivated 

(elite) class, she argued that "too many galleries today are run for cliques."85 

However, perceiving herseif as a member of the intelligentsia, McCarthy's views 

were often paternalistic. and ai urnes, even insulting. A good exarnple of this occurs in 

1956 when she reminisced about an incident at an exhibition: 



... a very crumpled, ordinary wornun appealed to us because we 
seemed to be following a catalogue, which would have meant 
nothing to her: 'Cm you tell me if that p i c t u ~  is by some great 
artist? - 1 do hope so. because 1 love it and it is the Ncest in the 
gallery' ... her 'nicest' picture was listed as the School of 
honardo. She represented Ihat popular vote which goes along 

86 with the schohr's vote ... (emphasis added) 1 

Her elitist amtudes were revealed again the following year in an article about the rurnour 

that the West Block of the Parliament Buildings was going to be tom d o m .  Following the 

stylistic format of a news repon she included sample reactions of three "types" of people: 

Alan Jarvis, "the bniliant young director of the National Gallery"; a "nationally-known 

financier" who wished to remain anonymous; and, "a cleaning woman." In McCanhyts 

view, the woman expressed "the most clear-cut psychological reaction: 'Makes you 

frightened, al1 the taJk about tearing down, don't it? Makes you f e l  as if it's the end of the 

world or ~ o m e t h i n ~ . ' " ~ ~  (emphasis added) Giving the woman the most space in her 

colurnn, suggests that McCarthy identified with her sû-aightforward and emotional 

response. However, attention was drawn to the woman's improper use of grammar as her 

statement was placed between quotation marks. whereas those of Alan Jarvis and the 

financier were paraphrased. In so doing, McCarthy distanced herself from the cleaning 

woman's class position, and also reinforced the negative stereotyping of the working class 

as k i n g  less articulate and less educated. 

McCarthy was granted the degree of B.Lia (Oxon) in March 1927 (Figure 15) .*~ 

Holding two graduate degrees was not only uncornmon for a woman of her era, but was 

rare among the Canadian population in general. In 1920, only 48 women and 170 men 

were granted Master's degrees. By 1930, the numbers of men and women graduating 

from Masters programs had increased respectively to 100 and 358.* For the next several 

decades. McCanhy would have more education than many women from the following 

generations, as the nurnbers of women entering pst-secondary education sharpl y declined 



with the onset of the ~ e ~ r e s s i o n . ~  It is clear from her writing that McCarthy herself 

acknowledged the difficulties women faced in aaaining higher education. In an article from 

1956. McCarthy did a story on Sister Christabel [Lily Bourchier Ernery] of the Anglican 

ûrder. the first woman in Canada to receive an honoraiy degree of doctor of divinity. The 

rest of the article dealt with the barriers Sister Christabel experienced as a woman in 

entering university, as well as the gains she had achieved after she rnatriculated and entered 

St Hilda's coilege in 1894.'' 

McCarthy 3 Enny inm Joumalism 

Whereas middle class women were urged to obtah a good education in order to 

secure a better job before they married? McCarthy's farnily's class and wealth afforded 

her the freedorn to continue her acadernic pursuits at Oxford for their own ~ake.'~ But as 

she could no longer rely on the financial support of her parents, finding full-time 

employment after she fmished university became a central concem. In a letter to her aunt 

and uncle. written in January 1927, only severai months before graduation, she complained 

The one fly in the ointment is that despite the fact that I've vied 
very hard 1 haven't found any work. In every case they want a 
permanent person and of course 1 would be only temporary. 1 
retum to London Tuesday and am detemiined to find something. 
Quite frankly 1 shall feel rnuch asharned until 1 have? 

McCarthy's unsuccessful atlernpts in securing temporary work in England. might also be 

anributed to social constraints affecting outlwks on class. Allhough economic 

circurnstances necessitated that she seek domestic employrnent in order to complete her 

degree at Oxford, after the completion of her second graduate degree, such menial work 

would have been unthinkable for someone of McCarthy's educational standing and social 

upbringing. Moreover, she had the additional burden of fulfüling the expectations of her 

parents who placed great emphasis upon their children's personal accomplishrnenrs. This 



parental pressure was made clear in the same letter to her am t and uncle. for she confided 

that: "1 only hope 1 can make something worth while of myself so as to be some credit to 

During McCarthy's fmal year at Oxford she began to seriously consider her career 

options. By January 1927 she had narrowed her choices down to two mas: 

At present 1 am absolutely perplexed as to whether 1 should head 
for University work ( t u t o ~ g )  or joumalism. If 1 deci& on 
entering joumalism it won't be with the idea of staying dways in 
newspaper work but rather of obtaining practice in wriling on 
everything and anything. But it seems rather unlikely that 1 shaii 
be able to get rny ternporary post in that line. 1 shall write after I 
get back to town [London, England] and discuss al1 this matter of 
a profession. I intend to go to see two editors this corning week? 

Eventuaily. McCaxthy decided to enter joumalism instead of university work. Upon 

graduating from Oxford. she retumed to Canada, and immediately began working at the 

Montreal Gazette. But, as the above quote makes clear, she never expected to make it her 

life-time career. As she later recalled, "my father lost his money and 1 fell into journalism. 

writing criticism for newspapers, and so never published my find. Under more 

favourable circumstances. McCarthy would probably have chosen another son of Literary 

career. such as history writing. In 1944, she stated: "..competent journalism (even when 

put between hard coven and called a book) can never take the place of l i terat~re."~~ Her 

attitude reflected that of many women journalists in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Majorie Lang's research on women in the news industry has found that a 

number of women had "higher" literary ambitions extendhg beyond the newspaper. 

usually in the realm of fiction writing and poetry." Moreover. this statement also suggests 

that McCarthy was aware that art criticism within the mass press lacked the prestige and 

statu accorded to "high" culture. Yet, as we saw in Chapter One. she f m l y  believed that 

her work as art cntic was important and vital to Canadian culture. 

There are several other factors that may have influenced McCardiyts decision in 



becoming a joumalist In 1919. during the fmal year of her M.A.. SL Hilda's College 

organized its fmt Vocational Confe~nce for the purpose of pmviding practical advice to 

women in the choice of a career-'" Among the representatives invited to speak on 

"appropriate" careen for educated women, was joumalist Mona Cleaner from the Toronto 

Globe S Hornemaker department'*' Of the types of work identüied as suitable to 

"gentiewornen,wl" joumalisrn probably presented one of the more attractive options to 

McCarthy. Pomyed as an exciting career, journahm would provide the opportunity to 

"use her head," as weil as wtite for a living. Later on. during her final ierm at Oxford, her 

interest in joumalism was further piqued. Writing home in 1927. she confided KI her 

farnily about two of her "very best new fnends." Both married to London newspaper 

editors, she told her famiiy: "you can imagine how interesting they are."IM 

Although women joumalists had made nemendous advancements within the news 

industry by the late 1920s, journalism was still viewed by many as a masculine profession. 

Perhaps the challenge of proving that she could compte with men o n  "equal" terms also 

appealed to McCarthy. Despite her denial of supporting women's issues. her entry into 

journalism suggests that she did, in fact, support ideas that have since b e n  identified with 

liberal feminism. The proponents of this suand of feminist thought have argued for 

women's right to free and individual choice, and self-detemination. as well as for equality 

with men and the endication of the sexual division of labour." Likewise, McCarthy did 

not believe in gender segregation. She told Victor Ryland that whiie women had their own 

colleges. it was "not necessarily a good t h g . "  l M  In a 1955 review of an amateur men's 

and women's exhibition. McCarthy commented that, whereas in the past the sexes were 

show separately. this year they wouid be exhibited together. In her view. that "made 

sense."lM She even joked once to a colleague that she was "the best man to do the job in 

the M&D ~pamnemw'07 

It is not exactly clear in which department McCarthy was working when she joined 



the Gazene but one could assume that the she e n d  as a "cub" reporter. She stated in her 

obituary that while she was working as a reporter. she covered robbenes and fires,lq quite 

likely referring to her work in Montreai. This information is difficult to verify because 

most news articles and arts columns were not given by-lines at the G m e  during this 

period. and personnel records prior to 19M are incomplete. 

In 1929. McCarthy became the target of sexual attention by a male colieague, who 

wielded a certain amount of power at the ~ a z e t t e . ' ~  Following this, she left her job and 

was formate to immediatel y secure work at Toronto's Mail and Empire. That she left the 

Gazene is signifcant, for it demonstrates her unwillingness to compromise her professional 

and personal integrityHO However. seeking other ernployment reflects the way that rnost 

women have historicaily dealt with sexual harassrnent in the workplace.ll' Research has 

shown that this issue was not a new phenomenon during McCarthyfs tirne.'" but the= was 

little recourse for her during the late 1920s - either stay and "put up with it," or leave. 

There is some uncertainty surrounding McCarthyls departmental location when she 

first began working at the Mail and Empire. Joan Hoîloban. a close friend, recalls 

McCarthy k ing  hired as wornen's editor, replacing Anne ~ e r r i l l , " ~  but this has not k e n  

corroborated. However. i r  is known that McCarthy began covering the visual and 

performing arts shortly after she was hired at the Mail and Empire. One of her earliest 

signed art reviews, dated January 3, 193 1. dealt with an exhibition of "old masters" at the 

An Gallery of  oro ont o."^ It was common practice for reporiers with specialized 

knowledge to be assigned to certain areas of news or features. LiUian D. Millar stressed 

the importance of specialization in her article for women interested in a career in joumalism: 

...p racticd experience or special bowledge of one subject is often 
the stepping Stone to success. If you are a specialist in some one 
Lhing you may become indispensable to the publisher who 
employs you.'15 

Arguably. McCarthyls ability to write on the visual and performing arts secured her 



position at the Mail Md Empire. It might also have helped her to keep her job during the 

D e p m i o n  when large nurnbers of joumalists found themselves without work. While 

prejudices against mamed women working outside the home escalated with the onset of the 

Depression, many people began to question the right of single women to work for 

wages. 116 

Pearl McCanhy S career as an c d c  

In 1936, when the Globe amalgamated with the Mail and Empire. McCanhy 

officially became the art critic. taking over the former paper's weekly feature "Art and 

MSts.""7 Her first regular column made its debut on Saturday. November 28. 1936 

(Figure 16). She wodd continue in this position until her death in March 1964. While she 

did regular book and music reviews for most of her career. what she is most remembered 

for is her writing on the visual 

In the 1930s and early 1940s, most of McCarthyls writing focused on Toronto 

exhibitions and artists. most E e l y  because travelling was made difficult during the 

Depression and World War II. However. towards the late 1940s. she increasingly began 

to cover out-of-town exhibitions. usually travelling by train to Ottawa Kitchener, 

Hamilton, St. Catherines. Guelph and London. By the 1950s she continued to review art 

shows in south+astern and south-western Ontario, but also as far away as Montreal, 

Buffalo. Detroit and New York City. In addition to these reviews. she was ofien invited to 

present lectures on art and aesthetics. or to participate as a juror for exhibitions. 

McCarthyls increased popularity was evidenced in 1956. when she was the only 

Canadian journakt among twenty-five an critics world wide to be invited by the 

Netherlands' govemment to attend ceremonies celebrating the 350th anniversary of 

Rembrandt's birth. This invitation not only brought great honour to her. but also to the 

Gbbe and Mail. who could boas1 that their art critic was chosen to attend this prestigious 



occasion. lg 

During the late 1950s and early 1960s. McCarthy also traveled to the Bahamas. 

England Ireland, Jamaica, Portugal and the Canadian Arctic. While these visits were 

personai in the sense that she went on her own initiative, much of her time yas devoted to 

the preparation of material for "Art and ~rtists."'~ McCarthyts letters IO her husband 

during ber 1960 tour of England testify to her heavy itinerary of events, which included 

interviews, exhibition reviews, as well as special interest stories of historical sites.12' What 

is signüicant about these aips is the international scope that McCarthy was able to bring to 

the Globe and Mail, in addition to bringing a certain amount of standing to the arts 

departmen t Correspondence from her audience and praise from the art community clearly 

indicate that her columns were enjoyed by a wide readership, including anis& art 

professionah, and the general public.1a 

In spite of the prestige that she brought to the arts department, the Gbbe and Mail 

did not front McCarthyls trips abroad.13 Her friend Dora de Pedery Hunt States that 

McCarthy practically starved on what the paper was paying her, even though: 

[the editors] knew what she was doing was good. And she was 
able ...in one night to write up three concerts and two exhibitions. 
I'm sure she did. she had to. She never had a Saturday, she never 
had a Sunday [off] ...[ she] worked dl the time. And 1 found it 
really very very sad that was the way they [McCanhy and her 
husband] had to live.'" 

Badly in need of money, McCarthy applied for a Canada Council Research Grant in 

1 9 ~ 8 . ' ~  Without her knowledge, Harold C. Walker, former President of the Art Galiery 

of Toronto. lobbied the Council on her behalf, and encouraged E.P. Taylor, the current 

President, to do so as we11.l~~ To her misfortune, she was refused. possibly because art 

criticism within the mass press was seen as l e s  scholarly, and therefore, lacked the status 

awarded to academic research for joumals or books. It seems that only those closest to 

McCanhy were aware of her failure in attaining a research grant However. in two of her 



columns she openly criûcizd the Canada Council for iis unfair practiax in grant 

applications. which cm be read on a personal level. In 1%1. discussing the possibility of 

F i t  Nations' communities operathg their own rnuseums, McCarthy bluntly stated that the 

Canada Council had never helped Native artists by offering financial assistance with 

programs in their own comrnunitie~.'~' Taking a sarcastic approach in het Obiniary, she 

asked how Shakespeare made a Living and retired at age fm "without scRaming to the 

Canada Council for a grant?"128 Arguably. McCarthy "got her revenge" by having the 

"final word" on this matter. 

Volwiteer Work and Professio~l Interests 

In addition to her professional work, McCarthy dedicated her free time to several 

local organizations. A key to understanding the motivations behind her choie in joining 

some groups and not others, can perhaps be explained by her rhetoncal question: "what is 

the point of a hobby if not to employ one's time i n t e ~ i ~ e n t l ~ ? " ' ~ ~  Consequently. she was 

very selective about which kinds of organizations she would paxticipate in. Immensely 

proud of king a "Si. Hildan," she was an active member of the St. Hilda's College 

~ouncil . '~* and the Corporation of Trinity College, beginning in May 1950 and May 1954 

respectively, until her death."' 

Although McCarthy worked as a joumalist for thirty seven years. she never joined 

the Canadian Womenf Press Club (CWPC). Most likely her rasons were predicated on 

her refusal to join women's and "political" groups in general.'32 By ôecorning a rnember 

of the CWPC, she might have worried about king further isolated within the workplace as 

her desk was already located in the Women's department. Or perhaps she was concemed 

with king labeled a fernini~t."~ Initially the Club was fomed as a way of providing a 

network of moral and emotional support to women journalists, most of whom received 

lower pay than their male coliques, were ghettoized departmentally. and had fewer 



opportunities for advancement Even though McCarthy herself was aware of the gender 

inequalities within the news room, and had b e n  the target of unwanted sexual attention. 

she never joined the CWPC. Successful in her career as art cntic. McCarthy had pmven to 

herseif and others that she could compete, or at least cope, on men's terms within the news 

industry. Her refusal to join the CPWC raises yet another contradiction within McCarthyis 

Me. Viewing herseIf as "independent". she preferred to not become involved in women's 

collective struggle for equality within the newsroom. 

In spite of her repudiation of women's organizations. McCarthy became a member 

of the Toronto Heliconian club.lY an exclusive group organized in 1908 by women 

employed professionally in art, music. literahue and drama? While her involvernent may 

appear highly inconsistent, she could j u s w  her membership because the Club "did not 

sponsor [political] causes."136 It is not clear when she joined; however. by 1947 she was 

an official member. as there is a signed article by her in the April issue of nie  Heliconian. 

the rnonthly news1etter.l" Inclusion rernained resûicted. One could only becorne a 

member if one were invited by the membership. and such invitations were only extended to 

women who had achieved some level of distinction in the arts and letters. In many ways, 

McCanhy's participation within this organization contradicted her commitment to her 

populist ideal. particularly when it is positioned within her views on democracy and her 

"cultural" project (to be discussed in the following section). Acknowledging the 

exclusivity of the Heliconian Club, she stated in one review from 1956: "this column" 

seldom reviews art shown at the Club because it is "under pnvate auspices and where the 

public is not generaily adrnitted."13g But, as already seen, McCanhy harboured a number 

of elitist attitudes. Records indicate that she was never elected to the Club's Executive 

cornmittee, and that her involvement seems to have b e n  limited to attending general 

meetings and special functions. as well as wnting seveml articles for n e  Heliconian. 

These factors thus suggest that her reasons for panicipating were largely based upon the 



prestige and status gained from belonging to such an exclusive club for cultivated and 

leamed women. 

Maniage and Pamrship 

In the early 1930s. while working at the M d  and Empire, McCanhy met Colin 

Sabiston (1893-1%1), whom she would evenniaily rnarry (Figure 17). After the Gbbe 

and Mail was founded, Sabiston became the editorial M t e r  on world affairs. McCanhy 

probably "became involved" with Sabiston in the rni&1930s, but they could not many 

until he received his divorce. On April24, 1937 they were rnanied at the McCarthy's farm 

in Hespeler. 

Obviously her career as art critic was very important to McCarthy. as she continued 

to work full-tirne after her marriage. Her decision to keep working was probably also 

motivated by econornic factors as they mmied in the midst of the Depression. 

Furthemore, upon her marriage, McCarthy experienced a decline in income. Continuing 

the sexist practice of its two founding papes, the Gbbe and M d  enforced the rule which 

stipulated that only one member in a marriage could be on salary. As men were paid more 

than wornen. they kept their salaries, while their wives received a weekly r e ~ i n e r . ' ~ ~  

Consequently. Sabiston remained on salary. and McCanhy took a decrease in pay. 

Women journalists experienced another fom of sexual discrimination within the 

newsroom during the early twentieth century as many of h e m  were fired if they mmied 

their CO-workers. This practice was not new within journalism. In 19 12. Katherine Hale. 

book critic for the Mail and Empire, had to resign from her position when she mmied the 

editor and pubüsher. John ~ a r v i n . ' ~  Describing the gendered biases at the Globe and Mail 

around the time of McCarthy's mamage. former managing editor Richard Doyle. recalls an 

incident involving two news reporters that occumd several months after McCardiy was 

mmied. When the managing editor found out about Jack Fleming's marriage to Iris Naish 



in August 1937. Naish was f d .  In fact, they had been rnarried for five weeks, but had to 

keep it a secret because of old rule that wives could not wodc at the paper if' their husbands 

were on stafffL4l It is not clear whether McCarthy and Sabiston had to keep their mamiage 

a secret from their colleagues. However. given the discriminatory pmctices that persisted 

in the lare 1930s. one can imagine that they were at least "discreetn about their relationship. 

The paaiarchal practices perpetuaîed by the news indusw during the Depression 

era were not unique. Mani& women in general were pressured to quit their jobs. 142 

1930, Judge Helen Gregory MacGill made the observation that "the suggestion that manied 

wornen be not penniaed to work, or vice versa, cm be guaranteeû at any tirne to enliven 

either a private conversation or public discussionn143 As her remark suggests, there was a 

great deal of controversy surrounding this issue. While working women found some 

media support,'" a number of Canadians yreed with the attitude of C.L. Burton, president 

of the Robert Simpson Company of Toronto, who commented in a 1937 interview for The 

Chateloine: "the man musi be the financial mainstay of the farnily. It's ail right for the wife 

to use any special talents she has. But her role of homemaker must come first. It's her 

greatest contribution to her husband's job - and life."145 Even the National Council of 

Women of Canada took the position that women should not compete with men for jobs? 

Writing in 1936, Gwethalyn Graham acknowledged the difficulties faced by 

women who chose to pursue careers. many of whom were regarded as k i n g  eccentri~.~~' 

McCarthy herself had personally experienced the biases against wornen who chose to 

attend university before entering the workforce. In a conversation with Ryland, she stated 

that "the implication was that we were wasting time and resources which would be lost 

when we went off and got rnamied."lq 

Equally significant was McCarthy's and Sabiston's conscious decision not to have 

children. McCanhy, now aged forty-two, and Sabiston, aged forty-five, may well have 

decided they were too old to begin raishg a family at this stage in their careers. It would 



also have proved difficult given their hectic schedule, and "odd" houa of work.'" As one 

of thek Mail and Empire female colleagues remernbers: 

It wasn't an easy Me. Morning newspaper hours a l l  but cut us off 
from the rest of the world when we weren't working. Afternoons 
up to midnight, six or seven âays a week. Going home in the cold 
darkness of Toronto!! Sleeping when "normal" people as we 
called them were getting ready to begin a &y's work. We loved 
our jobs! ''O 

During the fmt few years of their mmiage, McCarthy and Sabiston iived in 

Weston, a small community north-west of Toronto. Sometime shonly after World War 

Two began they rnoved to the farm house in Hespeler to Live with McCarthy's mother, 

rnost likely prompted by their lack of money. McCanhy continued to submit weekly 

reviews for "Art and Artists" while she was Living on the Hespeler farm. Some were 

thematic in content, focusing upon the international political situation of the war. as well as 

issues pertaining to democracy and nationdism. But many involved reviews of art 

exhibitions in Toronto. The dificulties in constantly travelling back and forth between 

Toronto and Hespeler on a weekly bais were resolved in the summer of 1945 when 

McCarthy and Sabiston decided to re-iocate in Toronto. convincing her mother to seil the 

farm. and move in with them. 

The "Cultural Mission" 

By the late 1930s. McCarthy's writing indicates that she was aware of her 

prominent role in helping shape Canadian visual culture. As art cri tic of Canada's oni y 

national newspaper, her reviews were read by a vast nurnber of people from "ail walks of 

life." Increasingly, she began to deai with issues concerning the vital role that individuals 

and communitie. play in fostering a national culture. One column from 1945 provides a 

good summary of her feelings on this subject: 

Many people. including some conservative Old Countrymen and 
brillian tly creative people from totalitarian background. seem io pi t 



their faith largely on having things done from the top down. by the 
Government. Others. including many from old Canadian stock, 
am bent on making sure that we do not get the Govemmental or 
national organization at the expense of individual initiative. They 
stem from the pioneer stock, which, in any community, set about 
getting books and hiring a teacher, then 'sold' the idea to the 
Government. In short, the c,xialization thus achieved was based 
on spunky. individudistic 'go-ahead-and-do-itr.151 I 

As this statement reveals, her drive and will power in the establishment of a national culture 

had an intensely personal side. In a sense, McCarthy viewed her efforts as a continuation 

of those of her pioneer relatives, who laid the cultural foundations in Canada Her critickm 

of State controlled arts. as it wiU be seen in the following chapter, reflected her anti- 

totalitarian and anti-communist sentiments rooted in her iiberal-humanist world view. 

McCarthyls partnership with Sabiston played a powerful role in helping her aaain 

her sense of "cultural mission." both personaily and professionally. Although Sabiston's 

position at the p a p a  involved world affairs and international politics. he shared McCarthy's 

enthusiasm towards the visual and performing am, serving as the music and drama critic 

for several years.'5' Never going beyond secondary school, he lacked the academic 

background that McCarthy herseif possessed. Yet, he was extremely well-read, k i n g  self- 

educated on a variety of scholarly topics, including art, music, philosophy, physics. 

politics and e ~ o n o r n i c s . ~ ~ ~  According to Morrow, McCanhy "was loobng for something 

from him that she didn't have ... She wanted what he had intellectually. from ... educating 

hirnself, that was fresh and new to her. and valuable to ber."'" 

Believing that professionals have "some heavy work to do" for the irnprovement of 

Canadian artistic standards,'" Mdarthy and Sabiston ernbarked on their "cultural 

mission." Eventuaily, the pursuit of art and beauty became the pivot around which they 

structureci their lives. In Morrow's words: 

they were living art in many ways ... their whole life was like that. 
their arrangement of their belongings, their books, their 
possessions. the way Pearl would serve dinner - the whole way 



that they lived was an art form. And quite selfconscious in i t  
That is to say they were aware that they were doing this... they did 
it on purpose.'M 

During the period that they lived in Hespeler. they began io organize a series of 

soides. "Cut-off from Toronto's art galleries. theatm and symphonies. and feeling that 

they had much to offer. both inteiiectually and culturally. they inviteci local area midents to 

their home for evenings of music, thearrical performances. and poetry readings. At one 

event, Sabiston wrote a musical depicting the political situation in Yugoslavia, and as  

Morrow recalls, "everybody sang and danced and carried on stage. And here we were in 

These evenings of culture and socializing were important to McCarthy on a 

personal, as well as a broader political l e ~ e l . ' ~ ~  In a letter from artist André Bieler. 

concerning the Kingston Conference of Canadian Anists in 1941. he expressed his interest 

in her "experiment in Wellington County," summarizing that: 

[this] is the kind of thing that if c h e d  on more extensively. would 
increase the demand of knowledge so much that there would be too 
few instead of too many in the 'fine art profession'.'59 

Years later. in a discussion of organizing the arts in smaller toms, she described rheir 

Hespeler project as: 

The organic growth is possible, with thought. We once had 
something to do with a cultural project where we lived on a back 
concession. The house where it was to take place had a couple of 
rather grand eighteenth cenniry chairs beside one fmplace. 
Several said: 'If this is to be democratic. those [chairs] must be 
moved back'. Our answer was 'Nonsense'. They found two 
people who could tend the fm to sit in these chairs. one was a 
fanner. the other a senator. "On Our recounting the contribution 
made by these country people, we were asked by one city 
educationist: What can we do for these peo le?' ... Our 
answer ...' They can do something for yod. A 

McCarthy viewed her cultural mission in a reciprocal way. Impelled by her "democratic" 

desire of bnnging art and beauty ta the lives of "ordinary" people. she also she felt that 



these people ennched her Me in retum As she believeQ "it is possible that slowly and 

sympathetically they [rural citizens] may be helping prepare a new entirely nanird and self- 

confident Canadian artistic approach.n'61 It is evident from her w r i ~ g  that McCarthy also 

identifed with the farming comrnunities in rural Ontario. In a number of her colurnns. she 

proudly referred to her ancestors who helped create a distinct Canadian culture. '" Her 

desire in enriching people's lives culturaiiy can also be traced back to her father's sense of 

social obligation and her mother's encouragement of "making something of oneself." It is 

important to note that McCarthy's fulfxhent of her family's expectations and demands was 

accomplished through both egalitarian and elitist ways. While her "cultural project" 

represented a democratic (public) vision, her membership with the Heliconian Club offered 

her the status as a result of belonging to such an exclusive (pnvate) organization. 

Although McCarthy's and Sabiston's "cultural project" fulfilled a personal need. it 

also should be situated within the socio-historical context, as it reflected the concerns of a 

number of other Canadians involved in cultural production. Aware of the Mexican and 

Amencan govemments' official support of public art projects. many anists in Canada 

began to senously re-examine their own position and role in society during the 1930s.'~~ 

The culmination of this occuned in June 1941 when Andre Bieler organized the Kingston 

Artistç' Conference at Queen's University. The purpose of the gathering was to provide a 

forum for art professionals to examine the artist's relation to society, as well as the 

technique of the painter. Other cnlical thernes addressed at this event included regionahm. 

de-centralization and d e r n o ~ r a c ~ . ' ~  Representing the Globe md Mail's art department, 

Pearl McCanhy was one of several art critics in at~nciance? Whiie she and Sabiston had 

initiated their "culairal project" pnor to the conference, it seems to have strengthened her 

personal commitment to nationalkm through building local culture. Consequently. ideas 

surrounding "indigenous" artistic expression. de-centraiization, and democracy assumed a 

centrality within her weekiy art columns. which continued for the remainder of her career. 



This topic will be examhed in further &tail in the following chapter. 

After the war had ended, and McCarthy and Sabiston had moved back to Toronto, 

their "Hespeler project" found a wider and more diverse audience, and was thus 

transformed into a broader cultural endeavor. The years immediately following the second 

World War witnessed a huge Wux of Eumpean immigrants to Canada. A sizable 

proportion of these new Canadians were British immigrants, many of whom were highl y 

educated profession& and people involved in the arts or skilled ~ 0 r k e r s . I ~ ~  However, a 

large nurnber of Eastern European artists and writers also emigrated to Canada. While the 

issue of nationalism had occupied the artistic community in English speaking Canada since 

the tum of the century, it took on a R-newed vigour during the post-war penod of 

Following the war, McCarthy often argued for the necessity of cultural diversity.I6' 

Many newcomers to Toronto soon found their way to McCarthy and Sabiston who 

recognized the inteilectual and artistic potential of these new Canadians. Shortly &ter 

emigrating from England in early 1950, Ryland met McCarthy and Sabiston. Recalling the 

strong impression they made upon him. he writes: 

It became evident that Pearl and Sab were gathering a salon of 
'New Canadians' whom they thought should be properly 
instructed about Canada and who. with appropriate direction. had 
a contribution to make. These were the heady days of pst-war 
optimism here ... [they] had a vision of a Canada that was a literal 
repository of brains, creativity and common sense ... they thought 
of it as egalitarian, but it was elitist as hell ... Pearl in particular was 
anxious to seek out and encourage 'the right stuff ...[ they were] 
intensely Canadian and sure that culture was more important than 
natural resources, 'world-class' corporations and patriotism. 'If 
we lose culture, we lose the country'. 168 

Their friendship proved invaluable to many new Canadians, as McCarthy and Sabiston 

devoted their tirne to writing recornrnendations and lobbying to get people jobs.'@ 

Moreover, they offered material suppon to a number of artists, by organizing exhibitions of 



theY work, as well as by offering commissions. despite the fact that they had very Little 

money themselves. For years, McCarthy and Sabiston commissioned their friend Dora de 

Pedery Hunt, who emigrated from Hungary in 1948. to design Christmas cards (Figures 

18-19). Sometimes this required doing with fewer l~xuries . '~~  but as already mentioned. 

McCanhy was willing to selI her family's heirlooms in order to support her cultural 

interesfi. McCarthy also used her w&y columns to promote the work of individual 

artists, encouraging her readership. even those with smdl incornes, to buy original 

Canadian art Another popular tupic in her writing was directed at srnail business owners. 

whom she feit should be employing local artists in the production of "tourist" art such as 

calendm and post cards.'" 

The "public" aspects of McCarthyls relationship to Colin Sabiston can best be 

described as a collaboration. Beguuiing with their Hespeler "project," and their subsequent 

"recmitment" of new Canadians. the two played equally important roles. She did not 

watch from the "sidelines." but fully participated in the formulation of their cultural work. 

Although McCarthy and Sabiston created a liberahng "professional" partnership in terrns of 

gendered roles. within their private life they did not escape the social stereotypes about 

masculinity and fernininity.'" 

Contradictions in Private Life 

In many respects. Pearl McCarthy did not represent the stereotypical woman of her 

era However, despite the unconventional qualities marking her public life. in other ways 

she conformed unquestioningly to societal expectations foisted upon women. As such. a 

tension existed between her professional life as a r ~  critic. and her private life with her 

husband. 

Demibing the binary oppositions circumscribing women's expenences in 

journalism. American reporter, Ishbel Ross. wrote in 1936: 



The woman reporter really has to be a paradox. She must be 
ruthless at work ...g entle in private Life...not too beguiiing to 
d d e  the men and disrupt the wo rk... comradely with male 
reporte m.. able to take the noise and pressure and rough language 
of the city room without showing disapproval or breaking into 
tears under the strain of mugh criticism. She must do her own 
work. asking no help or pampering, and make no  excuse^."^ 

Ross's observation reflects McCarthy's own contradictory experiences. Rofessionally. 

McCarthy was self assured and confident. Joan HoUoban recalls the "presence" of 

McCarihy shortiy after she was hired at the Globe Md Mail: "1 would never have dared to 

approach Pearl. 1 mean Pearl made fnendr with me. 1 was very much in awe." 174 

contrast to the authority she commanded professionally and within the public sphere. 

McCarthy assumed a passive mle in her personal relationship with her husband. which 

Morrow describes as king  " ~ b s e ~ u i o u s . " ' ~ ~  Wiihin Ihe privacy of their home, McCarthy 

always deferred to Sabiston. and would never openly disagree or argue with him? Their 

private relationship reflects that of many couples during this era. As historia. Joan Kelly 

argues, most men viewed the home as a refuge. expecting emotional support from their 

wives. as weli as  a cornpliant r e l a t i ~ n s h i p ' ~  While Sabiston was deeply devoted to 

McCarthy, he would "put her down" verbally, and at tirnes. even ridicule her ideas. 

Perhaps this occumed because of his own insecunty, for as Morrow speculates. he was 

likely resentful of her formal education that he himself lacked.'" Furthemore, it is 

possible that Sabiston needed the legitimation her academic "credentials" gave him. yet 

begrudged her for them. Sabiston may also have resented McCarthy for the "fame" she 

achieved wiihin her lifetime. Because he did rnainly editorial writing for most of his career, 

Sabiston remained largely anonymous as by-lines seldom appeared on the editorial page. 

Not only was McCarthy's by-line located directly beneath the "Art and Artists" standing 

head, but she kept her name after mariage?' Names are powerful syrnbols of identity in 

society. But as Casey Miller and Kate Swift argue, women's narnes carry less importance 



than men's, so much so that women routinely surrender them when they marry.'80 The 

amount of statu that McCanhy's name held both at the papa  and the larger community, is 

smssed by Holloban: "Pearl was known throughout a very influentid section of 

," 181 society ... Pearl McCarthy was a name. Although McCarthy kept her name in her work 
I 

at the Globe and Md, within her private M e  she identified herself as Mn. Colin Sabiston 

(Figures 18-19). 

Such resentment existing between Md=anhy and Sabiston might be explained by 

looking at other partnerships involving couples whose work was located within the 

cultural production. As Whimey Chadwick and Isabelle de Couniwon point out, other 

artisîs and writers have expenenced similar sorts of confiict within their iives as a result of 

the rn yths about creativity and partnership. These m yths maintain the idea that if there cm 

only be one Genius, which in Western society is usudy assigned to men, then "al1 

attempts at cornpetition (actual or imagined) by women defeminize her and are considered 

potential threats to 'his' produ~tivity." '~ Thus, Sabiston's critical feelings toward 

McCarihy were most likely a result of issues arising frorn his lack of formal education and 

gendered expectations ascribed to femininity and masculinity. 

in addition to her fuil-time work ai the Globe and Mail, McCarthy was also 

responsible for taking care of her husband, as well as cooking, cleaning and maintaining 

their home. Morrow. who stayed with her aunt and uncle for several months in 195 1. says 

that McCarthy was like a servant,'83 and "kept house beautif~ll~."'" Some wornen. like 

McCarthy. were able to "juggle" their fuil-time careers and domestic responsibilities. But 

as Mary Vipond argues, magazine articles from that period always stressed the exceptionai 

qualities of the "Supenvoman." The "average" woman was wamed of the impossibility of 

trying to combine a career and h o u ~ e k e e ~ i n g ' ~  Receiving Little or no help frorn Sabiston 

in the maintenance of their home, McCarthy felt it necessas, to hire a housekeeper, Mrs. 



Wassun. to help with housework and ~ o o k i n ~ . ' ~ ~  According to historian Joan Kelly. such 

has been the institutionally deterrnined role of the family un&r capitalism. Women of both 

the upper and working classes have had their outer and inner lives shaped by the structure 

of its social relations. 187 In short, patriarchy "is at home at home." 

Socialist-ferninist research has revealed how wornen are divided by class. and that 

some women benefit both directly and indirectly from the exploitation of other women.'" 

Describing the paradoxical nature of women's educational and occupational successes, 

Caroline Ramzanoglu argues that a result of this "parity" has enabled a growing minonty of 

successful wornen to buy cheap domestic services from more disadvantaged w ~ r n e n . ' ~  

Most likely McCarthy viewed her employment of Mn. Wassun as a humanitarian act for 

she was providing paid work for a woman badly in need of w ~ r k . ' ~ '  But, as has aiready 

been seen. her reasons for having a maid were probably also predicated upon notions of 

class and prestige after having grown up witb maids and cooks. In addition to day-to-day 

h o u ~ e k e e ~ i n ~ , ' ~ ~  Mrs. Wassun was also required to work when guests were invited for 

informal and forma1 dinner parties. in which she would cook, wait the table. and clean up. 

Emulating her parents' bourgeois attitudes, McCarthy even enlisteci Mrs. Wassun's 

services at their cottage. as "rudirnentary" as  it w a ~ . " ~  As Ryland recails. there existed a 

defmite division in attitude between McCarthy and Sabiston. Having Mrs. Wassun was 

more k e l y  McCarthyls idea because it was more irnponanr to her than Sabiston to "keep 

up" appearances.'P4 But in McCanhyls defense, receiving liale support from her husband 

in the maintenance of the home. she was left with lirnited options. 

ThejZml years 

In Septernber 1961 Sabiston died after suffering for many years from cancer. 

While McCarthyls income had k e n  substantially lower than her husband's. his poor 
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wages did not allow them to Save for retirement.lg5 At the age of sixty-six. she had next to 

nothing in swings. Had things been different fmancidy. she probably would have retired. 

Instead. it was necessary for McCarthy to continue writing "An and Anists." in addition to 

reviewing books andor  other events each week up untii her death. That she was working 

after the age of 65 was quite uncornmon for women in 1961; records indicate that only 

6.1 % of women were in the labour force. in contrast to 30.6% of the male population over 

age 65.'% 

According to her friends and family. McCarthy became depressed after the loss of 

Sabiston. This is hardly surprising. for their relationship "had an intensity that cannot be 

overstressed." 197 hteliectually, the two were inseparable. and as Ryland emphasizes 

Sabiston's ideas often appeared in McCanhy's columns. as much as her dogma and 

phrases found their way into his edi tor ia~s . '~~ For Morrow. it was impossible to imagine 

one without the 0t11er.I~~ They shared a great deal in terms of their professional lives. as  

well as their cultural interests, 

McCarthy passed away on March 25, 1964 while reading in bed. Her 1 s t  article. 

written just before her death. appeared on March 28. 1964.'00 Kay Kritzwiser. the art critic 

who would take over for McCarthy, recalls the moving sight of roses laid across 

McCarthy's typewriter in her r n e r n ~ r ~ . ~ '  While McCarthy's death marked the end of a 

legacy in Canadian art cnticism. her "An and Artisrs" colurnn also ended. It was replaced 

with Kritnuiser's weekly column "At The   al le ries."^ 

Conclusion 

As her life testifies. McCarthy's personal and professional lives positioned her 

within a number of contradictory positions. Having grown up within an upper class 

farnily, her circumstances dramatically changed in young adulthood when her parents lost 

their fortune. thus shifting her to the working class. Her work in the joumalisrn industry 



for thiny-seven years enabled her to sympathile with the working classes. Very badly paid 

and unable to retire. McCarthy was weli aware of the economic hardships facing workers, 

and more specifcaUy women. Although her materiaüphysicd reality positioned within the 

working class. her family upbringing and her academic training resulted in her conflicting 

opinions. While she could identify with the working class on the issues of democracy and 

equality, she clearly saw herself as belonging. at least ideologically, with the ruling class. 

She aiso held some contradictory views towards gendered relations. Despite her own 

academic and professional accomplishrnents in the public sphere. in many respects she 

fulfded societal expectations of femininity. This conflict is clearly revealed in her 

relationship with her husband, Colin Sabiston. Whereas McCarthy panicipated on an equal 

level with Sabiston in their "cultural" projects, she unquestioningly assumed a subservient 

role to hm within the home. Feminist scholars have nghtly argued that as subjects. we 

occupy a number of concurrent categories which overlap, and are often contradictory in 

nature - professional, wife. rn~ ther .~ '~  Describing the inherent contradictions of the "self," 

Teresa de Lauretis views it as "a multiple, shifting, and often self-contradictory 

identity ... an identity made up of heterogeneous and heteronomous representations of 

gender. race, and class. "204 

The paradoxes marking McCarthy's pnvate and professional lives were also 

revealed in her writing. The next chapter will examine three dominant areas of her weekly 

colurnns that reflect both her consemative and progressive ideas. These themes include 

nationalisrn, modemism. and non-western art. As we shall see, many of the ideas she 

expressed towards nationalism were ideologically aligned with the niling class. while her 

modemist (formalist) art criticism positioned her wilhin the intelligentsia. In contrast, her 

attitudes towards hui t  and First Nations artists were extremely progressive in their 

outlooks as she used her writing as way of challenging the unfair power relations between 

White society and non-Western groups. 
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In a Christmas review from 1936, McCanhy reveded her dislike of Dadaism and 
Surreaiism: "At some times of the year it may be argueci that a street-car transfer is 
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have none of such Dada-km and surredism. This is the season for vision that 
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Caroline Ramazanoglu rerninds us that both Marxist class analysis and other social 
theories of social and occupational stratification have conventionaily left women 
out In Ramazanoglu, op. cit.. 98. Accordingly, pnor to her paid employment at 
the Globe Md Mail, McCarthyls class position was identified with her father's 
position and intemu with the ruiing class. 
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mil. Archives of Ontario (hereafter AO), MS 584, Reel 1522, Cabinet 15, Lillian 
Pearl McCarthy. "Last Will and Testament". 
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Pierre Bourdieu, ïïze Field of Cultural Production, ed. Randal Johnson (New 
York, 1993), 75. 

McCarthy, "Ivories From 14th Centwy Symbolize History-Old Talent", G&M, 19 
April 1952, 16. 

Positive references to the working class appeared regularly in McCarthyls writing. 
A few articles include: "An Exhibition's Test: To See It Daily and Not Grow 
Ti". 28 February 1953, 12; "OSA Features a Panton Memonal", 4 December 
1954. 14; "The Public As Well As the Experts Cares [sic] For, and Chooses [sic] 
Values", 18 June 1955, 10; "Personal Contacts in Europe Better Than Souvenirs". 
18 August 1956,17; "Escape To Peaceful Jamaica", 25 December 1957, 18. 

McCarthy. "Paintings Less Seen In Homes", G&M, 9 August 1947.9. This theme 
also appears in "Silver Exhibit Inspires Design", 28 July 1945.8. 



85 McCarthy, "Tailor Ans Centres To Cash Available". 23 March 1963, 18. 
McCarthy had a general rule of writing only on shows that were open to the public, 
considering this f a i m  to both the public and the artists. In "Woodsworth House 
Exhibits Opened Daily To The Ribiic", 27 March 1954. 14. 

86 Ibid., "Western to Hold Sixth Exhibition of Top Paintings", 8 Mardi 1956,29. It 
is evi&nt that McCarthy enjoyed this anecdote as she referred to this incident in two 
other versions. The earliest one reads: "We rernember standing in a gailery at a 
world's fair, looking at a Madonna of the school of Leonardo, when a nimpled and 
most uninformeci wornan edged up to us and said: 'Say. is that supposed to be a 
good picture? 1 hope it is, because I think it's awfully nice". In "Madonna in Art 
Living Traditionw, 23 December 1944,S. Sixteen years later. she wrote: "In some 
ways they are not as well off as the crumpled. ordinary woman who sidled up to 
me in a famous gaiiery once and whispered: 1s that picture by somebody good? 1 
hope it is because 1 think it's so nice"'. In "In Seamh of Visual Thrills", 25 June 
1960, 15. 

87 Ibid.,"WeatheredByYearsAndRumours.WestBlockRazingTalkedAgainh 
Ottawa", 8 April 1957.7. In a slightly Iater article. McCarthy included four 
"stereotypes" who iiked Karl May's work: 1) an intellectual who usually hated 
abstraction as philosophical dualism; 2) a very sopbisticated man who was familiar 
with modem matters; 3) a housekeeper employed b y the day to clean; and. 4) a 
taxi driver. In "It's Great To Be A Young Painter With Long. Creative Life". 4 
January 1958, 15. Arguably, the first two people represented her husband and a 
friend, while the third was her housekeeper, Mrs. Wassun. This is supported by 
other articles in which McCarthy included those involved in her private Me: " 14 
Professions Represented In Art Shown, 9 January 1951.5; "Parade Of Absuact 
Talent With Hodgson In The Lead", 17 ûctober 1953, 14; "Exciting Season Ends 
With A Bang", 21 May 1960, 15; and, "Buy Pictures To Suit Taste", 31 March 
1961, 28. 

88 in 1913/14 eight penons graduated from this program, and by 1923/24 the nurnber 
had increased to thirty-two. Between the wars, almost half of the successful 
candidates for the BLin were women. In Bnan Harrison (ed.) op. cit.. 124. 

89 F.H. Leacy (ed.), op. cit.. "Education", W504-5 12. In 1921-193 1, the population 
of Canada was 10,376,786. 

90 Ramkhalawansingh, op. cit., 295. The statistical records she refers to in her essay 
show a sharp decline in the number of women enroled in graduate prograrns, which 
peaked to 26% in 1930-3 1 and steadily 911 to 15% by 1950-5 1. After 1962. the 
number of women entering graduate studies slowly began to rise, reaching 19% in 
1967-68. However. undergraduate women witnessed a marked increase; in 1950- 
51 they accounted for approximaiely 22%. and by 1%7-68. their numbers had 
risen to 34%. Original source: M.C. Urquhart and K.A.H. Buckley. (eds.). 
Historical Statistics of CM& (Toronto: MacmiUan, 1965). 

9 1 McCaithy, "D.D. Degree For First Time Honors Anglican Sister." G&M, 6 
September 1956, 1. This article is significant in that it was one of the few ariicles 



written by McCarthy located on page one. It is also imponant to note that this 
column was placed in the prestigious place of the upper left-hand corner. 
According to former Globe and Mail joumaiist, Joan Holloban, the front page was 
an important location, but to be positioned above the "fold" added even p a t e r  
prominence. In Holloban, personal interview, 9 January 1996. See end note 12 1 
in this chapter for a list of her other articles positioned on this page. 

Vipond, op. cit, (1974- 1975), 6. According to Vipond. Household Science was a 
popular area of study amongst middle class girls, which gave them a "scientific" 
career, as well as prepared hem to be housewives and mothers. (6-7) 

Discussing this period of her life, McCarthy once told her fnend Victor Ryland that: 
"Men and women at Oxford had a commonality; we were not there for job training. 
The university was not an employment agency." In Ryland, op. cit. 23 April 

- 

1995. 

Pnvate collection, op. cit, 1920-1%0. McCarthy to Claribel. Ed and Ruth 
Snyder, 2 January 1927. 

Ibid., McCarthy to the Snyder family, 2 January 1927. 

Ibid. For unknown reasons McCarthy's idea of university work involved 
"tutoring" instead of teaching. Perhaps she did not feel prepared. either mentally or 
emotionaüy. to seek a faculty position at that time in her life. 

NAC, J. Russell Harper papes, McCarthy to Harper, 10 October 1963. 
McCarthy's "find" refers to the historical discovery she made while researching in 
Paris during the 1920s. 

McCarthy. "Artist's Talent Better Exercised", G&M, 1 1 November 1934, 10. 
McCarthy's literary desire was realized in the mid-1950s when she was asked by 
the widow of Leo Smith, former music critic at the Globe and Mail, to write a book 
about his Me. Upon the completion of Leu Smith: a Biographical Sketch in 1955. 
Pearl McCanhy confided in a letter to her brother Davis McCarthy that she was not 
remunerated for her work But as she said, she had the personal satisfaction of 
having "cleared some land" in writing "a kind of first Domesday Book for one 
branch of culture in Canada." In Private collection. personal papers of Davis 
McCarthy. Pearl McCarthy to Davis McCarthy, 12 April 1955. 

Marjory Lang, "Separate Entrantes: The First Generation of Canadian Women 
Joumalists". in Lorraine McMuilen (ed.) Re(Dis)covering Our Forernothers: 
Nineteenth- Centu ry Canadion Women Writers (Ottawa, 1990). 84-85. 

TCA, "The Vocational Conference", S. Hida's  Chronicle, vol. 9, no. 27 (Easter 
1919). 14. The article stated that this conference was organized for the benefit of 
undergraduate women students. It is not clear whether McCarthy attended as she 
was just completing her M.A. However, university enrolment in 19 19 was sùll 
quite smaii, especially for women. Therefore, if she did not participate. she was 
probably aware of the topics discussed. 



S. Hilda 's Chronick listed her as Mona Cleaner. while Bessie Ferguson. a writer in 
the Globe and Mail S Women's department referred to Mona Cleaver (Purser), who 
m , t e  under the pen name of "Polly Peel" for the Globe's Homemaker section. In 
Bessie Ferguson, "'Homernaker' Writers Good Newspapewomen", The Inside 
Story. vol. 3, no. 32 (December 1959). 14). Despite the slight discrepency in 
spelling. these two articles are likely refening to the same individual. 

Besides journalism. other vocations discussed at this conference included: "library 
work." "academic work." "geneml business," "employrnent bureaux." and 
"administration work for college women in nursing." The author of this article 
stated that the most popular vocation appeared to be "business openings." In TC& 
"The Vocational Conference", S. Hilda's Chrmicle, vol. 9, no. 27 (Easter 1919). 
14. 

Private collection, op. cit. l92@ M O .  McCarthy to the Snyder family, 2 January 
1927. 

Corrine Corry, Girls: feminist handbook (Montreal, 1983), F-8. 

Ryland. op. cit., 23 April 1995. 

McCarthy. "Paint For Fun 1s Slogan Behind Amateur Show", G&M, 12 January 
1955, 8. 

Martin Lynch, letter to the author, 24 Febraury 1995. The "Music and Drarna" 
depamnent was comrnonly referred to as the "M&D" department McCanhyls "Art 
and Artist's" coiumns generally appeared in this section from 1947 until 1957. 

"Art Cntic for Globe and Mail", 0bituar-y. the Globe and Mail, 27 March 1964. 15. 

Morrow, 22 July 1995, tape 4. McCarthy would not have defined her expenences 
as "sexual harassment". for this term only becarne popular within the women's 
movement after 1975 after the Working Women's Institute. an Amencan group. 
coined the term. 

Several years later. she began dating a colleague at the Mail and Empire. 
suggesting that she was not opposed t having a relationship with a male CO- 
worker. It seems that she left her job at the Gazette because she lacked any control 
of the situation. Clearly, there was abuse of power on her colleague's part. 

Nathdie Hadjifotiou, Women und haraisment a? Work (London, 1983), 2 1. 

Ibid., 7. Hadjifotiou cites several early examples of harassment in factories. 
Responding to the 1832-34 Poor Law Commission in England, Fredenck Engels' 
suessed that 'The threat of discharge suffices to overcome al1 resistance in nine 
cases out of ten." This meant that the (fernale) "victims" seldom, if ever. brought 
charges against their perpetrators. Likewise. similar incidents were recorded in the 
United States. In 1907. a young woman who had lost her job because she refused 
the foreman's advances. wrote that her CO-workers were afraid to testify against 
their supe~sor for fear of losing their jobs. 



Joan Holioban. personal interview, 7 March 1995. Anne M e d  eventually 
began writing "Wings in the Wind". a regular feature about birds, after the 
Mail rmd Empire and the GIobc amdgamated. Similar to her work in 
Montreai, many questions remah unanswered as McCarthy rm1y discussed 
her past, and the Globe Md Mail does not have employee records dating 
pnor to iu  formation. 

McCarthy, "Collection of Old Masters at Art Gallery", Mail md Empire, 3 January 
193 1. 10. This article is located on the Women's page. 

Millar. op. cit ,  22. Joan Holloban, former medical reporter of the Globe and Mail 
supports MiUar's argument Holloban, op. cit.. 22 November 1994. 

Prentice et al., op. cit, 233-34. 

The Globe periodically feanired an unsigned "Art and Artists" feature in the 
Woments Section. The earliest one I have been able to locate was p ~ t e d  in the 
Saturday. Oftober 19, 1912 edition on page 8, which resembleed a calendar of 
events. 

In addition to her permanent arts column, McCarthy occassionaliy wrote articles for 
the women's section. She also did regular music reviews from the early 1930s 
until May. 1957. and book critiques mainly from the late 1930s until the early 
1960s. Because she was progressively becoming deaf as a result of a childhood 
operation. eventually she had to stop reviewing musical and theahcal 
performances. Dora de Pedery Hunt, op. cit, 21 November 1994. 

The signifcance of this event is also marked by fact that five of the articles written 
by McCarhy while in Europe were prinled on the front page of the Globe md Mail. 
one of the few times in her career that any of her reviews made this prestigious 
location. These articles indude: "Holland Welcomes Visitors Celebrahg 
Rembrandt's Birth", Amsterdam, 23 May 1956; "Great Cities Reflect A Nation's 
Vitality", Amsterdam, 24 May 1956; "Old, New Contrast In Modern Holland", 
Rotterdam, 25 May 1956; "Culture Replaces Arnheim Rubble", Arnheim. 28 May 
1956; and, "Nuffield Group Provides Funds for Art Centre1'. London. 5 June 
1956. In a subsequent review after her retum, McCanhy used her column to 
promote Dutch artists. asking if the Canadian Arts Council would establish 
exchange exhibitions with foreign counines Wce Holland. In "Etching Or Print, 
Cottage, Wooden Wall". G&M. 30 June 1956, 16. 

McCanhy revealed the personal nature of her trips abroad in one article. stating that 
for adults "knowing that time is short, wiU go tearing round the globe after a sight 
of some codex .A, myself have k e n  badly bitten for years ..." In "nluminated 
Missal of 1375 Bnngs Blaze of Gloiy to Cleveland Museum". 10 August 1963. 13. 

Private collection. op. cit-, 1960-1964. McCanhy to Sabiston. 23 June 1960. 
During her 1960 trip to England and Portugual. McCarthy stated that her "holiday" 
could f i l y  begin as she had completed a number of articles dealing with her 
experiences in Ponugual. Brighton and London. 



Private collection, 1934- 1964, Pearl McCarthyts personal papers and 
correspondence. This collection inciudes a fde labled by McCarthy as "Fans". 
containing letters of admiration and support from artists, art gallery directors and 
insitructors, and the gened public from 1940 to 1964. While most of them were 
wri~en  by people miding in Ontario. some are fiom Buffalo, New York and 
Florida In one review, McCarthy made  a comment that she had even received 
letters h m  Europeans. In "Doubtful Pedigress Are Nothing". 27 October 1962, 
19, 

Presurnably, McCarthy's invitation to Rembrandt's 350th annivenary was covered 
by the Ducch govemment who helped organize the celebration. However, 
McCarthy's subsequent trips to Europe and the Arctic were on her own initiative. II 
is not clear if she was ever Mly compensated for these tours. For example, when 
the Gbbe Md Mail would not front Pearl the expenses to travel to Baffin Island, 
she sold her mother's Victorian silver tea service to cover her costs. In Morrow, 
op.  ci^, tape 3. Likewise, in his memoirs, Jack Pollock wrote: "Few knew, a s  I 
did, that she WcCarthy] was selling off the family silver and crystal in order to 
live." In J. Pollock, op. cit., 174. 

Dora de Pedery Hunt, op. cit., 21 November 1994. 

McCarhy1s personnel records indicate that in March 1963 she earned two weekly 
retainers of $30 and $135. totalling $165 per month. In the Globe and Mail 
Archives, Pearl McCarthyts Employee File, 5 March 1963. Compared to the 
average eamings in 1963 for female salaried employees, which totalled $257 per 
month. McCarthy's pay was extremely low. In F.H. Leacy, (ed.), op. cit., 
"Wages and Working Conditions". E69-85. 

Private collection, op. cit, 1934- 1964. Harold C. Walker to the Canada Council, 
December 1958. and letter from Walker to E.P. Taylor, 2 December 1958. In his 
letter to the Council, Walker wrote: "...in spite of her broad and deep knowledge 
of her subjects, she should have such an experience in order to maintain the vitaiity 
which has made her articles so readable. We, in the Art Gailexy of Toronto. long 
ago Ralized that if anyone is to remain able to speak and write not only with 
authonty but so as to command the interest and respect of his audience he cannot 
indefhitely give inspiration without occasionally receiving it." 

McCarthy, "White Canada's View: Conform Or You're Ignoramus", G&M, 2 
Seplember 1961, 13. 

"Pearl McCarthy: Art Cntic for Globe and Mail", Obituary, G&M, 27 March 1964, 
15. 

McCarthy, "Art and Artists", G&M, 16 May 1953. 

According to Joan Holioban, McCydiy was very proud that she was one of the 
earliest women to graduated from Trinity College. In Holloban, op. cit. 22 
November 1994, St. Hilda's Council was fonned in 192 1. Its various duties 
included: the consideration of the general policy of the college; promoting its 



interests and dealing with any special needs; acting as an advisory cornmittee on 
plans for the proposed new building and furnishings; advising on expenditures 
apm frorn routines; and rasing fun& for any specific purpose. In T.A. Reed 
(ed.). op. cit.. 210. 

Never a passive participant, she was remem bered for her contributions to the 
advancement of the College's best interes&. TCA, Lillian Pearl McCarthy Papers, 
Accession Number 9 8 ~ 1 1 0 2 0 ,  folio 254 C. Corporation Minutes 23 November 
1961 - 12 April 1973. 

In McCarthyfs view, she "championed high professional standards for journalism. 
and ... avoided whenever possible those events referred to as press parties or 
receptions on the grounds that they implied that sorne consideration other than 
information could quicken the reporter's interest." In "Pearl McCarthy: Art Critic 
for Globe and Mail". Obitiuary, G&M. 27 March 1964, 15. 

A number of the CWPC's earliest members weE weU known in the women's 
movement: Kathleen Coleman, Cora Hind Nellie McClung, Violet McNaughton, 
and Ernily Murphy. 

ironically, the name of the club was sugpsted by Goldwin Smith. well known for 
his misogynist attitudes who did not suppn  pst-secondary education for women. 
Heliconian refers to Mount Helicon in Greek mythology, the resting place of the 
muses, and source of all inspiration. Among irs members, were a number of 
journalists and visual artists living in the Toronto area. AO, MU 8092, F 1 182, 
Series A, Toronto Heliconian Club Papers, "Inventory of the Toronto Heliconian 
Club Papers". 

On 26 March 1943. the by-laws conceming the qualifications for rnembership in 
the Lierature Section were amended to read as: "Etigible for thk Section are 
women doing work of considerable distinction as Authoa. Journalists, Magazine 
Writers. Playwrights. Radio Writers, and women occupying an editorial or 
executive post of definitely literary character. Qualifying work mut be paid work 
and must be of sufficient output to wanant professional standing in any of the 
above literary fields. Voluntary or pnvately published work does not constitute 
eligilbility ..." AO, MU 8096, Series D. File 7, Toronto Heliconian Papers, 
minutes from Executive meeting, 26 March 1943. 

"Pearl McCanhy: Art Critic for Globe and Mail", Obituary. GBrM. 27 March 1964. 
15. 

AO, MU 809 1, F 1 182, File 1. Toronto Heliconian Club papers, McCarthy. 
"Dorothy Goulding - Director". nie Heliconion (April 1947). 7. 

McCarthy. "Gift of Contact With Fellow Men". G&M, 14 April 1956. 12. 

Senator Richard Doyle, personal interview. 30 October 1994. In Doyle's time as 
editor of the Globe and Mail. McCanhy was classifed as a free lance writer. Her 
arts reviews guaranteed her a regular income; however. she eamed slightly more 
when she did book and music reviews. Within this context, it makes sense that 



McCarthy covered book and music reviews for most of her career. 

The Media Club of Canada. CCUUUiim Womn of Note, vol. 1 (Toronto, 1994). 
373. 

Richard J. Doyle, Hurly-Burly: A Time ar nie Globe (Toronto. 1990). 2 1. The 
rnanaging editor at this time was George Smith. According to Doyle. he proiesied 
the fact that Naish should not keep her job because of? "The old rule had been in 
place for years. What's more, the Fiemings worked in the same depanment" (21) 
Upon hearing the news of Naish's fuing, publisher George McCullagh over-ruled 
Smith's decision by re-instating her ai once. When Naish retumed to her job. she 
was "cornpensated" by receiving a five doiiar salary increase. 

In 193 1.80.7 per cent of women who had paid work were single, in contrast to 
10.0 per cent of married women. By 1941, the number of married increased 
slightly to 12.9 per cent, which cm be amibured to increased employment 
opportunities during die Second World II. In Ramkhalawansingh, op. cit.. 294. 

Helen Gregory MacGU, "What of the Wageearning Wife?", nie Chalelaine, vol. 
III, no. 3 (March 1930), 8. Interestingly, Helen Gregory was the first woman to 
apply for admission as a student at Trinity College. Entering in 1884, she received 
a Mus. Bac. in 1886, followed by a B.A. in 1889. and an M.A. in 1890. She later 
became J u d p  at British Columbia's Juvenile Court, as weii as a mem ber of British 
Columbia's Minimum Wage Board. In T.A. Reed (ed.). op. cit., 188. 

Some articles supporting women's right to work after marriage include: Helen 
Gregory MacGiIl. op. cit; "Persecution of Married Women". The Canadian 
Forum, vol. XII, no. 137 (Febmary 1932). 164; Gwethalyn Graham, "Women, 
Are They Human", The Canadian Forum, vol. XVI, no. 191 (December 1936). 21- 
23; and "Jobs for Married Women", letter to "The Homemaker", Toronto, G&M, 
22 June 1946, 1 1. 

Allison Richards. "Are You Spoiling His Chances?", nie Chareloine. vol. VI. no. 
7 (July 1937). 13. 

Prentice et al.. op. c i t .  266. 

Gwethalyn Graham, op. cit, 23. 

Ryland, op. cit, 23 March 1995. 

Morrow, op. cit.. tape 3. McCarthy and Sabiston worked evenings, beginning 
around 4 p.m. and fmishing around rnidnigh~ Usually they would eat their dinner 
at 3 p.m., and after midnight, McCarthy would fur another meal. In Momow. op. 
cit., 14 March 1995. 

Joumalist who wishes to remain anonymous. op. cit. 3 March 1995. 

McCarthy. "Initiative in Art Suits Canadians". G&M, 11 August 1945. 16. 



Trained in music and voice, Colin Sabiston was an amateur painter and wood 
carver. Besides his editorial wnting, he wrote poetry and numerous articles, and 
had a published novel, Zoya. He was also the member of the Arts and Leners 
Club. the Amencan Society for Aesthetics and. shonly before his death in 196 1, the 
Canadian representative of the magazine. Musicd America Frorn Septernber 1946 
until August 1948, he took over the Saturday Music and Drarna coluhn. reviewing 
perfoxming ar& events through the week. After retiring from his position on the 
Globe and Mail's editorial board in 1959. he periodically covered the visuals arts 
from Novernber 1960 untii June 196 1. 

In this respect. Sabiston resembled McCarthy's father, Jesse McCarthy, who was 
also self-educated on a variety of scholarly topics. As Pearl McCanhy left no 
journals or diaries. this is only speculation. However. she told her fnend. Dora de 
Pedery Hunt, that her father was a very interesthg person, and that she adored him. 
In de Pedery Hunt, op. cit., 2 1 November 1994. 

Morrow, op. cit, tape 3. 

McCarthy, "Initiative in Art Suiü Canadians". G&M, 1 1 August 1945, 16. 

Morrow. op. cit, tape 3. 

Ibid., op. cit, tape 2. It is important to note that these were participatory events, 
involving the local towns people in the musical ensembles. theaaical performances 
and readings. Moreover, these evenings were seen as important affairs. Even 
Mary (Davis) McCanhy would "dress" for the occasion by wearing her choker and 
diarnond pin. 

While it is not explicitly stated, McCarthyïs comments on town projects in 
general described the motivation behind the suirees in Hespeler: 
"professionals and art lovers [who] collaborate are the very genius of a free 
country's development, where local intiative prevents national art from 
losing sincerity and chamter." In "The Watercolorsits Exihibit Here, And 
Later Join a Commercial TourM,G&M, 30 April 1955, 10. 

Private collection, op. cit. 1934- 1964. Letter from André Bieler to 
McCarthy, 2 June 1941. 

McCarthy. "Small Local Museums Need Homes, Vision1'. G&M, 7 March 1959, 
22. 

Ibid.. "She Found Young Eyes Again In A New World", 18 August 1956.22. 

Ibid.. "Art and Anists", 16 August 1937.22; "Gallery's Exhibition Sale Helps 
Build a Public Habittï, 7 November 1953, 16; "Political History Class and Period 
Al1 Marked In Early Ontario Crafts", 6 August 1955.7; "Art and Anists", 1 
February 1958. 

During the 1920s the Mexican president began commissioning artists to depict the 



Mexican revolution in public murais. who were praised for havhg successfully 
realized a stmng national art. In Christine Boyanoski, n e  1940s: A Decade of 
Painhg in Ontario (Toronto, 1984). 11. Influenced by the initiatives undertaken 
by Mexico's govemment, the United States govemment organized the Works 
Progress Administration's Federal Art Pmject and the Treasury Board's Public 
Works of art Projeet, which transforrned the relationship of art and the artist to 
society. In Michael Beil (ed.) "nie WeIfare of Art in Canada", me Kingston 
Conference Proceedings, (Kingston, 199 l), Mi. Under the mandate of the Federai 
Art Roject, one percent of the budget of every new building was directed towards 
murai decorations for the purpose of providing artists with jobs, as well as a useful 
role in society. 

The Kingston Conference Proceedings . op. cit.. 199 1. American regionalist 
painter. Thomas Hart Benton, gave a radio intewiew pnor to the official conference 
opening. and delivered a lecture at the Friday evening session. Edward Rowan. 
Chief of the Fine Arts Section, Public Building Administrafion. spoke to the 
conference delegates on the following evening. 

Several other art cntics and writerieditors for art joumals attended the Kingston 
Conference, inchding: Walter Abell, editor of Maritime Art; Robert Ayre, 
journalist and art cntic for the Toronto Telegram Winnipeg Free Press and 
Montreal Gazette; and, Donald Buchanan, founder of national film Board of 
Canada in 1935. The descriptions Listed here refer to their work in 1941, the time 
of the conference. 

George Woodcock. A Social History of Canada (Toronto, 1989). 350. 

Admitting that aizistic backgrounds may differ, McCarthy believed that the 
individual contributions of each anis( were realized "as a component part of the 
whole." Ln "It is Zadkin's Time At Toronto", G&M. 17 November 1956,20; 
"Our Newcomers Rein forcing Culture's Consumer Market", 19 December 1953. 
12. 

Ryland. op. cit, 23 April 1995. Colin Sabiston was called Sab by his 
friends and relatives. 

Ibid. In one particular article. McCarth y focused upon Paavo Airola, a Finnish 
artkt who came to Canada in 1952. She concluded that he was seiling too few 
canvases. but that there were some 300 still available which wete affordable by 
people with small incomes. In "Quest for Lemon Painter Leads to Paavo ~ i ro la" ,  
G&M, 8 May 1954. 12. 

McCarthy. "Destitution is High for Art Today", 7 January 1% 1. 1 3. 

Columns in which McCanhy addressed the issue of supporting commercial artists 
include: "Art and Artists", 8 April 1939.8; "Art and Anists". 30 December 1939, 
8; "Nonymous Designers Ment Honor". 27 December 1947,8; "Making A 
Christmas Card 1s A Study In Talents", 25 December 1954.7; "Local Art Should 
Be Used To Attract Tourisüt', 13 August 1955. 10; "Of Postcards and Burglars: 
It's Time We Used Our Eyes. Wits", 3 September 1960, 13; and, "Hark. Ye 



Grousers, To Tale of Cards", 24 December 1960, 13. 

For an interesthg look at  other partnerships between h t e n  and artists. see 
Whitney Chadwick and Isabelle de Courtivmn (eds.) SignijTcant Others: Creativity 
& In t ime  Pamership (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1993). 

Ishbel Ross, Ladies of the Press: nie Story of Women in Joumlism by an Insider 
(New York, 1936). 46-47. Ross was a cityside reporter for the New York Herald 
Tribune. Ross also states that the woman journalist was to be neither a "hard- 
boiled gal" nor a "cutie," 

Holloban, op. cit, 22 November 1994. 1 have italicized these words because Joan 
Holloban stressed them during Our interview. 

Morrow. op. C~L, tape 2. 

Ibid., op. cit., tape 3. 

Joan Kelly, Women. History & nteory: The Essays of Joan Kelly (Chicago, 
1984)- 130-131. 

Morrow, op. cit, tape 2- As Morrow recalls, McCarthy seldom asserted herself 
with her husband. Most often it involved some topic that she would discuss in an 
intellectual manner that he did not want to hear about. He usually dismissed her by 
replying in a condescending manner: "why don't you write a book about it-" Ibid.. 
op. cit., tape 4. 

By the tirne that McCarthy had entered joumalism, it appears that the former 
practice of pseudonymns or anonyrnity for women writers had largely disappeared. 
However. there were some exceptions. For example, during the 1930s Mary White 
wrote under the pen-narne Bride Broder for the column "Women's Point of View" 
in the Globe and Mail. 

Casey Miller and Kate Swift. "Women and Names," in Evelyn Ashton-Jones and 
Gary A. Olson (eds.) The Gender R e d r  (Boston, 1991), 276. 

Holloban, op. cit., 22 November 1994. 

Chadwick and de Courtivron. op. cit,  "Introduction", 10. 

Morrow, op. cit, tape 1. 

Ibid., op. cit.. 14 March 1995. 

Vipond, op. cit., (1974-1975). 7. Other women found it diffcult to reconcile the 
contradictions between the public and pnvate spheres. For example, Charlotte 
Whitwn. social worker and mayor of Ottawa during the 1950s and 1960s. felt that 
women could not have both a career and a family. that they had to make a sacrifice. 
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Chapter Three 

Art and Artists: The Public Voke of Pearl McCarthy 

Pearl's w r i ~ g s  were read by and popular with an unusual number of 
subscribers. When her work did not appear for a t h e  (holidays) there were 
many inquiries. The rest of us could take a year off and no one would 
notice!' 
Mail Md Empire colieapue of Pearl McCarthy, Marc h 1995 

Pearl McCarthy of the Gbbe Md Mail, is the dean of Canadian art critics. 
whose knowledge and experience are a constant source of inspiration and 
pleasure (or wrath as the case may be.) We covet her many recollections of 
Canadian art and artists and her rnajesty of the written word.' 
C.P. Fell, chair of the board of trustees of the National Gallery of Canada. 
May 1955 

This chapter begins with a discussion of nationalisrn and the related issues of 

patronage, decentralization. democracy and propaganda. In the section foliowing. an 

examination of McCarth y's attitudes towards modemist art will be posi tioned within the 

formalist and liberal-democratic discourses. In the fmd section, her treatrnent of non- 

Western artisü will be assessed with a critical look at the "points of rupture" and her use of 

language. Where possible. McCarthy's ideas will be contrasted with contemporary writers 

on the visual arts, at the Gbbe nnd Mail and other publications to determine the reflection 

or divergence from the geneml values and attitudes of the p e n d  in her art wrihg. 

Pearl McCarthy's professional life spanned several decades dunng the first half of 

the twentieth century. an era marked by great social and political upheavals. Her career. 

beginning in 1927 and ending in 1964. encompassed three major episodes in Canadian and 

world history: the Depression, World War II and the period of Reconstmction during the 

post-war era. McCythy's "Art and Artkts" colurnns, and the ideas expressed therein. 

provide a historical record of the events and changes affecting the visual arts in Canada. 

with a particular focus on Toronto. However. her reviews are more than the weekly 

documentation of art exhibitions and artists' lives. They are her "public voice." the fuial 

product of her personal views, shaped by and fütered through the dominant ideologies and 



societal values. as well as k i n g  situated within the policies and niles of the Globe Md 

Mail. 

Theorizing on the relational complexities within our everyday realities, Joan Borsa 

argues that 
1 

where we live, how we Iive, Our relation to the social systems and 
structures that surround us are deeply embedded parts of 
everything we do and remain integral both to our identity or sense 
of self and to Our position or status within a larger culturd and 
representational field..Part of our stniggle is to be able to name 
our location. to politicize our space and to question where our 
particular expenences and practiœ fit within the articulations and 
representations that surround us.' 

Borsa makes explicit the extemal forces impacting upon our daily lives, and how these 

relations shape our beliefs and attitudes within the socio-historical con tex ts in w hich we 

exist. Taking a slightly different approach by way of metaphor, sociologist Dorothy Smith 

offers the analogy of the road map to illustrate how ideological apparatuses shape Our social 

relations. For her. s e t s  and roadways represent the official and bureaucratie structures of 

our lives, while the rules, signs and laws signify the ideologies of a panicular historical 

penod. As "dnvers," our routes are regulated by the geographical layout of the roads - we 

cannot simply drive where they do not exist - and, as law-abiding citizens, we are obligated 

to obey the rules, by not speeding, or stopping when signs or trafic ligh ts instmct us to. 

But. as conscious and thinkùig subjecü with various pusuits and goals. we are not 

confined to follow one path, nor are we al1 headed for the same final destination. We 

experience some freedom enabling us to make choices, for example by tuming left instead 

The theoretical approaches of Borsa and Smith provide useful frameworks in which 

to examine McCanhy's position within the hieranihically organized and complex smcture 

of the news industry. As art critic. her writing was circumxribed by her depanmental 

location, and the Globe und Mail's editorial policies governing journalistic rules and 



conventions. such as "objectivity." the presentation of news items, and what constituted 

art " n e ~ s . " ~  Grace Glueck. a New York Times arts columnist, stresses the precarious role 

of a joumalist who is "faced with the prospect of expressing not only her own but the 

'voice' of an authoritative newspaper. The influence and consequences of such a d e  are 

unquestioningly e n o n n ~ u s . " ~  However. McCarthy's work within the arts department 

extended beyond the c o d i e s  of joUIl]âliStic practices. by locating her within the broader 

context of artists, private and public gaiieries, and other profession& involved in cultural 

production. As such. she occupied a space that intersected the boundaries of "high" and 

popular culture. That she was employed in the same position for almost thirty consecutive 

years. indicates that she was successful at combining the news discourse with the practices 

of art criticism and art history. As Smith argues, ail professional discourses have a 

momentum of their own that require criteria and standards of proper professional 

performance. Being a professional necessitates a knowledge of "how to produce work that 

confonns to these standards. addressing these topics. and following these 

rne th~dolo~ies ."~  As we shall se.. McCarthy "played" by journalistic mies and practices. 

but successfully found strategies to challenge some of the dominant beliefs of her time. 

A number of themes consistently mn, irnplicitly and explicitly, throughout the body 

of McCarthy's writing that reflected both her personal beliefs and attitudes, and the ideas 

and events marking the fvst half of the twentieth century. Complex and inextricably 

linked, these themes are not easily comparünentaiized. However. it is possible to identify 

tbree which predominate: nationalism. modemism, and non-Western art. Non-Western art 

is used as an umbrella tenn referrhg to her writing on First Nations and Inuit art. 

Genedy.  McCarthyls views on nationalism and modemism reflected the liberal-humanist 

ideologies that were socially dominant dunng her lifetime. However, some ideas she 

expressed with regards to modemist art present a progressive viewpoint, one that 

encouraged her readers t "open" themselves to non-objective art- Her attitudes towards 



non-Western groups, wriüen in the latîer half of her career, were even more progressive for 

her the as she challenged the racist beliefs and negative stereotypes perpetuated within 

(White) Western society. 

Although these themes run consistently through the body of her wnting, many of 

her views. and even her ideological approach to art criticism, were inherently contmdictory 

and problematic. As the deconstructive theones of Jacques Demda have shown, meaning 

is never "fïxed'~ in language. Historically mediated and produced, words, ideas and 

concepts are unfixed and are subject to fluctuation. A conscious and thinking subject, with 

her own set of values and opinions, McCarthy must have experienced some diffculties in 

reconciiing her viewpoint to the policies of the paper, or with the dominant ideologies of 

the era, especially with those values which she herself did not embrace. Although she 

produced a regular weekly column for twentyeight years, her reviews were writien 

separately. and do not constitute a searnless body of work Finally, many of her ideas and 

aninides reflected the rapidly changing social and political events marking the fxst haIf of 

the twentieth century. These contradictions. implicit in her work, do not constitute a 

separate theme, and will be exarnined within the context of the main themes of nationalism. 

modernism and non-Western art. 

Natiunaiism 

Issues of putrunage - private versus public 

As it was argued in Chapter Two, McCarthy had very strong ideas regarding 

nationalism and Canadian cultural identity. An ardent champion of Canadian artists. she 

thought that a strong national culture was absolutely vital to the general well being of 

society. In her view, the most effective way of building and strengthening a sense of 

national identity. was through the direct support of "indigenous" anistic expression, 

involving both m o d  and marerial assistance. According to McCarthy, a fundamental 



aspect of hurnan nature was the need for "beauty" in our everyday Lives. Therefore. she 

regularly encouraged her readership to purchase contemporw art. In so doing. she argued 

the patron's own iife would be e ~ c h e d .  the artist would receive fuiancial support, and it 

would help stimulate Canadian economic growth Maintaining that the future of Canada 

depended upon its artists, the issues of private patronage and public (goverment) funding, 

came to occupy a dominant position within McCarthy's w r i ~ g  beginning in the 1930s. 

and lasting the remainder of her career. A comment from September 1947, ma& in 

response to some local exhibitions of private coiiections, provides a good summation of her 

feelings towards the "dual" nature of collecting: 

Everybody seems to feel that it's Ume for stress on the layman's 
place in art as a pnvate buyer. So it is - not merely from the point 
of view of how he can help, but even more from the angle of the 
longterm pleasure he can get.8 

Moreover, the arts should be fmancially supported by a combinaiion of public and pnvate 

commissions for. in her words: "It is a matter of both-and, not either-or."' 

In spite of bis last statement, Mdiarthy had some mervations when it came to 

govemment funding of the arts, stemming from her condemnations of countries whose 

artists are controlled by dictatonhips. In the same ïeview from September 1947. she 

sarcasticalIy observed that: 

Since public an belongs to ail the people. public institutions must 
heed and help; but it would be a drab day if all art were h i t e d  to 
public display; al1 pet dogs state owned, al1 books publicly read 
by officials, ail music played to bureaucratic prescription. all 
cultural opinions stremlined. 'O 

As McCarthy's observation reveals, she had some fundamental problems with state 

funding. She, therefore, tended to favour individual initiative and private patronage, of 

which her own "cultural project" was an example. 

Not surprisingly. the issue of private patronage became a cenaal theme in 

McCanhy's colurnns during the Depression years. In 1937. the National Gallery's annual 



budget, just over twenty-thousand dollars. had to cover everything from acquisitions and 

exhibition expenses, to salaries and building maintenance." Art sales were a rare 

12 occurrence during the 1930s, as sculpture was extrernely expensive, and paintings for 

many people seemed like an unnecessq indulgence. Many artists, faced with the scarcity 

of commissions, were forced to seek employment in the commercial sector and teaching 

profession.13 Acknowledging that artists deserve to make a decent living, McCarthy 

argued that a i l  Canadians, regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds, should 

purchase art, especiall y contemporary work. Within Western democratic society . 
McCarthy believed there is a place for fme art collectors from every social and economic 

class. As was already mentioned in Chapter Two, in spite of her own lack of money, 

McCarthy would do without "luxunes" in order to offer financial assistance to local artists 

by way of funding and organizing exhibitions. or through private commissions, such as 

Christmas cards. 

Seeing herself as  an exemplary "pnvate patron." McCarthy regularly advised her 

readers on the rnost affordable andor best types of art to invest i d 4  Linked to her 

inclusion of the working class and "common" people. McCarthy typically directed her 

articles on private patronage towards those with "srnaiI purses." Consequently. exhibitions 

and sales featuring small paintings and sculpture. or prints and etchings were greatly 

promoted.15 For example, in April 1937 she siated that: "a good p ~ t  can be bought for 

l e s  than the shoddiest picture of other types, this exhibit is not to be missed by those of us 

who are poor in the purse."16 Perhaps she included herself amongst those who lacked 

money by wnting in the third person. In another article. written ten years later. McCarthy 

continued to stress the importance of pnvate ownership: 

... while thousands attend Canadian exhibitions, there are few 
private sales from these events as cornpared with a generation 
ago ... a p o d  picture has pleasure and benefit to give. It does 
extend the intellectual and emotional bounds within a room, is 
something to tum to for stimulation and contemplation. No 



country's art cm fi its possible full function in the hours which 
people spend in pu biic buildings. l7 

McCanhy was not alone in her insistence for the need to suppon the artist in 

contemporary society. as other critics in English Canada focus on this issue.' Art 

historian William Colgate puts forth a similarIy nationahtic argument In h i .  view, 

contemporaiy artists need the support of a public to survive and improve professionally: 

"when we as picture buyers ... mm Our eyes from the past to the present and the 

future ... The more we support our living anisu the more alive will Our national art 

become." l9 

McCarthyVs encouragement of private patronage can also be understood within the 

context of Western capitalist society, where production for profit. as David Harvey argues. 

is the basic organizing p ~ c i p l e  of econornic life? Acknowledging the need for profit to 

sustain a capitalist economy, McCarthy wrote in 1937: "this space deals with which is 

our main sfudy and interesf but we corne Mbrom [sic] business stock, and are inclined to 

give the industrialist and the business man at least as much credit for highrnindedness as the 

anist when it cornes to rnatten of money and profit."2' Subsequently. she began one 

column in November 1939 by describing some "news that makes us exceedingly happy." 

in response to the possibility of a group of art dealers who are organizing themselves under 

the auspices of the Toronto Betier Business ~ureau.'* Most irnportantly. in her view, 

independent commercial galleries "contribute to the spread of art" by making "a necessary 

iink in the connection between artists and public, and their prosperity means more 

prosperity for a r t i s t ~ . " ~  

Such consistent encouragement of the consurnption of art may also have k e n  a 

justification of her role as art critic. For within the arts department, her work as a joumalisi 

was positioned arnidst the relations of the news industry. artistic production, the private 

and public galiery system. and the consumer public - all of which, in some measure. were 



participants in the art world as producers, consumers, patrons, and dealers. Her duty as 

cntic quired her to disseminate the information to the general public, the potential 

consumers of art in order to maintain and perpetuate this economic cycle. As a result, 

much of her Language was clothed in economic tems as a way of reinforcing the 
f 

consumer/producer relationship. This economic link was made explicit in an undated 

essay by McCanhy. entitied "The Critic as Consumer.'* Discussing the role of the 

newspaper art critic, McCanhy saessed that the "joumalist should think as a consumer. 

whose duty it is "to relate the day's actualities to the permanent interests of  consumer^."^^ 
McCarthy would eventualiy present individual initiative and private patronage as a means of 

supporthg the stmggle of democratic freedom under threat frorn totaliianan dictatorships, 

such as that happening in Spain during the decade of the 1930s. 

Decenndi~ation and the Role of the Srore 

Given her "bourgeois" upbringing. and her father's entrepreneurid interests, it is 

not surprising that McCarthy saw total government control of the arts as representing the 

eradication of artistic freedom and the loss of individuality. She maintained that state- 

controlled arts programs, such as those under dictatorships. inevitably lead to the 

censorship of ideas. as artists could not express k i r  own feelings freely" Her 

apprehension seems quite naturai given the state control exerted over artists and the cultural 

policies in the USSR and Germany. in 1925, the Communist Party Central Cornmittee in 

the USSR attacked abstraction. followed by the declaration in 1934 designating Social 

Realism as the official anistic style of the Soviet Union under Stalin. In the sarne manner, 

one of Hitler's first actions, afier becoming Chancellor in 1933, was to suppress 

rnodernist, or socalled "degenerate art," Similarly in 1935, Joseph Goebbels. the Nazi 

minister of propaganda, ordered artists to produce "racially conscious" art that glorified 

Nazi ideals? Two y- later. the Nazi Party organized two major exhibitions in Munich: 



one of Nazi (offcial) art, and the other of degenerate (modem) art. Fearing that such 

extmme culhiml control might be enforced in Canada McCarthy argued in 1941 that anists 

living under dictatorships weR reûuced to "something between a pet and a parasite."n 

Strongly believing in the fundamental premises of liberalism and individudism. 

McCarthy was skepticd of centralized govemment control which she equated with 

cornmunism and socialism. As such, her ideologicd position could not be reconciled to 

these perspectives because, in her view, they would entail the loss of private ownership, as 

weli as the loss of personal f r e e d ~ r n . ~ ~  Rather, she believed that a democratic govemrnent 

represents the "people," and should, therefore. listen to its constituents' voices before 

implementing or funding any sort of cultural pmgrams or art galleries. Thus, in a yearend 

assessrnent of 1942, McCarthy criticized professional art groups who usually approached 

the Govemment first for fmancid suppon insmd of relying upon private patrons. As she 

argued. "to p m e e d  otherwise is to envy the ways of d i c t a to r~h i~s . "~  In spite of her 

arguments for decentmbzation, McCarthy ofteri urged the public to accept fuianciai 

responsibility of under-funded public gaileries. namely the National Gallery of Canada. 

However. her arguments stemmed from the need to prevent total Govemment control of 

arts and c u i t ~ r e . ~  

McCarthyls fear of state-controlled arts programs was shared by others involved 

in the Canadian art industry. In 1939. Graham McInnes observed that "to art lovers. 

goverment interest in art is usuaily suspect An institution like WPA [the Federal Works 

Roject of rhe United States] may be productive of some fine an but is bound to produce 

much mediocre work. Picasso to the Soviets was f m t  a leader of revolt, then a bourgeois 

mons t r~s i t~ . "~ '  

While McCarthy's negative reaction to state-funding of the ami c m  be pady  

amibuted to the political gains made by dictatorships and communist govemments and their 

subsequent control over artistic expression, such as in the U.S.S. R. and Germany, it 



should also be histoncaily situïted within the context of Canadian politics, as  well as the 

policies promulgated by the Globe Md Maiîs managerial depamnent The decade of the 

1930s in Canada, as described by historian Car1 Berger, was a penod rnarked by a greater 

centraiization of power. The federal governrnent's increase in economic control dunng this 

era can be attributed to two main fxtors: the need to secure fmancial resources for the war, 

and the recommendations made by the RoweU-Sirois Commission in 1940." Following 

these events, George McCullagh, pubikher of the Globe und Mail, publicly accused the 

Mackenzie King govemment of its cenaalism. Denouncing the notion of the Rime 

Minister's absolute necessity, McCullagh argued thaç "for the dictatorship fashioned to the 

whims and passions of one man, the dictator may be indispensable in the sense that his loss 

would bring the whole structure down. But in a democracy. where the Govemment is the 

creation of the people, indispensability does not e x i s ~ " ~ ~  Several years later, the Globe and 

Mail's editoriai department rose to the defense of Ontario's Conservative Premier, George 

Drew. and his tax proposais which challenged the centralid authority of the Federal 

Govemment by giving the provinces greater local autonomy." McCarthy was clearly 

supportive of her employer's mandate on decentralization. and the frequency that this topic 

appears in her colurnns indicates that she felt that the subject was Moreover. it is 

within this political context that the "culairal project," initiated by McCarthy and Colin 

Sabiston in Hespeler. Ontario, was conceived. By focusing on "grassroots" cultural 

organizing, McCarthy and Sabiston created an alternative that relied upon local 

comrnunities and individuals for financial and moral support, insead of State 

inter~ention.~ 

Another important factor which served to strengthen McCarthy's views towards the 

role of art in Canadian society and decentraiized cultural initiatives. was her attendance at 

the Kingston Artists' Conference at Queen's University in June 194 1. Here ideas 

conceming Ihe role of the anist. the critic and art were hotiy debated and addressed in a 



public forum by artists and writers." After the conference. Manthe A n  editor Walter 

Abeil argued that the Kingston Conference had "brought..a new consciousness of the 

'ideas of their time,' and in doing so could only have an e ~ c h h g  effect upon them [attists 

and art critics] when they retumed to their individual l a b ~ r s . " ~ ~  McCarthy's anaiysis of the 

conference clearly indicates how it ~ e ~ e d  to suengthen her views on the democratic 

funftion of art, the integral role of the artist in contemporary society, and the need for 

decenaalized cultural projects. Her initial reporrs of the conference provided Little 

commentary and anaiysis. Positioned within the "newsw section of the paper, they were 

rnainly a mixture of quotes and paraphrases of speeches from the conference." Foliowing 

her "news" reports. she devoted several "Art and Artists" columns to the subject In a 

critical look at the proceedings of the conference. she congranilated the participan& in their 

fight for democratic freedom, reminding her readers of the crucial role of the anist in 

contemporary societya Although many of the issues examined at the Kingston 

Conference were a regular pa.rt of McCarthy's writing beforehand, her participation re- 

affmed her commitrnent to these themes which would remain constant throughout the rest 

of her career. 

Democraa'c Freedom 

During the late 1930s and early 194ûs, there are some significant changes in terms 

of McCarthy's attitude conceming the "objectivity" of the wnter and the scope of the 

articles in "Art and Anists." Prior to the war, McCarthy commented on several occasions 

about the importance of neuuality for art cntics. She argued that "Canadian art needs 

impunial cntici~rn."~' and "clear, objective thinking, with no very long holidays for the 

brain ... if one would keep his or her balance."" (emphasis added) Clearly McCanhy's 

statements related to the "canon of objectivity" as described by journalism professor 



Andrew Oder, which sought to rigidly separate fact from value." Although normaliy the 

application of such a canon is directed towards regular news colurnns. rather than editorials 

or personai columns which espouse individual commentary. McCarthy extended the idea of 

"objectivity" to her writing on the visual arts. Her incorporation of "hard" news 

"objectivity" into a "soft" news area can be read as one of the straiegies McCarthy used to 

re-position the art column and herser within the traditional news world, and thereby giving 

her wri ting added credibility. 

But, as the political turmoil in Europe iniensified. and the possibility of war loomed 

nearer, McCarthy abandoned any attempt at "objectivity." Consequently. her ideas 

regarding nationalism and patriotism took on a greater sense of urgency. and were often 

passionately expressed. Anticipating the worst possible outcome in Iate 1937, McCarthy 

made a plea for individual freedom and democracy: 

We do not think we couid ever be converted to cornmunism. We 
are too pig-headed for one thing. and would rather struggle and go 
down to defeat on our own than feel that we were king  helped 
collectively ... we would rather p l u n p  ahead. stumbling and 
gtting up. than be state-organized or give up one atom of our 
individual right to struggle for survival." 

The following year, McCarthy's writing became even more emotional and subjective: 

This [Canada]. if anywhere in the wodd, wili be civilizationts last 
grand and determined stand against the hideous forces of darkness 
whose ideal is a dive-bomber attacking helpless children." 

The subjective quality characterizing much of McCarthyls writing during wartime was 

sanctioned by the Globe and Mail's owneahip. In an impassioned radio address, the 

publisher George McCullagh smssed that "the uuth is that had not Britain fought off the 

Hm in the great air banles of 1900, C h r i s t i ~  civilirarion would have perrrhed and we 

todoy would have been rhe slaves of black tyrannYY"46 (emphasis added) 

The late 1930s signalled the second transformation in McCarthyls writing. In 

addition to the conflicts arising from the objectivdsubjective dichotomy. the scope of her 



columns g d y  expanded with the onset of World War IL Pnor to and following the war, 

McCarthy made a distinction between the type of subjects suitable for an art column. as 

weil as the appropriate analytical method to be applied by an art cntic. In her fust review 

for "Art and Artistsn in November 1935. she set out the problem. Covering a student 

exhibition of sculpture at the Royal Winter Fair, McCarthy stated: "at the risk of making it 
n47 seem that this column had wandered into the Livestock Department ... and by doing so 

ernphasized her need to defme the limitations placed on her colurnn." Following the war. 

in June 1952, McCarthy clarifed once again the "boundaries" of her column: 

This is strictly an art column. But because the art world is so 
often muddled by national and racial propaganda on one side or 
the other, we wish to malce..-a statement of which side we are on. 
We are on the side of human survival." 

"Human survival" for her was to ignore social and political injustices by concentrating on 

the positive aspects of life instead. Several years before her death, in an exhibition review 

of books from China. she specified what topics do not belong in the arts department: "part 

of the display. having to do with political or sociological matters. is conveniently outside 

the province of the art ~ri t ic ." '~ (emphasis added) This comment is particularly interesting 

when it is positioned within the sociological approach she took in discussing Inuit and Fint 

Nations art during the fmal years of her life. m e r  critics at the Globe and Mail also 

commentai on the limitations they experienced in writing their columns. Rowland (Roly) 

Young, the movie critic, made the observation that "since my own department is a 

specialized one, the subject rnatrer is restri~ted."~' 

Anticipating the content changes to affect "Art and Artists" during the war, 

McCarthy remarked in September 1938 that "the voice of art is temporarily drowned by the 

war noises. "52 Imrnediately after the Canadian govemment's official announcernent that 

Canada had joined the war. McCarthy abandoned any attempt of "staying withinl' the 

boundaries of art cnticism. Approaching the subject with a sense of irony, she wrote: 



This an department declares war. If we enjoy a chuckle out of our 
comic impudence and so add to the gaiety of g r h  days. a l l  the 
better. We are at war aIl the same. and our dechration is based on 
anistic grounds aione, politics and State affairs king no business 
of ours in our capacity as art ~ritic. '~ 

Despite any previous disclaimers that political issues were beyond the scope bf her 

department, politics became a centrai issue in her columns for the duration of the war 

because she argued that the fundamentai concept of freedom of expression within Western 

democratic sofietia was king anacked. The fmal sentence in the above quotation also 

reveals a "rupture" point. While she adamantly States that political and State affairs are "no 

business of ours," she used the necessity of artistic freedom in general m condemn the 

actions of Hitler and Nazism for the rest of the column. 

In 1940. McCarthy made a direct comection between her own writing and the 

future of &tic freedom in general: 

Art as a liberal pleasure and culture is at stake on the European 
battlefields ... There is no art life, as we value it, under the 
dictatorships. Every art column, however humble in itself, is a 
symbol of our freedom of thought. Every original work of art is a 
symbo~ of it. too." 

The political tone of her writing during wanime was acceptable as patriotic duty demanded 

that every Canadian citizen do hislher part in die war effon Consequendy. art reviews, or 

"soft news," could jusufi~ably deal with war related happenings as they received the stamp 

of "hard" news. This staternent could also be read in terms of freedom of the press, and 

more specifically the critic. whose freedom to express hisher personal views would be 

During the war era. McCarthy typically used the art in question to launch into a 

discussion of world politics. For example. her decision to write an article on Arthur Szyk, 

the Polish artist whose illuminated manuscnp~ the Statute of Kuslisz, that celebrated the 

Polish guarantee of the rights of Jews in the thirteenth œntury. provided her a proactive 



s m g y  pennitting the integration of social, political and artistic content McCarthy 

introduced Szyk and his manuscript, and then went on to compare present-day Nazi 

Gemany to the thirteenth century : "if you check back on your history . you wiii fmd that, 

just pnor to this great charter, the country now known as Gemany had canied on hideous 

pogroms against the Jews ... The persecuted ones fled u> ~oland."" Obviously the history 

behind the manuscript easily lent itself to criticai commentary upon the present political 

situation in Nazi Gemany. From this point onward. the linkage between the art and 

politics was a focus of her war time columns. a point she reflected upon in 1943: "you 

could guess some of the international trends [ w u  related events] even if your news were 

confmed to the doings of art galleries."s 

There are some anicles in which McCarthy went even further and focused aimost 

exclusively on news from the war. One of the strongest examples occurred in November 

1940 when she examined the political situation of Greece for almosc two-thirds of the 

article? Arguing that "Greece is at stake again - their Greece and ours," she rernarked on 

the importance of remembering our cultural debt to Pendes, and how "our politics" could 

be traced back to Aristotelian doctrines. Mormver, she reminded her readers that modem 

Greeks "may still contribute u> civilization." but concluded that "we are in a hard spot to 

know how to help G m e  without dissipating our own essential strength in the Near East 

~ a m ~ a i ~ n . " ~ ~  If not for the standing head of "Art and Artists," a reader might have 

assurneci dhe had accidentally opened the editorial page rather than the entertainment 

section. The referencing to Classical Greece as the "birthplace" of modem democracy is 

cri tical for several reasons. Pericles' Athens has corne to symbolize Dernocrac y, individual 

liberty and freedom. the qualities most valued under Western capitalism. In addition, for 

centuries, the Western canon of art has ken based upon Classical Greek sculpture and 

architecture, which represented the epitome of ideal beauty. As we shaU see, McCarthy 

often evaluated a work of art as "successhil" in terms of iîs "beauty."" 



McCarthy was not isolated in her attention to the war as other critics in the mas 

p e s s  and art journals also focused on international political events. Motivated by a sense 

of patriotic duty, journalists outsi& the domain of hard news reporthg wanted to do their 

part in the War effort, therefore used theû columns as vehicles to "defend democracy." For 

instance, McCarthy's colleague. William M u r  Deacon. used his book reviews and 

editorid column, "The Ry Leaf," to inform his readers on the most recent political events 

in Europe, as well as soliciting other writers to do their pan for the War effort" 

Likewise, Augustus Bridle, art and music critic for the Toronto Srnr. incorporated some of 

the latest war related news into his writing. For example, in June 1940 Bridle wrote: "In 

this unmusical war. itfs time to revert to great music as a stimulus."61 The headline of 

Bndlels column in the week foliowing blatantiy reveals the political focus of his review: 

Italy's Music More To Us Than Mussolini's Politics 
Two ItaLian Maestros Openly Fascist. But Zealous for Good 
Music - Antipathy Toward German Artists During Last War 
~ e c a l l e d ~ ~  

This article addressed the issue involving the banning of Italian music from a Toronto 

program in aid of war funds. Likewise, Walter A b d ,  editor of Maririme An, emphasized 

the role that the cultural industry in Canada could play in the struggle to win the war. 

Discussing the "culture front." he argued that ."..the arts have rendered these services, not 

to further war as an end in itself, but to promote the cause of human freedom and 

happiness ... Military victory is essential as a foundation for subsequent effort, but in itself it 

can make no direct contribution to democratic cultural progress."63 

Propagdstic An 

hiertwined with themes of nalionalism and democratic freedom were McCarthy's 

condemnations of socially inspired or propagandistic an Believing that art and politics 

were incompatible. she objected to any alliance b e m n  the two, even with issues she 



er~dorsed.~~ This attitude appears highly contradictory and even ironic, given the politicai 

thmst of her writing just prior to and during the war. Therefore. some explanation is 

required. Admi ttedl y. McCarth y's w artime articles were immersed in current poli ticai 

debates. but she used the art in generd, and not the specific subject matter, as a way of 

addressing these social concems. With few exceptions during her career, McCarthy rarely 

discussed artistic content When she did. it usuaily arose h m  her dislike of a 

propagandistic message expressed in a panicular work of art Towards the end of the 

1930s. the issue of propaganda came to occupy a central position, both implicitly and 

explicitly, within her wrïting. and conrinued until the end of her career.& 

An indicator of how stmngly McCarthy felt about the subject of propaganda and 

state con@ of anistic expression. is show by the subjective quality of some of her 

columns. One of the most extreme examples is seen in the following excerpt from her 195 1 

review of Ernst Barlachts paintings at the Royal Ontario Museum. Describing the "evils" of 

propaganda, she wrote: 

... ùie m s t  hideous monster which ever attacks art, had stretched 
out to squeeze his [Ernst Barlach's] greui tnlent into its coilr. with 
the man dead and unable to defend himselfexcept by such art as  
survived by the Nazi (emphasis added) 

As this quotation reveals. her hostility towards the suppression of art by the Nazis. and 

other totalitarian regirnes. acquired an intensity beyond persona1 dislike. As John Charles 

Risk commented in a 1938 article on Nazi Germany in The Conadion Fonun: "very few 

topics of conversation generate so much heat and so linle light as fascism. Among people 

of progressive or democratic inclinations. the mere mention of the word is usuaiiy enough 

to amuse a feeling of hatred."g 

It is clear frorn McCarthyts writing that she associated most types of "social" art 

with Nazi and Fascist tactics, for: 

Every tirne you use art for propaganda of your plitical or social 



theories, you are countenancing the sort of thing which Hitler and 
Mussolini are doing. Of course. you are doing it likely for the 
opposite ideal - for democracy instead of tyranny. But you are 
sethg a precedent for the use of art as a servant to one political 
theory. A servant taking the dictates of his master cannot be a free 
thinker. helping other men to think and understand." 

Consequently. she argued that "we are going to have to watch it [propaganda] in Canada. 

The best way to offset the danger is to attend to the ivory t o ~ e r . " ~ ~  Wre a number of other 

Canadian artists and writers. McCarthy was generally successful at remaining within her 

"ivory tower," particularly when dealing with Western a ~ .  By focusing upon an art 

work's formai properties. she was able to deny andor reject any form of political message. 

Of course, her views on this subject were not aiways consistent. As such. she could accept 

overt propagandistic content when Canada's role within the war was prornoted. For 

example, in a discussion of the Victory Loan Campaign. she described a billboard by D. 

Stapleton as " i n ~ i ~ o r a t i n ~ . " ~ ~  Stapleton depicted a farmer. who was huniedly finishing his 

work under a cloud with a swastika symbol, to represent the threat of Nazism. She might 

&O have been able to accept the political message conveyed by Stapleton's billboard 

because it was popular, and not "high" (universal) art. 

While McCarthy's rejection of "socialist" art can be read as a political statement 

against dictatorships. it was also fueled by on-going debates within arts communities 

across Canada. After reviewing Bertram Brooker's Yearbook of the Arts Ni Canada, Frank 

Undehill "sparked a lively and seminal controversy" in late 1936.~' In contrast to the 

dilemma of European artists, forced to choose between fascism and cornmunism. Underidi 

felt that Canadian anists in general had not been "moved by the phenornenon of a 

civilkation dissolving before their e y d n  The sculptor Elizabeth Wyn Wood responded 

to Undechill's criticisms. rejecting any fonn of propagandistic content in art Contending 

that the social function of art should enrich everyone's Me, instead of propagating an 

ideology, Wood claimed that "wars, depressions. peace and social security influence the 



am. but art does not necessarily document these e ~ e n t s . " ~ ~  Two months later. the painter 

Paraskeva Clark joined in the debate. taking a view opposite to that of Wood. Instead. 

Clark urged artists "to come d o m  from your ivory tower. to come out from behind your 

pie-Cambnan Shield and dirty your gown in the mud and sweat of confiict..think of the 

human being, take actual part in your own times. fmd their expression and translate it. .. "74 

While McCarthy did not play a direct role in this debate, her views expressed in "Art and 

Anists" clearly supporteci Wood and her sûess upon the formal properties of art. This was 

made evident in a 1944 review of the contemporary art scene in Vancouver. In a 

discussion of "political" art in general, Md-arthy condemned "so-called 'proletarian' art" 

which she associated with the "cafe society." in other words. "subversive" groups of the 

"underground. " According to her: 

...in their [political artistsl interest to drive home the point they 
often have lost universality. It is doubtful ... that a work-sodden, 
cake-eating fernale huk from the slums indicates a full concept of 
the common people.75 

Her use of "universality" is important a s  it relates to "beauty" and positive human qualities 

that vanscend the conflict and strife of Our everyday Lives. It also positions her critical 

approach within fomalist theory dominating Western art cnticism and modernist thought 

after World War II which will shortly be examined. 

Believing that the universal qualities in art were fundamental to irs enjoyment. 

McCardiy downplayed any fom of social comrnentary. especially those works by 

"political" artists. This was clearly aniculated in an article promoting the upcoming 1943 

exhibition " Mexican Art Today." Daring her readers to enjoy the paintings for an ything 

more than their "artistic value," she argued that "nobody with a grain of feeling for form 

could fail in appreciation the~-e."'~ (ernphasis added) McCanhy's "polite" insult inferred 

that anyone who looked for social cornrnentary was obtuse. and was therefore lacking in 

aesthetic sensibilities. It also reinforced her position as "the expert," as someone who 



possessed the skill to enjoy "art for art's sake," and who could educate others on what to 

look for in a work of art. As argued in Chapter Two, McCarthy held a number of elitist 

attitudes. Despite her inclusion of the "cornmon" individual. whose "views" she often 

incorporated into her writing. she did not let her readers forget that she possessed the 
t 

authority on an and culture. When this exhibition opened at the AGT several weeks later, 

McCarthy described the paintings as king "completely free from propaganda of a political 

or economic sort" k i n g  a "field day for professors of ae~thetics."~ In her view. Diego 

Rivera was "not a preacher of a system." but d e r ,  "the draughtsman of Mexican genius." 

Hence she described one of his portraits in purely forma1 lems: "a young dark skinned girl 

in a lemon-colored dress with greenish shadows, against a blue ba~k~round ." '~  

McCarthy's willingness to ignore the oven social content of Rivera's work was ironic, 

especially when other contemporary critics emphasized its "revolutionary" message. One 

reviewer who did not adhere to McCarthy's strict forma1 analysis was Hamy Mayerovitch 

whose article on "Mexican Art Today" appeared in C d a n  An. Mayerovitch agreed with 

McCarthy's observation that the Mexican paintings were quite unfarniliar to those painted by 

Canadian anists. He also mentioned the stylistic impacts of cubisrn, abstraction, sumalism, 

and academism. Yet, he diverged from her forrnalist critique by recognizing that their 

paintings were personal expressions of "a cruelly oppressed and long fmstrated peop~e."79 

Moreover, according to Mayerovitch, Rivera "glorified the history and meaning of the 

revolution," while José Clemente Orozco "depicted in mural and l i t hopph  the more tragic 

and dramatic aspects of the great upheaval."" 

McCarthy maintained her fonnaiist perspective when she exarnined other politicdly 

motivated art by denying the social message, and reinforcing the elements of Line and 

colour instead. In a review of Francisco de Goya's Disasters of War, 1 8 10- 1 8 14. 

McCarthy noted that while the senes was suggestive of the artistts intent "on preaching a 

sermon or indulgiing in a nationalist's diatribe against Napoleon." she encouraged her 



readers to look for the aesthetic value. In her view, Goya was able to aawcend the horrors 

of war, fhding "subjects of super-animation ...in which exciting shapes and patches of 

contrasting da& and iight could be used with great dynarnic force."81 Similarl y. she de- 

emphasized the social commentary in Geman expressionist Kathe Kollwitz's etchings. 

Remarking that "even beginners will recognile die superlative technique and composition." 

McCarthy went on to say that she would not discuss Kollwitz's "sense of 

humanitarianism" because she had previously addressed that issue in her column. 82 

McCarthy ended her review by suggesting that rather than only portraying human 

suffering. Kollwitz might have "depicted the triumph of the human spirit" in her pomayal 

of t'common people." And fmally. in a review of contemporary "nanative" drawings by 

Ronald Searleo of European Refugee Camps, McCarihy congranilated him because they 

"stand as an. on its aesthetic rnerits. not subrnerged by propaganda."83 She concluded that 

art transcends national bias or hatred. These reviews represent only a small sample of her 

views towards "pmpagandistic" art, but as they clearly ~ v e a i .  she could focus exclusively 

on the formal qualities of the art. despite her own awareness that these artists were 

primarily concemed with social and political injustices of their respective eras, and 

countries. By adhering to a fonnalist viewpoint, she disguised the problematic (political) 

nature of these works. Arguing that conflict exists in every historical prriod, she stated that 

the "great" artist was someone who was able to nse above it and reach for greatness. "even 

if they do not grasp it."84 

Obviously. McCarthyls rejection of social and political art is inconsistent when 

compareci to the "propagandistic" content characterizing many of her own articles written 

during World War II, although it is unlikely that she would have perceived any intemal 

contradictions. Writing in defense of Western democracy and individual freedom. 

McCarthy would have argued that any other political systern, such as fascism or 

cornmunism. were aberrations from the "naturd order of things." Her inability to 



recognize the subjective quality of her work relates to Joanne Kates' notion of "invisible 

ideology" in j~umal i s rn .~  In Kates' opinion. most editors with whom she has worked 

have taken the "liberal Gospel" to be the Tmth. upholding the liberal tenet that says 

journalists are objective and without ideology. But as Kaw wryly observes. it is "funny 

how ideology becornes invisible when it meshes with your ~ w n ! " ' ~  Consequendy, others' 

viewpoints. if' they do not reflect one's own position. are defmed or criticized as king 

"ideologicd." while one's own perspective is never identified or questioned. 

McCarthy's denouncements of propaganda and dictatorships c m  also be read in 

terms of her professional iife as art critic. In May 1940. she wrote about the importance of 

freedom of thought: "insignificant as you and 1 may seem, Our will to develop Our 

personalities by thought, as shown by our independent love of free art in everything from 

our house adomrnent to our opinions, rnakes us villainous in a dictator's eyes."87 

Maintaining this view sixteen years later, she stated: "There's something about propaganda 

which recaüs a goose having food driven down its neck so as to make more paté de fois 

gras. Being nobody's paté de fois gras. I flapped for the gatleries."88 McCarthy made it 

clear that her ideas and opinions were her own. that she was not the mouthpiece for 

anybody else's thoughhrs. While these statements strongly suggest her personal autonomy 

and independent nature. her political beliefs were in fact very much in line with the liberal 

ideologies of the Globe and Mail. In a critical examination of the mass media, Pierre 

Sorlin. French professor of sociology and audio-visual communications, draws on Emile 

Durkheim's theones of occupational groups and the signifïcance of shared values. Sorlin 

has shown that in the general structure of most corporate bodies, the consciousness of 

belonging to a social entity is centrai in the seif-esteem of ail the members who abide by the 

established mles for the benefits they derive from tl~ern.~~ Given Sorlin's findings, it is not 

particularly surprising that McCarlhy's ideological outlook in ternis of politics reflected that 

of her employer. In a special editorial celebrating the Globe und Mail 5 1 0 t h  anniversary 



in 1944. George McCullagh emphasized his pride as publisher that the paper had 

maintained the ideals upon which it was founded: 

the liberal ideas and traditions of the British race are an even more 
invigorating force for the bettement of mankind than they are 
today .. Just as George Brown [the founder] beiïeved in religious 
and political freedom, in parliamentary democracy, in individual 
liberty and in social justice. so do 1. For such causes n e  Globe 
ond Mail will always battie as long a s  1 hold the trust of guiding its 
f o n ~ n e s . ~  

These liberal ideais were repeatedly pmmoted by McCarthy in her art columns. Had she 

not believed in them so strongly, she would h l y  not have worked at the Globe and Mail 

for twenty-eight years because, as Kates says, "the system trains you both in ternis of 

skills and politics as you go along, and if it can't train you. it spits you out."g' 

Antonio Gramsci's theoretical concept of hegemony is also helpful in positioning 

McCarthy within the social relations of her tirne. In his Prison Notebooks, Gramsci used 

this concept to refer to relationships between classes. in particular the control that the 

bourgeoisie exerted over the working classes. In his view, hegemonic control was 

maintauied by force or the threat of force, but by consent as weli: 

If the relationship between inkliectuals and people-nation, 
between the leaders and the led, the rulers and the ruled, is 
provided by an organic cohesion in which feeling-passion 
becomes understanding and thence knowledge ... then and only 
then is the relationship one of representation. Only then can there 
take place an exchange of individual elements between the mlers 
and mled, Ieaders ... and led, and can the shared life be realised 
which alone is a social force ... 92 

Successful hegemony not only operates in the interests of the dominant class, but members 

of subordinated classes corne to see these interests as "natural" and "common sense." For 

Gramsci. this attitude of consent was manifested in al1 aspects of social existence - 

institutions. relationships, ideas. r n ~ r a l s . ~ ~  Within this analysis. intellectuals, of which 

joumalisü could be said to belong, are "the dominant group's 'deputies"' who exercise the 

hegemony of the  tat te." And as he explained. intellectuais consent to bis  role because of 



the prestige aaached to such positions.<n As McCanhy's writing demonsuated, she 

unquestioningly suppocted the Liberal principles of Western capitaiism by encouraging the 

consumption of art, and by defending the Unportance of the individual fnxdom and 

democratic rig h ts. 

McCarthy's theoretical approach to art criticism was positioned within the discourse 

of formalism. which was also closely associated with liberal-humankt principles. 

Developing her in terest in art as  a child, McCarthyls ideas reflected the aesthetic 

philosophies circulating in Canada during the early twentieth century, as well as the 

fomalist writing that emerged in Britain in the 1910s and 1920s. For the most part, 

McCarthy closely adhered to a formalist perspective, which rejected any utilitarian or 

moralistic ends to art by concentrating upon a visual analysis of form instead. Yef as we 

have seen with her wartime writing, she was not aiways consistent in her approach. 

Whereas McCarthyls reviews of Western art focused almost exclusively on the formal 

elements of the work? her writing on non-Western art differed as she usually situated it 

within a socio-economic context This incongniity will be discussed further following an 

examination of her ideas regarding modemisrng7 and formalist theory. 

Earlier in this chapter, it was argued that McCarthy is positioned alongside those of 

her contempomies. Like Elizabeth Wyn Wood, who believed that the formai aspects of an 

artwork should be stressed at the expense of the subject and meaning. In 1944. McCanhy 

provided her audience with a personal glirnpse of her forrnalist views of art, perhaps as a 

justification of her desire to remain in her "ivory tower." Supportive of anis&. she said 

that they should be allowed to express themselves freely. However, she quaiified this by 

stating that there were "limits." Coming from a generation which "is not ashamed to be 

happy." she argued that "sordidness is not the aim of ~ i fe . "~*  Anists, in her view. should 



not "despise" the public's "basic cravings" to enjoy beauty in art as a temporary way of 

forgetting social and political problems. Her article concluded with some highly personal 

too many sociological pictures ... drive me rampering to look at 
rny Chinese water color of a duck..[it] satisfies, not because it 
is ... a pretty duck. The whole duck business is irrelevant The 
shapes and the iines. abetted by the color do interesthg and 
goodly things to my brain. That is the link between most modem 
modemism and anythg that has ben  good, from early geometric 
Greek milpture to 18th century lace? 

Md-arthy believed that universality was the cornmon denominator uniting every f o m  of 

creative expression irrespective of historical period. culture or the iniended function of the 

artist. Her description of "basic cravings" is important in its implication that the desire and 

capacity to enjoy an's aesthetic qualities are compleiely natural instincts. aspects of human 

nature which cannot be suppmsed or denied. Commenting on this instinctive quality in 

another review. she asserted that "no matter how enidite the aesthetic qualities" of an art 

work, it can be appreciated by those lacking in afademic a d t i c  knowledge and 

background.'00 In her view, "there is nothing occult about the fascination which forms 

have on the senses. If you are sensitive, you feel the pull of it even in a handsome boulder 

of rock"lol As human beings. we all possess the capacity to appreciate the formal quahies 

in a work of art But while individuals have the capacity to enjoy "art for art's sake," 

McCarthy stressed that it also "necessitates learning to read the language of form. and that 

is done by looking with an open, hopeful mind and a brain stepping l i ~ e l ~ ? ~  

Emphasizing the mind and the brain, she ma& aesthetic enjoyment an intellectual pursuit 

However, aesthetic cornpetence was not ody  attributed to a natural or universal ability. 

since it involved prolonged exposure to "high" art achieved through education andlor 

leisure h e .  Her attitude should thus be positioned within the discourse of 

professionalism, or what Burton Bledstein has tenned the "symbols of professional 



authority." He maintains that professionalism emphasizes: 

... the complexity of a subject, its forbidding nature to the layman, 
the uninitiated, and even the inexperienced practitioner ..... The 
more elaborate the rituais of a profession. the more esotenc its 
theoretical knowledge, the more irnposing its symbols of 
authority. the more respectable its demeanor. the more vivid its , 
service to society - the more prestige and status the public was 
willing to bestow upon its representatives.lm 

By reinforcing the intellectual capacity required to M y  enjoy aesthetic qualities of art, 

McCarthy reveded her own acadernic training and background. In so doing, she re- 

affirmed her position as expen. as one who had "earnedtl the necessary credentiais in 

writing about art. McCanhy was not alone in her views towards formalism and aesthetics 

as they reflectedthoçe of art historians and art cntics during the late nineteenîh and early 

twentieth centuries. 

Fomalist analysis was popularized in the early twentieth century by the Gerrnan art 

historian Heinrich Wofflin (1864-1945). who is attributed as k i n g  one of the first 

individuals to analyse paintings and sculpture from a purely formal perspective. He is most 

remembered for his "principles" of arf or "objectivet' criteria which were supposed to 

enable the viewer to apprehend form over content.104 Similady. Alois Riegl(1858- 1905). 

an Austrian art historian. developed the concept of "style." In his view. style was divorced 

from al1 other factors that condition a work art which would lead the abstract notion of an 

"art pur.w105 

Around this tirne the British critics Clive Bell (188 1- 1964) and Roger Fry ( 1866- 

1934) began developing a quasi-scientific method based upon the visual analysis of an 

artwork's fomal qualities as a response to the avant garde's move towards abstraction, 

most notably post-irnpressionism.lm The BeWFry school of formalism permitied the 

crossîultural applications to art produced outside of Western culture - in particular 

Japanese prints and Afican sculpture.'07 Arguably, Beii's notion of "significant 



impacted upon McCarthy's application of "the language of fomn which she later used to 

describe the successhil unification of fomal  elements in abstract and representational art.'* 

Moreover. while conducting her research in Paris she was able to visit the studios of 

Braque and Picasso, giving her a first-hand introduction to cubism and abstraction. and 

their theoretical concerns. Reviewing a retrospective of Picasso's work towards the end of 

her Ne. McCarthy reflected back on her "initiationn to European modernism: "In the 1920s 

non-objective art was coming strong; we knew Kandinsky if we were up on things ... We 

felt we had to l e m  to diseinbody art to irnmatenal esthetics if we were to gro W... 
"110 No 

doubt much of McCarthy's knowledge of aestheticism was gained during her studies in 

Europe. acquainting her with the theories of Beli and Fry. and perhaps even with those of 

Wofflin and Riegl. However, her columns suggest that her formalist concems began prior 

to this penod while she was still living in Toronto. 

Having expressed an early interest in the Group of Seven, Canada's avant-garde, 

McCarthy was drawn to the newest and most "daring" developments in contemporary 

Canadian art Like most people. she conceded that the Group of Seven made an important 

contribution in expanding Canadian subject matter. B u t  of even greater significance for 

her were the formal elements in their paintinp. Recalling her reaction to the Group's first 

exhibition in 1920, she said: "the excitement of those Northern lands we had known had 

been the shapes, rhythms of iine. contours of things. We were prime ready to be talked to 

by art about Form. and Group of Seven pictures talked."'" 

In addition to the howledge she gained from contemporary Canadian art. 

McCarthy's academic training at St Hilda's College in Toronto provided her with a 

background in philosophical discourses. (See Appendix 7) Although art history had not 

yet become a part of the cumculum at St Hilda's, McCarthy studied the history of 

philosophy in 1916 and 1917 dunng the final two years of her B.A. This course work 

most likely aquainted her with the aesthetic theories of The Third Earl of Shaftesbury 



(163 1-17 13) who defmed the aesthetic attitude as "dkhterested attenti~n,""~ and the 

German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), who coined the d e f ~ r i o n  of art as 

"purposiveness without a purpose." These ideas greatly infiuenced subsequent writers on 

aestheticisrn. including: the English art critic Walter Pater (1839-94) and his snident Oscar 

Wilde (1854-1900)"3; James Abboti McNeül Whistler (1834-1903) who widely 

disseminated the notion of "art for art's sake" Il4;  and, art historian Envin Panofsky (1 892- 

1968) for his contributions to the study of i c o n ~ ~ r a ~ h ~ . " ~  

By the late nineteenth century. a number of Canadian artists, intluenced by 

Whistler's aesthetic theory of "art for art's sakew began to rely on their own sensibilities 

rather than making art to please public An early proponent of aestheticisrn in 

Canada was James Mavor, a professor in political economy. who emigrated to Toronto in 

1892 to teach at the University of Toronto. Aithough Mavor remains an obscure figure 

within Canadian art history. he was well known within Toronto's cultural cornmunity 

during the early twentieth century. Influenced by Whistler's philosophies on art. Mavor 

was an avid collecter of contemporary Canadian a ~ ,  devoting much of his spare tirne to 

writing and Iecturing on aesthetics in the city''' Although there exists no conclusive 

evidence. it is tempiinp to speculate that McCanhy attended one of Mavor's lectures on "art 

for art's sake." as he was teaching at the University of Toronto while McCarthy was doing 

her B.A. and M.A. there. 

McCarthy's husband, Colin Sabiston, shared her enthusiasm for aesthetic theory 

and formalist art criücism. A member of the Amencan Society of Aesthetics. he was well 

informed on the l a w t  theories involving aesthetics and philosophy. His favorite topics of 

discussion were those dealing with "form" and the "Platonic   de al.""^ Cecily Morrow 

redis the lively conversations and theoretical debates that ensued after each meal in the 

McCarthylSabiston household where issues dealing with art. aesthetics, philosophy. 



politics and religion were regdarly debated. McCanhy once described how she mentaily 

prepared herself before reviewing an exhibition: 

At home at night, before a day's fast evaluating, a good setting-up 
exercise for the head is a bout of family discussion on some 
acadernic chesmut such as the Greek concepts of T o  kalon' and 
T o  beltion'. The oniy discemible results may be thirst and a cal1 
for sandwiches and coffee. But it is limbering.'lg 

Accordhg to Momw. everythuig McCarthy and Sabiston talked about "was analysed from 

the point of view of its possibility of universality. In other words. the cat wasn't just a 

pretty mature  ..A was a dancer. or it was an art fom. Everything was [framed] that 

way . " '" Clearl y these famil y discussions were important to McCarth y. providing her wi th 

the opportunity to debate and "test" the latest theones on art and philosophy with her 

husband. A photograph, taken sometime during the mid- 1950s. Likely shows McCarthy 

and Sabiston during one of their after dinner family discussions (Figure 20). 

By the tirne McCanhy had becorne pemanent art critic for the Globe and Mail, she 

had a thorough knowledge of non-objective art. Although mo&mism had b e n  f lowhing 

in Europe since the beginning of the Fist World War, it was not until the early 1920s. 

during McCarthyfs studies at Oxford, that the general public in Toronto was fust introduced 

to it."' While she was abroad, several Canadian artists had begun exploring new stylistic 

expressions associated with cubism and absuaction. One of the most early proponents of 

modernism in Toronto was Kathleen Munn. who fust siarted experimenting with cubism in 

the early 1920s.'~' Munnls interest in modernisrn subsequentiy inflwnced Berrram 

~ r o o k e r . ' ~  who began exploring abstraction later that decade. In 1927. Brooker mounted 

the first exhibition of non-objective art at the Ans and Letters Club. That same year. 

Lawren S. Harris persuaded the Art Gallery of Toronto to sponsor the "Exhibition of 

Modem Art'' from the collection of the Soci6té Anonyme. New ~ 0 r k . I ~ ~  But despite some 

ah& interest in international modernism. representational work continued to predominate 



in Canadian art for a nurnber of years.lu 

Consequently. upon her retum to Canada, McCarthy was often more sympathetic to 

modernist art as compared to a number of her conternporaries, and especially the public at 

Many of her articles indicate that she experienced a great deal of fnisü-ation with 

those who ridiculecl or discredited non-objective painting, for she often defended artists who 

explored abstract methods of expression. Describing the general hostility towards modem 

art in the early twentieth century, Suzi GabWr makes the foUowing observation: 

To the public at large, modem art has always implied a loss of 
craft, a fa11 from grace, a fraud, or a hoax ... in the case of art it is 
more likely, as Roger Fry once pointed out, that people wili think, 
when confronted with a work they do not like and cannot 
understand, that is was done especially to insult them. It rernains 
one of the more disturbing facts about modemism that a sense of 
fraudulence has, from the start, hung round its neck like an 
al batross. "' 

Moreover, there was the general sense that non-objective artists were making a lot of 

money in retum for Little anistic talenr Given these negative feelings towards non- 

representationd art, it is therefore not surprishg that McCarthy's wnting was often 

structured around its justification. While she openly admitted that "this column" did not 

pretend to like all modem art, she appealed to her viewers' sense of nationalism by framing 

the issues of "taste" and modernism within the political situation of Nazi Germany: "it is 

pertinent to recall that Hitler, from the very fvst, proscribed all progressive, radical art as 

degenerate."'28 As shown by her wanime articles, censorship and the right to freedorn of 

thought were extremely important issues to her. As such, a number of her reviews on non- 

objective an were quite blunt and direct in their criticisms of those who rejected i t  

Reviewing an exhibition of "progressive" paintings from Ontario and Quebec in 1944, 

There is no use r u ~ i n g  away to a haven with old art because one 
does not like ai i  he sees which is contemporary, for it is to be 
remembered that what we think of today as old art is what was 



winnowed out for s u ~ v d . . . w h i k  fdowing each new fashion 
may lead to artistic lunacy. bigony and amck on whaz one dklikes 
CM have worse results. Zt c m  kili off a porennaüyfine Mist Md 
render the bigot mpid '" (em phasis added) 

Md=arthyts writing on non-representational art liicely took the fom it did because her 

columns were âirected at a mass audience. one that did not necessarily have the knowledge 

of the rapidly changing artistic styles after World War II. Moreover. given that the visual 

arts have occupied a marginal position within the daily news in their categorization as "soft" 

news. McCarthyfs rem& could a h  have k e n  aimed at some of her colleagues from the 

news depanment who mocked art. A teUing example of the general "ignorance" of 

McCarthy's CO-workers with regards to modem art is seen in a "hard" news item by James 

Nicol that discussed W.H. Yarwood's prize winning painting. Bull, in the 1948 OSA 

w u a i  exhibition. Nicol's lack of understanding and sympathy for contemporary art is 

revealed in the condescending and sarcastic tone he takes in his article: 

... what is Bull doing with those awjid glazier points for ears? Has 
he just stuck his ugly head through a cellar window and npped the 
glazier points out from the putty in the frame? ..." Oh dear no." the 
d s t  sighed. "Those niangulor points ore mt the ears. They are 
the horns." Quibble then about the shape of the bulles homs ... As 
for the ear, ii is just a square bbb since ihe ear on a buli is 
incidental ... And the pine stump at the opposite end. yonder. thatfs 
not the tail. That stump is the hip bone witb the hide puiled taut 
Every sitting bu11 wears his hip hide snug. doesn't he?13* 
(emphasis added) 

In contrat, McCarthy noted that viewers would decry the anistic vinues of Yanvood's 

Bull. In what seems a direct criticism of Nicol's "obtuseness," she wrote: "While it is to be 

hoped that men may forever debate what is art, no anist should have to suffer from the 

public's ignorance of his very language. his gramrnar and syntax of 

Abstract art however. not only confused the "uninitiated." Critics wnting for 

"high" art journals were sometimes asked to explain new stylistic t m d s  in art that catered to 

a readership with a (supposedly) greater knowledge of art. Responding to public interest, 



the editors of C d  Art magazine published two articles in 1944 on art appreciation for 

the ~ a ~ r n a n . ' ~ ~  As late as 1956, long after many Canadian ariists had rejected conventional 

methods of representation in favour of abstraction. there were stili some art critics who 

continued to view the latter type as an aberration. For instance. Mches despibed 

abstraction and non-objective art as "anistic heresy." '" 
McCarthyls support of abstract and non-objective art suggests several conclusions. 

It clearly &monstrates her willingness and ability to accept new and different ideas. It is 

also likely that she was trying to elevate her writing within mainstream culture by dealing 

with theoretical discourses associated with "high" art joumals. In 1948, she published 

"Canada's Art Ferment," a brief essay in which she complained about artistic theory. or the 

lack thereof, in Canada According to her. "cultural appraisal on the level of aesthetic 

judgment is, as yet. hardly even vestigial. And since, after d l .  philosophy is inherent in art, 

philosophically infomed smdards are essential."'" This staternent can thus be read as a 

ciiticisrn of writers for specialized art journak whose critical approach to art did not reflect 

modemist art theory . Furthemore. it assured her position within the Globe m d  Mail's art 

department by establishing her rïght to write about these topics. And, as we have seen. she 

created a ceriain amount of controversy within her columns which would help maintain a 

steady readership. as well as ensure more space for subsequent articles. 

Most irnportantly. McCarthyls emphasis upon the universal qualities of an enabled 

her to embrace new fonns of artistic expression. namel y abstract and non-representational 

art. but to continue to support those arcists working within the artistic mainsmam. That 

there existed abstraction and representational art was irrelevant to McCarthy. Instead, she 

advocated a "whole art for a whole man," for 

all this dividing up of the subjective and the objective. the real and 
the imaginative, the body and the spirit, may win admiration but 
l a v e  the observer unsatisfied though stimulated. We feel less 
satisfaction from it than we did years a p .  but then we happen io 
be very conscious of king part of this cosmos and part of the 



earth and its cfeatufes, very conscious of the fact that if we 
snubbed the earth and tned to exist apart from it, we'd not be here 
at aii to be conscious of art of any l ~ i n d . ' ~ ~  

While this may appear contradictory when positioned within her formalist aesthetic, her 

belief that artistic expression should reflect the "here and now" was bound to her ideas on 

universality. As she explained: "it always sounds simple, but the balance of objective and 

subjective in art is the vital question when a picnire is to transcend its tirne and 

circumstance."'~ In other words, she was able to abstract from the subjective (emotions) 

and the objective (the physical world), universal qualities that bind us together as human 

beings. It could aiso be argued that her acœptance of abstract and representational art met 

with the "objectivity" promoted within l e  discourse of joumaüsm. 

Non- Western art= First Nations and Inuit art reviews 

By cornparison, McCarthy's writing on non-Wesiem art was theoreticdy different 

from the majority of her wnting on Western art.'" While she occasionaliy analysed work 

by non-Western artists from a formalist more often she took a sociological 

approach by situating the work within its cultural and economic contexts. In several 

articles McCanhy used "points of nipture" which enabled her to present a direct challenge 

to the dominant ideologies that have justified and perpetuated Western societies' abuse of 

power over "Other" cultures. Although these "mptures" only occurred within her writing 

on First Nations people, she raised some serious questions sumunding issues of 

assimilation and the economic problems experienced by hu i t  artists. She reviewed other 

non-Western exhibitions, such as Mayan and Afncan sculpture, however, the majority of 

her wxiting in this area centred on Aborighal art in Canada. Therefore, the final section 

wiii be lirnited to a discussion of the latter group, examining how she reflected the racial 

prejudices of her culture, but more importantly, how she rejected them by presenting an 

alternative, and far more progressive point of view. 



McCarthyts interest in other culaires cm pehaps be partially attributed to Jesse 

McCanhy's infiuence. His interest in world religions. and his encouragement for his 

daughter to accept different view points and new ways of thinkuig. quite likely fostered a 

nxeptiveness to different cultures on McCarthyts part.139 Moreover, as a child, McCarthy 

had the benefit of interacting with local Native groups living near their family cottage. In 

one review she iecalled how "Indians" would amive at their cottage with a canoeful of 

wares to sell, sometimes bringing cuxios for the cchddre, or at other times baskets were 

bought or exchanged for some other commodity, such as clothing.'" 

In spite of her attraction to non-Western art. McCarthyls first reviews on First 

Nations and Inuit did not appear in "Art and Artists" until 1947 and 1951, respectively. 

These dates may appear rather late in her career: however. an explanation is offered by 

briefly exarnining broader historical and personal factors. Even though a number of White 

artists and anthro pologists had expressed interest in Native artists and their culture be fore 

1945,14' wanime gasoline rations and, in McCanhyls case, lack of money, made travelling 

to more remote northem communities or Reservations difficult, if not almost impossible. 

And despite the fact that the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) had featured exhibitions of 

aboriginal art before 1947, McCarthy's earlier reviews were suictly limited to public and 

private art galleries which typically featured work by a&ts of European descent By 

confining her work to "high" art galleries. McCarthy foilowed the practices of Western 

scholarship. From the beginnings of modemism and cultural anthropology. 

anthropologist James Clifford argues that objects produced outside of Westem culture have 

been adopted by either the discowses of art or anthropology. Traditionaily, "primitive" art 

has belonged to museum collections, and ken classified as "artifaccs," the domain of 

anthropoiogy. '" 
But when the ROM organized an exhibition of contemporary Native an in 

December 1947, McCarthy devoted an entire column to the show, reveaiing her great 



admiration of the artktic skill, but also her awareness of the dartifact debate: 

Anybody who has knowledge of weaving knows how difficult it 
would be to use short qirills hstead of long wool on a loom. The 
article in question is beautifid but shodd be very expensive ... such 
wock is as valuable as it is expensive of labor; and as some rnight 
Say, it is only quills, not gold or diamonds. The anist community 
and the philosophically minded, not king given much to diamonds 
and gold ... will argue that such work is 'worth its weight in 
g ~ ~ d t .  143 

McCarthyts stress upon the value of this weaving is signüicant, demonstrating her 

acknowledgment of its artistic worth within a capitalist economy. Following this 

exhibition, McCanhy was able to visit the Six Nations Reserve on two separate occasions, 

and the Ohsweken community at least once.'" 

In contrast to First Nations art, the vogue for Inuit sculpture occurred later. It was 

not "officiall y" inuoduced into Western society until the late 1940s. at which time James A. 

Houston. an anist from Toronto, began working with Inuit cornmunities from Baffin 

1s1and.l~~ McCarthyls fxst article on Inuit art appeared in August 195 1 in response to an 

exhibition sale, one of the fust m g e d  by Houston through the Canadian Handicrafts 

Guild in Toronto. Overall, her remarks were positive in her ernphasis on the high quality 

of workmanship. For her. the most gratifying aspect was that the creative act involved in 

carving a piece of sculpture ailowed "the Arctic people to follow their own bent, using their 

own Lune-honored techniques and mate rial^."'^^ She did raise a few criticisms. but these 

mainly involve technical problems. For instance. she suggested that they use more durable 

materials for inlay work. and wondered whether they could the tan the skin so it does not 

srneii later on.147 While this last observation revealed a Eurocentxic "palette." this review 

nevertheles marked the beginning of her avid support which lasted until the end of her 

career. 

Despite her admiration of the skill and technical ability of the h u i t  artisü, McCarthy 

feu v i c h  to Western racial biases which have historically classified non-White societies as 



While she occasionaily applied this term to Fust Nations art, she was more 

apt to stress their "civilized" qualities in~tead.'~~ A good example is found in her 1960 

exhibition review of Nonh West Coast Indian art and work by Emily Cam. Rejecting the 

notion of "primitivism." she wrote: 

a lover of sculpture will question [whether] the oId Indian 
civilizaîion was primitive; in ternis of Cm's work - "it is better 
not to think of Carr king influenced by primitivism because it 
was evident that she thought of her Indian friends as having a 
developed culture. lM 

It seems that McCarthy was more cornfortable with discussing the "primitive" qualities of 

Inuit art (produced for Southem markets) because it lacked the artistic tradition of North 

West Coast people.'5' In a review of Inuit sculpture written around the same time. 

McCarthy stated: "this art first ranked as primitive art or fine craft only."152 It would seern 

that she did not use "primitive" in a consciously derogatory sense. but equated the term 

with technical progress. Yet, in classifying non-White culture as primitive. and White 

culture as civilized. McCanhy typified the double standard described by Emma Laroque. 

professor of Native Studies, as the "civ/sav" paradip. that positions white "civilization" 

as a diametric opposite to Indian "savagery." or in this case. Inuit "primitivism." Native 

life could thus be judged from the position of a "civilized" individual because it was scaled 

according to the b'civ/sav" stratification. As Laroque argues, pnmitivism was seen as a 

psycho-societal, static condition. the antithesis of the highest human condition. 

ci~ilization.'~~ M i l e  "primitive" has since been exposed as a racist tem, in McCarthyls 

defense. its usage was comrnon during the first half of the twentieth century'" Many 

people, unaware of its racial prejudices, used it to define people Living in non-industrialized 

societies. '" 
As one of the last cultural groups in Canada to be colonized and to feel the 

onslaught of Western "ci~ilization."'~~ Inuit society was caught somewhere between the 



past iraditions and the present situation of coping with White intervention. Like many 

others, McCanhy had some difficulty in dealing with an Inuit culture that was quicicl y 

adapting to. as weîl as adopting artistic traditions of Western society. While supportive of 

the assimilation of White "inventions" to ensure survival, such as plastic, non-dnp igloos 

and portable lowcost ~hel te r . '~  she had more difficulty with technical changes in their art. 

For example. in 1% 1 she questioned new pRnu king made by plastic casts, 

acknowledging that "although it is easier, it is not a noble Despite these 

Eurocentric biases. McCarthy was able to challenge other racial prejudices commonly held 

by art histonans of the time by bestowing the "honour" of individuality, enjoyed by 

Western artists, onto Inuit artists . This is made clear in her 1956 review of another 

exhibition sponsored by the Canadian Guild of Handicrafts. Congrauilating the organizers 

for giving the narnes of individual artists, she stated that the Guild had thereby accorded 

"them the recognition any anist of sirnilar quality in Southem Canada would expect"'s9 

While McCarthyls acknowledgrnent of individual anis&' names might not seern particularly 

significant today. when positioned among the general attitudes of her era, it was advanced. 

Twenty years after McCanhyls death, Nelson Grabum wrîting on non-Western art, 

bemoaned the fact that many people were still mating "folk" and "primitive" art 

anonyrnously.'* Thus, the narnes of great individual artists have b e n  recorded and 

treasured. whereas the creators of "primitive" art, craft and the decorative arts have largely 

been ornitted from the historical record. 

McCarthyls Arctic trip in August 1961 was largely responsible for affecting a 

substantive change in attitude. As her writing indicated, the grandeur of the Arctic 

landscape. the people and their art made a tremendous impact upon her. Her admiration 

was conveyed by the foilowing quote: "1 am stiil haunted by the strange majesty of the 

sening, the deepest impression is the ciifference between the way culture is regarded in the 

South and the concept held in the Eskimo cornm~nit~." '~ '  Similady, she described Cape 



Dorset as  "the most thrilling land I have ever Prim to her tour, she was 

sometimes critical towards those huit artists who assimilated Western artistic standards and 

tastes into their work. arguing that they would lose their anistic integ~ity.'~~ But &ter 

witnessing f m t  hand the day-to-&y struggle for survival, McCarthy codd F t t e r  appreciate 

their dilemma in depending upon commercial art markets for self preservation. This 

attitude was clearly articulated in the foilowing quote: 

I've impatience for those too ready to charge some less fortunate 
Eskuno communities with commercialism when they cater a Little 
to ready markets ... before 1 will look down my nose a i  his [Father 
Steinmann'sl frantic interest in income for his flock. I wiU swnd a 
winter on that bit of tundra trying to keep m y farniiy and miself 
a 1 i ~ e . l ~ ~  

In the same review. she admiaed that while she might deplore the fact that exquisite basket 

handles have been replaced by cheaper ones. she recognized that she would "not be the one 

to go huungry next winter if the better basket has not s01d."'~ Several days later, in an "Art 

and Artistst' review, McCarthy tumed her cnticisrns to her audience, stressing that while 

"Eskimos" needed money for survival. it was equdly impomnt  for patrons to educate 

themselves in issues of prints and sculpture, for it was unlikely that these anists could 

survive by s e ~ n g  the demands of "allegedly better educated whites for p ic~resque  

rea.Li~rn."'~~ The attitude expressed in this statement recalls her arguments supporting 

White artists who should be allowed to express themselves freely. and should not be 

dictated to by the whims of the public. When compared to some of her contemporaries. 

McCarthy's views were quite fonuard-looking for their tirne. For instance, Alvin Hilts. 

President of the Sculptorst Society of Canada, commented only several years earlier: "left 

to his own genius, the Eskirno is  one of the greatest sculptors of Our day; influenced or 

commercialimd. his art ceases to have While many ernphasized the huits' 

"primitivity." others like Edmund Carpenter. whose article appeared in Cànadim A n  in 

1958. emphasized how Inuit sculptors' conception of sculpture is different from that of the 



West's. On the surface, Carpenter seerned zo be presenting a sympathetic view of Inuit 

artists. But in his attempt to understand how the "Inuit mind works." he conducted an 

"experirnent with a number of Eskimo of various ages." to detemine their abiiity to 

ascertain pictoriai representations on paper.l" He concluded that "sorne. but litde, effon 

was made in vertical rendering, and the overail resdt is haphazard."'" Compared to 

McCarthy. who situated the aRiSts and their work within a socioeconomic context, 

Carpenter perpetuated the sense of "otherness" of the Inuit 

Another change that happened as a result of McCaxthyts Arctic tour was her 

acknowledgment of the use of "primitive." Two years after her trip, she stated: "it's a 

misiake to take for granted that men and women of any race are necessarily primitive, even 

though ... they care deeply enough 1.0 keep their heritage of t r ad i t i~n . " '~~  Clearly, McCarthy 

was now chailenging the way the West has promoted and rewarded change in iis own ans 

and sciences, yet criticized "evolution" in non-Western societies. As art histonan Thomas 

McEvilley obsexves, modem ait, which has traditionaily been built upon the notion of 

formal evolution, has "provided an exemplary a m y  of evolution-like deveiopments that 

were taken to guarantee that history was indeed engaged, under Western leadership, in an 

adventure of progress."171 Inuit culture, expected to stay "frozen" in its "primitivity," was 

cnticized for any changes. Despite her re-evduation of long-held aesthetic beliefs. 

McCanhy stiU advocated a paternalistic approach to the "Eskimo problem," describing the 

Cape Dorset community as  "comfortably under the Canadian flag of the ~onh.""*  

McCarthy's critical analysis of First Nations art differed from her writing on h u i t  

pMts and sculpture. primarily because they expenenced the deuimental effects of 

colonization much earlier (Le. m a s  pnocide. the reservation system and residential 

schools). Acknowledging this factor, she observed: "Our attitudes of the Indians over the 

last 100 years, especialiy in the twentieth century, has b e n  that the Indian might sragnate in 

his primitive antiquity. or if he wanü to move fonvard, be totally asshilated into white 



~ulaire.*''~ Critical of the abuse of power White society had exercised over the aboriginal 

population, many of McCarthy's articles on First Nations artists focused on Western 

practices of history writing, rather than specific discussions of their a r ~  

A good example demonstrating McCaxthy's challenge to the practices of history 

writing. is found in a 195 1 review of an archaeological exhibit of Iroquois objefts at the 

ROM. Astutely n o ~ g  the subtext of the exhibition, she wrote: "[it] takes a smart whack 

at the white man for tolerating such incorrect notions of Indian character as are found in the 

main sources of popular information. including some children's books and movies" which 

have shown the Indian as "cruel and foo~ish."~'~ Her achowledgment that White 

European attitudes were greatl y responsi ble for scalping and other "cruel Iroquois 

habits"'" was quite radical for the pend Likewise, in an article wntten in 1960, her 

readers were urged to "avoid any Wild West' or sad-Pagan ideas" when visiting an 

exhibition of West Coast Indian Such insightful critiàsms were much ahead of their 

t h e .  for the issue of representation still remains a critical. and contentious. issue for 

scholars today. ln 

A closer reading of one review from 1960. allows us to examine a specific point of 

"rupture" used by McCanhy to attack the abuse of power and control within Western 

culture. She began the article by raising questions conceming the sensitive rnuseological 

issue of de-accessioning the Liturgical silver given to the Mohawk community in Brantford 

by Queen Anne. The silver. previously on loan at the ROM. was now in the Mohawks' 

parish. Whiie some professionals felt that the objecü should be under the care of the 

museum since the Mohawks lacked "proper" facilities. McCarthy strongly disagreed: 

The= should be much less reason for removing it than for taking a 
teapot out of my house. It would be reason for spending public 
money to help them as we would for any other group. What is 
wanted is not a sentimental attitude to the Indian, but the avoidance 
of a double standard."* 



From here she launched into an attack of a brochure produced by the Niagara Parks 

Commission which : 

has perpetrated a lamentable semblance of double standard ... with 
the best of gwd sense, in dealing with monuments of old warfare, 
the brochure speaks with respect for our one-tune enemies, the 
French and the Americans ... But of the Irquois Indians, there is 
just the epithet 'fearful'. 179 

McCarthy noted that this "sort of casual attitude" is comaon arnongst historians. but she 

reminded her readers that if it were not for the Iroquois who died for our cause and fed 

senlers when they were starving, European culture in North America would not exist as it 

does today. Then in a direct challenge to Western paviarchal society, she asked: "Can it be 

that we are fair in dealing with people who have the power of votes or b ~ r n b s ? " ' ~  

Obviously McCarthy had overstepped the boudaries of art criticism, for she answered her 

question by saying "the relevance of this to an art column" is that "we would despire 

anybody who appraised a culture according to the present power it represented."'8' 

(emphasis added) This article can be read not o d y  in ternis of McCarthyS objections to the 

abuse and atrocities committed by Europeans upon First Nations, but also on both personal 

and ideological levels. Drawing Links between the way history has been conceived and the 

suffenng of Native people. she forcefully arpued that history's biases are inextricably 

linked to issues of power and control. Ironicaily. linle was McCanhy aware, this 

statement would soon reflect her own situation, as she too would be written out of the 

historical record. As such. she used her weekly columns to put forward. using Gramsci's 

concept. "counter-hegemonic" ideas - in other words, presenting a direct challenge to the 

hegemony of dominant society. 

McCarthy's decision to visit the Six Nations Reserve near Brantford in September 

1% 1, was influenced by the International Conference on hoquoian Studies being held at 

McMaster ~niversit~.'" Raising questions about what kind of impact the conference 



would have upon the people from the Six Nations Reserve, she decided to visit them and 

Listen to their hopes. Again she took issue with White society's treatrnent of Abonginal 

people, creating a "point of rupture" in the process. Taking a cntical position against 

"assimilation," McCarthy argued that "it is that very same anti-intellectuai attitude that is the 

bane of our self-conscious culture in white Canada: conform or be considered an 

ign~rarnus."'~~ Continuing, she conceded that while exhibitions of Indian culture in 

rnuseurns might enlighten the white race, aboriginal people do not see hem. She could 

therefore understand why some Six Nations persons have rnisgivings about museums for 

they seldom contribute to "Indian's self-realization." She went onto to argue that a number 

of Mohawks had attained higher education if they left the reserve. making the critical 

comment that the Canada Council had never given First Nations any grants or other 

feLlowship rnoney to assist then in carrying out a program in their c o r n r n ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  Creahg 

a rupture, she says: 

Since this is an art column, we do not ded with the fact that the 
Iroquois had a League of Peace centuries before we med it Nor is 
there space to stress here that, whether or not we Anglo-saxons 
have any nght in Ontario, our Upper Canada might not have 
existed if these Iroquois allies had not fought for us, helped us 
settie, and so gained the epithet, vicious, from our erstwhiie 
ene~nies.'~~ (ern phasis added) 

Once again McCanhy was ahead of her times, pre-figuring the findinps of Gamet 

McDiarmid and David Pratt. Theû research in 1974 on histoiy texts used in Ontario 

demonsmted that First Nations people emerged as the least favoured of al1 racial groups - 

Europeans, Africans, Asians - k i n g  portrayed as unskilled, half-dressed, aggressive, and 

ho~ti1e.l~~ Most irnpomdy, M&arthyts use of the disclaimer "this is an art column." was 

a tactic which ailowed her to challenge racial prejudices in a seemingly non-politicai 

manner. 

McCanhy's wr ihg  on this subject also demonstrated the amount of control she had 



gained by this time in her career. In Victor Ryland's opinion. "she f d e d  a revenue earning 

page every week and had carte blanche to write on subjects."'" Joan Holloban supports 

this claim. By the time she met McCarrhy in 1956, McCanhy clearly held a great deal of 

power in ternis of her weekly column and the views she expressed therein. In Hoiloban's 

words: ."..Gad help the person who changed Pearl's story ... they'd get an earfull [when 

McCarthy would fmd out about i ~ ] " ' ' ~  Consequently. McCarthy was provided a powerful 

vehicle of legi timization and authority b y which to articulate her concem for social change. 

Her discussions of non-Western art prefigured the new art history of today which has 

tumed the lens back onto itself in its critique of the discou- of art.189 Her wriUng on 

F i t  Nations art also provided powerful critiques of the traditional (patriarchal) paradigms 

of history. Paradoxicaily, her arguments against the way that history has traditiondy k e n  

recorded did not ensure her place within the canon. 

Conclusion 

An examination of McCarthy's writing reveals thar she held strong opinions 

conceming nationalism, modernism and non-Western art. Her views towards Canada's 

cultural identity were conservative in nature, reflecting the liberai-humanist ideologies 

promoted by the Globe und Mail, as well as that of the dominant class. Early on in her 

career, McCanhy's approach to art was infomed by the formaiist aesthetic which 

emphasized the universal quahties of art rather than content Her emphasis on an artwork's 

fonn was important as she eagerly supported those artists exploring non-objective styles 

during the 1930s and 1940s when abstraction for many in Canada was still suspect In her 

attitudes towards Inuit and First Nations anis&, McCarthy was very progressive, especially 

in her challenges to negative stereotyping of Native people within the dominant discourse. 

However, there were also many inconsistencies and contradictions expressed within her 

columns. in pariicular her arguments between universality and the social uses of art. 



Another contradiction is seen in her own approach to art criticism. Where she would 

analyse Western art in stricictly fomal ternis, she tended to situate non-Western art within its 

sociehistorical context. McCarthy's contradictory outlook can be paniaiiy explained by 

the fact that after worhg for th* seven yean, she dtered sorne of her earlier opinions 

on certain matters as she matured, questioning and transforming a number of previously 

held attitudes of her youth. Moreover, as a histoncally-grounded subject, McCarthy also 

had to mediate her personal values within a complex set of relations within the Globe Md 

Mail. as well a s  within the broader context of society. Many of her ideas, especidly those 

regarding nationalism and modemism, thus reflected the rapidly changing penod in which 

she lived. 
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Lambert expressed a view similar to McCarthy's in a radio broadcast during 
wartime: "Art is one of the most important of 'morale-builders'. For beauty - in 
the form of paintings and sculpture - helps to restore the mind to health by giving us 
a sense of poise, proportion and serenity ...Art is a wellspring of spiritual 
he alth... we are taken out of ourselves, away from a i l  the petty wonies and strains 
of Iife. We are helped to look beyond present distresses, and to grasp etemal 
values." Excerpts of his speech were printed in "Art in Wanime", Maririme An, 
vol. 3, no. 1 (October-November 1942), 10. 

McCarthy, "Notable Exhibition at Eaton Gallery," 8 April 1944. G&M, 16. 

Ibid., "Madonna in Art Living Tradition, 23 December 1944,8. 

Ibid., "Art and Artists", 29 November 1937. 8. 

Ibid.. "Notable Exhibition at Eaton Gallery," 8 April 1944, 16. 

Bunon J. Bledstein, quoted in Michael Bérubé, Marginal Forces/Culrural Centres: 
Tokon, Pynchon, and the Politics of the Conon (Irhaca, 1992), 2 1. The original 
source for this quote can be found in Bledstein, The Culture of Professiutzalism: 
7he Mid le  Clms ond the Development of Higher Education in America (New 
York: Norton, 1976). 

Hans Belting. The End of the Histury of Art? Trans. Christopher S .  Wood, 
(Chicago. 1987). 13- 14. The set of "objective" criteria devised by Wofflin for the 
cornparison of Renaissance and Baroque art, included: the Linear vs. the painterly, 
plane vs. recession. closed vs. open form, multiplicity vs. unity. and clearness vs. 
uncleamess. These "tools" were most fully developed in Ihe Principfes of A n  
History: ï ï te  Problem of the Development of Style in Luter Art, seventh ed., trans. 
M.D. Hottinger (New York, 1950). This book was first published in German in 
1929, and was translated into EngLish in 1932. 

Belung. op. cit.. 13. 

The term Post-impressionism was fomulated in 1910 by Roger Fry for the first of 



two exhibitions of contemporary French painting in London. In 19 10 and 19 12, 
Fry organized two London exhibitions of post-impressionist artists, and in 19 13 
Bell published his influentid book of essays, entitied An, in which he put forih his 
tenn "significant form" as a way to distinguish &tic from naturd beauty. While 
these events occurred almost a decade before McCarthyfs amival, no doubt they 
were stil l  popular topics within art circk. Moreover, Fry's 1909 essay "An Essay 
in Aesthetics" was re-pubiished in Vision and Design in 1920. only one year before 
McCarthy entered St Hil&'s at Oxford. 

By concentrathg upon the universal elernents of form, the artist's intentions and 
social context becarne inelevant, providing a "cross-cultural evaluation of art from 
any place or tirne." Atkins, op. c i t  (1990), 107. 

Significant form, according to Clive Beil, referred to certain combinations of lines 
and colours which "stir our aesthetic ernotions". and was the one quality shared by 
al1 visual works of art Clive Bell, 7'he Aesthetic Hypothesis", in James M. 
Thompson (ed.), 20th Century lheories of A n  (Ottawa, 1990). 8 1. 

McCarthy, "An and Anists", G&M, 22 August 1941.22. 

Ibid.. "Picasso Show an Aid to Understand the Shocks and Thrills", 11 J a n u q  
1964, 15. Russian-bom Wassily Kandinsky has k e n  identified as one of the 
pioneers of abstract painting between the years 19 10 and 19 13. The other two 
painters closely associated with the movement were Frantisek Kupka from 
Czechoslovakia and Robert Delaunay from France. In Atkins, op. cit. ( 1990). 35. 
McCarthy refemd to Kandinsky's abstract paintings as "subjective re-mations 
from visual experience." In "And Then the Landscape Exploded", G&M, 25 April 
1959, 15. 

McCanhy. "Northern Holidays Played Art Role", G&M, 28 August 1943.8. 

McCarthy's desire for beauty and rejection of life's "sordid" aspects sound familiar 
to central themes in Shaftesbury's writing on how Harmony in the natural world 
was created by God, whereas Beauty could be manifested in works of art. In 
Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics from Chsical Greece to the Present: A Short 
History (Tuscaloosa, AL., 1975)- 179. 

Oscar Wilde conducted a North Arnerican speaking tour in 1882. During his visit 
to Toronto, Wilde was invited to a show by the Ontario Society of Artists. in 
"Oscar at the Art Gallery", Evening Telegram, Toronto. 25 May 1882, in Douglas 
Fetherling. (ed.), Documents in Canadian A n  (Peterborough), 1987). 29-30. 

Beardsley, op. cit., 287-88. 

Iconography refers to the branch of art history dealhg with the idenùfication, 
description, classification and interpretation of the subject matter of Ihe visual arts. 

Russell J. Harper, Painting in Canada: A History 2nd ed. (Toronto, 1977), 226. 
James Wilson Momce and Maurice C d e n  were two of these artists attracted to 
aesthe ticism. 



Beth Greenhom. "The Aesthetic Theories of James Mavor". unpu blished research 
essay, Carleton University, 1994. One of Mavor's lectures was entitled "The 
Seeing of Art and the Art of Seeing", where he explored concepts of beauty and 
pleasure in art He also conducted an "aesthetic" experirnent involving eighteen 
men and women in order to measure an individual's ability to enjoy "art for art's 
sake. " 

Morrow. op. cit. tape 1. 

McCarthy, "The Critic As Consumer", op. cit, 5. In one of her art reviews, 
McCarthy referred to one of these famiiy debates around the design of a plastic 
butter knife. The discussion eventually led to "design" in general. and 
subsequently became the focus of her column. In "New Materials Need 
Designers", 8 July 1944.8. 

Morrow, op. cit .  tape 1. Note how Morrow's recollection echoes McCarthy's 
description of her Chinese water colour of the duck on page 157. 

The first exhibition to include several painting in the Cubist style took place at the 
Art Gallery of Toronto in 192 1, but these were unsympathetical y received by the 
local press. In Sandra Shaul, n e  Modem Image: Cubism and the Realist Tradition 
(Edmonton, 1982), 8.  

In 1923, one reviewer stated that as far as local exhibitions are concerned, her work 
represented "the fmt Canadian attempt..at futuristic painting with a cubist 
suggestion." This review was in response to the 1923 Royal Canadian Academy 
exhibition. In Mail and Empire, 26 Decernber 1923. quoted in Zemans et al.. op. 
cit.. 20. 

MUM shared many similarities with McCanhy, for she too rernains an obscure 
figure within Canadian an history as a result of k ing  "unitien out" of the historical 
record. This omission has b e n  funher reirûorced after reading general histories of 
Canadian art. For example. ignonng Munn's influence on Brooker, Dennis Reid 
attributes Brooker's interest in modernism instead to Lawren H m i s  who introduced 
him to the writings of Kandinsky. In Reid. A Concise History of Cunadim 
Painting (Toronto, 1973), 183. 

The exhibition included work by Piet Mondrian and the de Stijl painters, Russian 
Constnictivists, Femand Léger, Giorgio & Chirico, and the following Amencan 
modem - John Covert, Stuart Davis, Katherine Dreier, Louis Lozowick and 
Joseph Stellê 

It should be stressed thaf iike any history. anistic events did not occur in an even 
and smooth m i t i o n .  Although iepreçentational art reflected the mainstream in 
Canadian art, there were individual artists and several groups devoted to the 
Modernist ideal. For a examination of artists. who blended the cubist aesthetic with 
realism, see Sandra Shaul, op. cit. She looks at the work of Lawren Hanis, Lionel 
LeMoine Fitzgerald, Charles Comfon. Marian Scon and John Vanderpant. Later in 
January 1939. the Contemporary Arts Society was fomed in Monmai with a 



mandate to "promote Living modem arC In Reid, op. cit., 205. Following this, 
the Montreal based group Les Automatistes held their fmt exhibition in 1946, 
feaniring only abstract painting. One year later. the group published its scandalous 
manifesta, R e m  Global. which "shookn the art establishment. Frusirated by the 
lack of attention abstraction was receiving in Toronto, a group of artists formed the 
Painters Eleven in 1953. 

Montreal artist and writer John Lyman also greatly promoted non-representational 
after his studies in art in France. See Dompierre, op. cit 

Suzi Gablik, Has Modemism Failed? (New York, 1984). 13. 

McCarthy, "New Global Idea 1s Exciting Art", G%M, 14 October 1944, 18. 
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James Nicol. "Buii really Pays Off For Fair-Headed Artistw. G&M, 6 March 1948, 
5 .  

McCarthy, Portrait of Bull Wins Fust Award at OSA'S Show; Reveal Art 
Grammar", G&M, 6 March 1948. 10. It should be noted that both McCarthyrs and 
Nicol's articles appeared on the sarne day. Nicol's. which is classified as "hard" 
(serious) news, was positioned on page 5. In contrast, even though McCarthyqs 
review was by more serious, it was placed further back in the paper because it was 
classified as "entertainment" or "soft" news. 

"The Problem of Distortion", vol. 1, no. 4. (April-May 1944): 148- 150, 17 1, and 
"Are The Modem 'Isms' Art?", vol. 1, no. 5. (lune-July 1944): 197-98.223. 

Graham McInnes. "Has the Emperor Clothes?". Canudian A n ,  vol. X N .  no. 1 
(Auturnn 1956). 11. While McInnes did not represent the majonty of art critics and 
professionals. he was not isolated in his views towards abstraction. His article 
triggered the following response from Colin Graham, the Director of the Art 
Gallery of Greater Victoria: "1s Non-Objective Ait Non-Objectionable?", C d a n  
An, vol. XIV. no. 3 (Spring 1957):92-97. Graham questioned the fate of non- 
representational forms of art, asking if it was simply a phase that many artists go 
through. 

McCarthy, "Canada's Art Ferment". Culture. vol. IX (1948), 396. 

Ibid., "The Guggenheim Exhibition Cornes In Surpassing Quality", G M ,  3 Apnl 
1954, 12. The ideas expressed in this quotation perhaps echo Iesse McCarthy's 
interest in Buddhism. 

Ibid.. "Began Painting at Fif~y-Two, She Left a World Ennched", 20 June 1953, 
10. One artist, whose work she felt bridged the gap between idealism and reality, 
was A.Y. Jackson. For McCarthy. his work in general provided an example of 
"how feeling for the real earth is combined with aesthetic theory. In "Art and 
Artists", 29 June 1940,22. 



McCanhy would not have employed the tem "Inuit". as people living in Arctic 
regions during her era were referred to as Eskimos. "Eskirnon has acquired a 
pejorative rneanuig. Therefore. 1 will refer to this culturai group as Inuit with the 
exception of direct quotes. Similarly, while McCarthy referred to First Nations 
people as "Indian", in the last few decades this tem has k e n  criticized for its racisi 
underpinnings. As Emma Laroque argues. "Indian" has been used as 
"whiternan's" myth from which has developed negative stereotypes, such as savage 
and barbarian. Emma Laroque, n r e e  Conventioml Approoches to Native People 
in Sociery und in Lireroture (Regina, 1984). 2. 

An example of a fonnalist critique of non-Western art is found in an exhibition 
review of Afncan masks at the Royal Ontano Museum. Acknowledging that the 
masks served a utilitarian function, McCarthy stated that her concem was aesthetic. 
In "Buy Sculpture In Memory of Canadian Archaeologist". G&M. 26 June 1952, 
5. 

Morrow. op. cit-. tape 2. 

McCarthy. "Indian Crafts at Museum Feature Belt of Woven Porcupine QuilIs", 
G&M, 6 December 1947.24. 

In the early 1900s. Emily Carr began visiting rernote Native villages dong the 
Pacific Coast. As a resdt. these subjects came to dominate her painting. North- 
West coast Native cuhre  also attracted O ther artists including W. Langdon Kihn 
and Edwin Holgate. Begiming in the 1930s. Kathleen Daly had ken  painting 
Native people. And in a letter to André Bieler. Lawren Harris recommended that 
Sis-uh-ulk, a North-West Coast artist be granted a travelling fellowship to attend 
the Kingston Msts' Conference. In Michael Bell (ed.). "Introduction", op. cit., 
d i .  Likewise. the anthroplogical community became fascinated by the 
"disappearing" Native culture of the Pacific North West. Consequently, many 
Canadians. including Marius Barbeau. devoted a great deal of time and energy in 
collecting North-West coast art and artifacts. and recording the various languages. 

James Clifford. 7he Predicament of Culture: Twentieth-Century EthnogrBphy. 
Literature. and Art (Cambridge. 1988). 202. 

McCanhy. "Indian Crafts at Museum Feature Belt of Woven Porcupine Quills". 
G&M. 6 December 1947.24. This panicular article is significant in that it is 
accompanied by a large photograph of a basket and a mimn on display at the ROM. 
a rare occurrence prior to the 1950s. It should also be noted that this was one of the 
few articles on First Nations' art that focused on the art itself and not the socio- 
political issues as seen in her later writing in this area. 

These visits were described by McCarthy in the following "Art and Artists" 
reviews: "Remember Iroquois Our Valuable Allies". 20 August 1960, 15; "White 
Canada's View: Conform or You're Ignoramus". 2 September 1961. 13; and. 
"Stones Becorne Gift Ideas", 9 November 1963, 15. 

In an effort to "solve" the Inuits' economic problems. Houston encouraged Inuit 
carvers to use their "natural" talents by creating sculpture for Southern markets. In 



George Swinton. "Inuit Art". nie C w  Encyclopeda, vol. II. 1086. 

McCarthy, "Handicrafts Guild Sponoa Varied Collection at C N E .  G&M, 25 
August 1951.8. 

Ibid. 
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These tensions also exist within her wnting on Mexican art. As discussed earlier, 
she described the paintings in the 1943 exhibition "Mexican Art Todayn as she did 
White art, by focusing strictly upon Form (see pages 15 1-152). However. in a 
review of the Canadian artist Leonard Brooks, who worked in Mexico, she refemd 
to the Mexican people as king  "simple". and their cultural environment as king 
"haif-civilized." In "Leonard Brooks Works Bring Raise In Mexico, 10 September 
1949. 10. Likewise, in 1959 she described paintings from Ethiopia and Ausvalian 
aboriginal people as king "primitivew. In "Rimitive Experience Startling". G&M. 
17 January 1959. 15. Yet, two years later discussing black African art, she argued 
that this culture had its own traditions and values, and "jumps from the old attitude 
that any art not related to Europe or the Far east is childish." In "Sculpture of 
Africa Most Dramatic Shown, G M ,  23 September 1% 1. 15. 

After visiting a Resentation north of Toronto. McCarthy describes it as "such a nice 
place ... like suddenly dropping into civilization." in "Local Art Should Be Used To 
Attract Tounsü". G&M. 13 August 1955, 10. 

Ibid., "Sense of Quality in Stratford Designs". 30 July 1960. 13. 

This staternent should be qualifieci as it is not intended to suggest that the Inuit did 
not experience the negative effects of Western "contact." The main difference 
between these two groups. in tems of art produced for the West, is that Western 
society created a commercial (tourist) market for North West Coast art much earlier 
(1870s-1880s) than it did for the Inui t  In the late nineteenth century North West 
Coast artists were exposed to, and assimilated Western technology. such as metal 
tools. into their art production. In contrast, rnany Inuit anists in the mid- 1900s 
were sull reliant upon traditional methods of carving, which most people in Western 
societies viewed as "prirniti~e.~~ 

McCarihy. "Eskimo Carving Developing". G&M, 29 October 1957. 13. 
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1988). 200. 

It is significant that after MKarthy's trip to the Arctic in 1% 1 she began 
questioning the use of "primitive". viewing it as a pejorative tem. In contrast, 
James Houston, the artist who worked closely with Inuit sculptors from West 
Baffin Island, continued to describe their art as "primitive." James Houston. "In 
Search of Contemporary Eskimo Art". in Fetherling (ed.), op. cit.. 164. 

For example. one writer described the Tsimyan totem poles from the North-West 
Coast as "masterpieces of primitive a d '  In "Indian Art In Contemporary Painting". 
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In c o n m t  to other aboriginal groups, the Inuit and their culture remained relatively 
wunmuched" by White society until after Worid War II with the launching of the 
DEW Line (Distant Earl y Waming system). A joint project b y Canada and the 
United States, this radar system was built dong the Arctic Coast from Alaska to 
Baffm Island to prevent a Soviet anacl. In Stephen Harris, "Early-Waming 
Radar", me Canadm Encyclope&, vol. 1,639. 

McCarthy, "Eskimos Risk Lives In Search of Stones For Sculpturew. G&M, 
Prints", 2nd in a four-part series. 8 August 1%1,3. It is worthy to note that the 
articles from this series were positioned on page tirez, the "hard" news area of the 
Globe md Mail, rather than in the arts ("soft" news) section. Obviously 
McCarthy's trip to the Arctic was viewed by the editors as king "newsworthy ", 
and thus rnerited a more prestigious location within the paper. 

Ibid., "His Costume Said Welcome", 12 August 196 1, 15. 

"Art and Artists" , 4  November 1956. Several years later when McCanh y visited 
the Arctic. she stated that she finally had the honour of meeting Charlie Leequafik, 
the first Inuit artist elected to the membership of the Sculptors' Society of Canada. 
She also pointed out that his work was not craft. In "His Costume Said Welcome", 
12 August 1961. 15. 

Nelson Grabuni, E h i c  and Tourist Arts: Cultural Eqvressions from the Founh 
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McCarthy, "Different Concepts: Eskimo Art 1s Reflection of Fight to Live", 3rd in a 
four part series, G&M. 9 August 1961,3. 

Ibid., "Arctic Joumey: Tundra of the North is Like Landscape Gone Mad". 4th in a 
four part series, 10 August 196 1. 3. 

Ibid., "Sculptors' Group Honors Eskimo", G&M, 5 May 1958, 19. 

Ibid., "Different Concepts: Eskimo Art is Reflection of Fight to Live", 3rd in the 
series. 9 August 1961.3. Father Steinmann was a priest living in Povungnituk 
who appears to have been innuential in guiding policy in dation to the 
community's artistic production. 
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McCarthy, "Cape Dorset 1s First to Employ White Advisor", 1st in a four part 
series, 7 August 1961, 13. The "Eskimo problem" to which McCarthy was 
referring was directed to economic and political difficdties. 

Ibid., "White Canada's View: Confonn or Be Ignoramus", 2 September 196 1. 13. 

This exhibition appears to be a prototype of the one organized by Deborah 
Doxtator, entitled "Fluffs and Feathers", at the Woodland Cultural Centre in 1988- 
For subsequent critiques of the negative stereotyping of Native people in Western 
mass media, see: Raymond William Stedman, Shadows of the Indian: Stereotypes 
in Amencan Culture (Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press. 1982); Deborah 
Doxtator. Fhffs and Feathers (Brantford: Woodland Cultural Centre, 1988); Man 
J. Ryan, n i e  cowboyhdim Show (McMichael Canadian Art Collection, 1991); 
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McCarthy, "White Faces Red: Museum Iroquois Show Bares Many False Ideas", 
G&M, 1 November 1951, 10. 

Ibid., "Sense of Quality in Stratford Displays", 30 July 1960. 13. 

For critical writhg on this subject, see: Robert F. Berkhofer. nie WhitemnT 
Indian (New York, 1979); James W. St. G. Walker, "The Indian in Canadian 
Historical Writing. 1972- 1982". in Ian Getty and Antoine Lussier (eds.) As Long 
As the Sun Shines and the Water Flows (Vancouver, 1983); Emma Laroque, op. 
cir, (1984); and, Bruce Trigger, The Indian Image in Canadian History 
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McCarthy, "Remember Iroquois Our Valuable Mies". G M .  20 August 1960, 15. 

Ibid. McCanhy urged the Niagara Park Commission to omit these three lines and 
reprint it because "it is every citizen's fault" and "there is nothing like a touch on the 
pocket book to teach people to be careful next time." 

Ibid. While it is only speculative, this staternent seems to be a direct criticism of the 
abuse of political and cultural power exened by the United States globally. This 
suggestion is supported by a comment made by McCarthy in the previous year. 
Describing many Amencans' attitudes about culture as  k i n g  "unduly 
sanctirnonious", McCarthy provided an excerpt from a letter in a New York 
newspaper: "Just as the mande of leadership has fallen to the U.S. in world affairs. 
the world is looking toward the U.S. for cultural and artistic leadership." She 
responded with "1s that so?" She then went on to criticize Impenalism of the past, 
concluding that "at l e s t  the conqueroa did not pretend to be helping out the other 
cultures. It is time for Canada to stop worrying about what kind of figure she cuü 
culturally on the international scene." In "Art and Artists". 11 July 1959. 15. 



Ibid. McCarthy also listed signifcant aspects of Iroquois c d ~ r e  that school 
chiidren and Govemment officiais should note: the Iroquois had a League of 
Nations that not only combined politics and ritual, but it "worked"; they had 
developed abstract symbolisrn centuries before the Europeans; their "healing" cures 
for ailments produce amazing results; and, Indian metaph ysics compare well with 
other nonChristian cultures- 

Ibid., "White Canadak View: Conform or Be Ignoramus". 2 September 196 1. 13. 
Resumably McCarthy did not attend the International Conference on Iroquoian 
Studies in Cktober because her columns from that month made no mention of it. 

Ibid. As she c o m t l y  predicted, while the "Indian questionn will ultimately be a 
cultural question. she felt that "they may fmd it as useless as the Irish to cornplain 
about land's stolen during conquest." This is an inte~sting comment. especially in 
light of her love of England and its customs. However. later in the article she 
wrote: "it is our loss. not theirs. to forget that white people in Europe were 
committing worse atrocities in the narne of religion." 
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There exist numerous texü thar challenge the Eurocentric and paüiarchal discourses 
of art history. See for example: Hans Belting. B e  End of the Hisrory of An? 
Trans. Christopher S. Wood. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 1987); 
Nancy Broude and Mary Garrard (eds.) Ferninism and A n  History (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1982); Douglas Cnmp. On the Museum's Ruins (Cambridge. 
MA.:  The MIT Press. 1993); Hal Foster (ed.) The Anri-A esthetic: Essays on 
Postmodeni Culture (Seattle: Bay Press. 1983); Rozsika Parker and Gnselda 
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Conclusion 

A Critic ut the Ringside 

An exhibition ... is a kind of market-place, a fmed centre to which 
anists and art consumers make their way fmm the heights (or bogs) 
of aesthetics, from the even more mysterious purlieus of culturally 
fashionable society, and occasionally from some neck of the 
philosopher's woods. It would seem that a reasonable hinction for 
the journalistic critic is to give to the interested mder some notion of 
whether, in the wares to be seen that day, he may fmd play for his 
philosophy, his emotions. or his gambling instinct. Such a critic is 
an experienced consumer reporthg - but reporting in a field where 
not only facts but a critical awareness of their import is 
required ....[ the art joumalist] shouid think as a consumer. 
However much he may know of the breeding grounds and training 
grounds of the circus, his place is out front in a ring-side seat He 
belongs to, and wrires for, the public, careful not to block the 
public's view of the show because if he does. he is a censor. not a 
cri tic. ' 
Pearl McCarthy, "The Critic As Consumer", undated essay 

My decision to focus on Pearl McCarthy's story was motivated by the lack of 

existing literature on Canadian art criticism. as well as by my interest in women's history. 

As has k e n  demonstrated in this thesis, art criticisrn in the mass press has been Iargely 

untouched in the scholarship of both histories of art and joumalism. Categorized as "soft" 

news. populist art criticism has been perceived as less important than "hard" news genres 

in journalism. A similar hierarchy has been firmly established within art historical 

discourse. Here art cnticism in the m a s  press has k e n  positioned in diametric opposition 

to the "high" art cnticism of academic and art periodicals. Women's contributions within 

the histories of Canadian art and joumalism have also been marginalized by neglect. By 

focusing on the lives of (male) editors and "hard" news writers, traditional historians of 

joumalism have claimed to present an "dl-encompassing" and "objective" account of the 

past But as  feminist historians have rightly argued, these histones present a fragmenied 

narrative that excludes women's voices and experiences. Pearl McCarthy's writings 

present a case in point Although it is clear b a t  her weekly columns made a significant 

impact upon an journalism. the lives of artists. as well as the views of the general public in 

Canada. there has b e n  no attempt to examine her life or practice until now. 
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McCarthy's name and her contributions have almost completely disappeared from 

the histories of Canadian art and journalism. As a result. it has been necessary to utilize 

alternative methods of research and analysis. Feminist theory and research methods have 

b e n  the most helpful in my investigation. o f f e ~ g  a critical framework in which to 

examine issues of gen&r and social relations in paaiarchal society. A feminist perspective 

has provi&d me with the analytical tools to better understand the various constraints and 

bamiers that McCarthy experienced in her work as art critic ai the Globe nnd Mail 

Although other Canadian women art journalists were working in the early twentieth 

century. such as Irene Hare, Blodwen Davies. and Jehanne Bietry Salinger. McCarthy's 

weekly "Art and Artistç" colurnns captured my attention for a number of reasons. Not only 

because they provided a consecutive record of Canadian art wnting for twenty-eight years. 

but also because McCarihy skiLlfuUy combined an in-depth knowledge of art histocy with 

insighnul critical evaluations of artists' work. In addition. the fact that she held the same 

position for almost thirty years as the Globe and Mail's art critic demonstrates her 

successful creation of what would become a prime position amidst the complex worlds of 

the newspaper. artists. art professionais. and the general public. On first reading. many of 

her views may seem only to express ideas sympathetic to liberal-humanism. the ideological 

position of the Globe and Mail. However. further examination of McCarthyfs writing 

reveais just how weil she challenged many of Ihe stereotypes of womanhood, and the 

dominant racial prej udices towards First Nations and Inuit cul tues through the stmtegy of 

"ruptures." Her use of "subversive" techniques nor only invigued me. but also raised a 

number of issues: how shr negotiatedmediated ber position as a wornan an cntic in a male 

dominated profession. and how she insinuated her personal (subjective) views within the 

demand for journalistic "objec tivity " and impaniality. 

Focusing on McCarthy's life story. Chapter Two examined more closely the 

intersection of the public and the pnvate. My discovery of sipifkant biographical points 

served to set the context for McCarthy's writings. From an early age. McCarthy was 
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greatly encouraged by her parents to continue on with her academic training in order to 

"make something of herseif." In addition to her parents' support, the scholastic 

accomplishrnents of her hree aunts (doctor, phannacist and teacher) provided McCarthy 

with positive fernale role models. Their lives clearly demonstnted that women could be 

free and autonomous individuais, and that wornen could enjoy professional çareers. 

McCanhy's decision to enter a journalistic career was never intended to be a Me-long 

profession. Badly in need of work, she was onginally drawn to newspaper work as a way 

of aquiring and improving her skills at writing. While her literary aspirations were airned 

at history writing. due to various economic and personal factors. she continued to work in 

joumalisrn until her death. As her friend Jack Pollock noted. McCanhy established the art 

page of the Gbbe and  ail.' In addition to her regular coverage of the visual arts in and 

around Toronto, she brought a great amount of standing to the papa  through her 

international arts reviews. 

As it was described in Chapter Two, McCarthy's husband. Colin Sabiston. shared 

her enthusiasm for the arts and culture. Within the "public" aspect of their relarionship. 

they developed. what 1 have described as. their "cultural project-" Comrnitted to 

democratic i d d s .  and believing that culture and art should be created at the local 

community level. McCanhy and Sabiston dedicated much of their lives to establishing a 

"grassroots" culturai movement. Yet, in spite of her populist ideals in making the ans 

accessible to eveiyone. regardless of their education or social class. McCarthy also 

harboured a number of elitist notions. This was evidenced in her membership to the 

Toronto Women's Heliconian Club. an exclusive organization for professional women 

involved in the arts and culture. Moreover, her relationship with her husband revealed 

another contradiction within her Life. While she enjoyed an equal partnership with Sabisron 

publicly. she assumed a passive and submissive role within their private Lives. subscribing 

to the gendered expectations defming femininity and womanhood. 

Building upon the contradictory. but complimentary aspects defi ing McCarthy's 
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public and private lives, Chapter Three mapped the h e s  predominating her weekly "Art 

and Artists" columns. Having grown up in a great deal of privilege. many of McCarthy's 

opinions concerning nationalism reflected the dominant ideologies of her era  A strong 

advocate of individualism. freedom and free enterprise, McCarthy was a staunch supporter 

of the Liberal-humanist world view. As art critic just prior to the outbreak of World War II, 

many of the topics addressed in her writing reflected the international political upheavals- 

democracy, censorship. propaganda, decenaalization - and these subjects would continue 

to be explored for the rest of her career. As 1 have argued, her condemnations of the 

propagandistic art enforced by fascist regimes, was linked to her support of modemist art 

and the fomalist aesthetic. Formalist dieory, with its stress upon the universal qualities of 

enabled McCarthy to negate the social andor political messages of some artists. Its 

emphasis upon Form dowed her to critique represrntational and absmct an on "equal" 

terms. and thus submit to the journalistic claim to "objectivity." However. as  we have 

seen, she adhered to fomalist critique only when reviewing Western art. Her writing on 

non-Western art, particularly Inuit and First Nations, presented a socio-histoncal analysis. 

which allowed for more critical readings. It could be argued that her different approach 

was rooted in her recognition that non-Western culture was keconcilably different from 

White society. But this explanation does not seem entirely adequatr, rspecially when hrr 

views on racial discrimination are positioned within the "points of rupture" she ernployed 

as  a way of addressing gendered inequalities. Iristead. her challenges to the power exerted 

by White society over non-White people should be seen in terms of her own experiences a s  

a woman in patnarchai culture. As exarnined in Chapter One. having been subjected to 

institutional barriers and gendered discrimination in the workplace. McCarthy could 

identify with the unfair power relations and racisrn experienced by aboriginal people. Most 

significantly, this thesis argues that many of her views towards First Nations groups and 

her inclusion of women's issues pre-figured the feminist and pst-colonial theones of 

today . 



Occupying a intermediary position, one of the greatest challenges that McCanhy 

faced in her work in the m a s  press was in the presentation of reviews that could be 

enjoyed by artists and other art professionals, but also by the general public. Her success 

in sexving these diverse groups is evidenced in a letter written to her in 1959 by Robert 

Porter, one of her readers: 

You have won enviable distinction in the rather thorn-ridden field 
of art criticism ...y ou write with perception and no littie 
understanding, yet in a way that can be understwd by those who 
have never looked inside a copy of M or ,4rt News, or 
who have littie oppominity to see ex= 

Moreover, other letters from her readers testify that her columns were not only respecied by 

artkts, but that they encouraged audience participation. For example, following her review 

of Franz Johnston's exhibition at Eaton's College S e t  Galleries in March 1943. Johnston 

sent McCanhy a reply thanking her for her "splendid 'critique"': 

you could not be but pleased to know that thousands. actually 
thousands dunng the rnonth's showing told me they came to see 
the paintings because of your article. The aftemoon of the 
moming of its appearance some three thousand crowded the 
galleries and attendance has been heavy throughout creating a 
record for any Canadian painter in the history of the gallery.4 

Only one month before McCarthy's death. W.J. Withrow, director of the Art Gallery of 

Toronto. acknowledged the impact of her review of the "Picasso and Man" exhibition. 

Commenting on exhibition attendance. hr states: "As you know. when we closed the 

doors of the Gallery on Picasso ... on Sunday. 106.243 people had seen the exhibition. 

This figure is. 1 feel. in very large part due to the support of writers such as yourself."5 

These letten attest to McCarihy's popularity as an art critic, showing that her weekly 

columns were read by many. Again, they reveal her success in providing reviews that 

could be enjoyed by artîsts. art professionals and the general public. 

Paradoxically. even though McCanhy played a prominent public role dunng most 

of her journalistic career, she simultaneously occupied a peripheral site, k i n g  located at the 

"edge" of the anistic "perfomance." The recovery of McCarthyS Life story has been a 
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difficult and lengthy process. While her "An and Artists" reviews provided an extensive 

record of her pubIic voice. besides her "Obiniary", and the occasional reference to her in 

memoirs by friends and coileagues, very little infornation existed in terms of her personal 

Me. Even Charles Band, former president of the Board of the Art Gallery of Toronto and 

long-tirne friend of McCarthy's. had difficulty in gathering ùifonnation about her for his 

speech dunng the dinner held in her honour at the Art Gallery of Toronto in October 1962.~ 

(And this was while she was still living!) Highly conscious of her prominent role, 

McCarthy cont~~lled her public image by discarding most of her papes and 

correspondence. and by writing her own "Obituary." Feeling that the pnvate story of 

McCarthy would help in understanding and locating her within her work at the Gbbe and 

Mail. as weli as in the broader social relations. 1 searched for family members and fnends. 

Their recollections and rnemories of McCarthy have b e n  helpful in reconstructing many 

aspects of McCarthy's of personal life. enabling me to better understand her relationship 

with her husband and family members. as well as their impact upon her professional life. 

Of even greater significance. because a nurnber of McCarthy's letters have k e n  saved by 

friends and family. 1 have been able to include McCarthy's personal "voice" in her 

biography. 

In a brief but telling essay, McCanhy once wrote that however much an art critic 

"may know of the breeding grounds and training grounds of the circus. his place is out 

front in a ring-side seat"' Her analogy of the circus is interesting as  it reveals a great deal 

about the way in which McCarthy located herself professiondly, and also about her 

attitudes towards art cnticism. As an arts reviewer, her work situated her wi thin the public 

realm. entailing regular visits to art galleries. artists' studios and various artists' 

~r~anizations.~ Furthemore, her weekly by-line guaranteed a certain amount of public 

recognition and a~laiowled~rnent? Comparing the events occuning wirhin the art world to 

a circus is interesting in ierms of the thematic content expressed in her weekly columns. 

Rimarily a place of entertainment. the circus is characterized by its noise, confusion and 
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excitement The circus' simultaneous "acts" can also be read as the philosophical and 

stylistic debates involving realism and abstraction occupying a central place in modern art 

discourse during the fmt half' of the twen tieth cen tury. 

Even though her work as art cntic positioned her within the public sphere, 

McCanhy located herself outside the "ring," at the edge of the spotlight. Y ~ L  the ringide 

is the b a t  seat in the house. and is usually reserved for the privileged and the e h .  The 

ringside also suggests a reference to boxing matches, and is the place where judges and 

time keepers are positioned to ensure that the participants (in this case the artists and art 

professionals) abide by the rules of the game. It is also occupied by those who provide a 

commentary and analysis of the "game" to the audience. Moreover, her position on the 

periphery raises the issue of king closest to. but excluded from the "performance." As a 

consequence, the dualities of spectator/perforrner and artistlcritic that circumscribe the 

public and private aspects of McCanhy's role as art cntic are made c1ea.r. It is tempting to 

specuiate that in dnwing this analogy, McCarthy was anticipating that the "peripheral" role 

she played did not guarantee her a place within the histones of art and journalkm in 

Canada, 

This thesis has examined the life of one woman art critic. Pearl McCarthy. Because 

very little research has been done in the m a  of newspaper art criticism. 1 have narrowed 

my discussion to three aspects of her life: her "absence" from the historical record. the 

recovery of her biography. and the general thernes in her weekly columns. In so doing. 1 

have attempted to lay the groundwork for others interested in this field of study. The 

priortization of certain aspects of McCarthy's life and work over others, has meant that a 

number of areas have k e n  excluded. Besides the letters that McCarthy saved in her "Fan" 

file. it has been difficult to measure the full impact of her wnting upon Canadian art 

criticism and her audience reception. An interesthg area of future study could entai1 a 

comparative analysis of the positioning of her columns io those of her Globe und Mail 

colleagues. their "standing heads" and by-lines, their photo coverage. and their column's 
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relation to advertisements. A more in-depth cornparison between her writing and those of 

her contemporaxies in French and English Canada is also necessary. as the history of art 

cnticism in Canada is by far incomplete. This thesis h a  focused on a mapping of the 

geneml themes in McCarthy's weekly columns. and has situaied her views within the 

bmader social-historical relations. Therefore, another aspect of Mdanhy's writing that 

deserves f h e r  investigation is a closer reading of her reviews of individual artists' work. 

More specifcdlly, a gendered critique of her wrîting on male and female artists. and how it 

compares to other art cntics of the tirne is important. 

Becoming permanent art critic for the Gbbe md Mail in 1936. McCarthy's career 

spanned an exciting tirne in the developrnent of the visual arts in Canada. Knowledgeable 

of, and influenced by, the theoretical debates taking place in the "high" art world. 

McCanhy brought a formalist perspective to her art reviews. In so doing. she 

accomplished two things. Her emphasis on Form (of Western artists) offered a great deal 

of support and encouragement to those Canadian m i s s  who had begun explonng new 

methods of representation, narnely abstract and non-objective art. Equaily significant. she 

inuoduced the Canadian general public to the Iatest anistic theories in an accessible and 

non-threatening manner via the daily newspaper. 

Aware of her legacy in shaping Canadian culture, McCarthy consciously created an 

image for the public bat exuded an air of mystery. "Censoring" aspects of her life. she left 

the public with an image she had complete conuol over. Strands of McCarthy's personal 

and public lives have been filtered through the memories and interpretations of her friends. 

family and CO-workers, and ultimately edited through the biases inherent in my own 

personal perspective. The recovery of McCarthy's life story and professional practice 

offers new ways of examining the position of female art critics and popuiist an criticism in 

Canada. 



Private collection. Pearl McCanhy's personal papers and correspondence, 1934- 
1964. Pearl McCarthy, "The Critic As Consumer". 5. This bnef essay was 
published, however. the tide of the joumal is rnissing from this collection. It is 
likely a literary magazine for it is followed by two poems by Jay Macpherson. 

Jack Pollock, Dear M: Lettersfrom o Gentleman of Ercess (Toronto. 1989). 173. 
J 

Pnvate collection. op. cit, 1934-1964. Robert Porter ta McCaxthy, 19 November 
1959. This letter belongs to a collection of correspondence dating from 1934 to 
1%4 written by the general public. artists. and art galiery directors. The fact that 
she kept them is important, as she regularly discarded her papers. Saved in a fJe 
folder labeied "Fan Mail". these l e m  obviously meant a great deal to McCarthy. 

Pnvate collection. op. cit., 1934-1964. Franz Johnston to McCanhy. 2 April 
1943. The review that Johnston is refemng to was writien on March 13. 1943. 
Not only did Johnston make the "Art and Artists" headline. but his exhibition 
received the "lion's share" of McCanhy's attention. In McCarthy. "Franz Johnston 
Virtuoso in Art", Globe and Mail, 13 March 1943, 19. 

Private collection, op. cit 1934- 1964. W.J. Withrow to McCarthy. 19 February 
1964. McCarthy's review of this exhibition was calied "Picasso Show an Aid to 
Understand the Shocks and Thrills". G&M. 11 January 1964. 15. 

Manin Lynch, telephone conversation, 13 February 1995. McCarthy's friendship 
with Charles Band and his wife, Helen. extrnded beyond a professional 
relationship. Leuers from McCarthy to the Bands indicaie lhat their friendship was 
quite personal in nature. especially after the dealh of McCarthy's husband. In 
Edward P. Taylor Research Library and Archives, Art Gallery of Ontario. Charles 
Band Papers. Miscellaneous correspondence. For example. in one letter to the 
Bands. McCanhy thanks them for the "hospitable evening" at their place, adding 
that "there's only pleasure and relaxation with people one trusts entirely - which 
means very few houses at al1 !" (McCmhy's underlining) In ibid., 15 August 
1963. 

Pnvate collection. op. cit.. 1934- 1964. McCarthy, "The Critic As Consumer", 5. 

McCanh y's public role was quite prominent within the community. Recalling her 
"presence" within the community. curator Jack Pollock remarked that "Pearl walked 
more on her weekly rounds of galleries than many sportif types today." In 
Pollock. op. cit.. 171. Likewise, in a letter to the Globe und Mail sixteen years 
after McCarthy's death, George Loranger remembered her for her "public" 
presence. In George Loranger, "Art cri tics". letter to the edi tor. G& M. 1 8 June 
1980, 6. 

In conuast, editorial columns and many "hard" news reports did not cany by-lines. 



Appendix 1 

Chronology 
(Note: out-of-tom reviews in other Ontario cities are not included) 

March 1, 1895 
Lillian Pearl McCarthy was bom to Mary (Davis) and Jesse Ovem McCarthy. Toronto 

Behiveen 1907- 1909 
Visitor to the Chicago World's Fair 

19 10s 
Student at Parkdale Collegiate, Toronto 

1913-1917 
B.A.. SL Hilda's College. University of Toronto 

1917-1919 
M.A.. University of Toronto 

August 1920 
Begins a post-secondary degree at St Hilda's Coilege, Oxford 

lune 1921 
McCarthy farnily visit Pearl McCarthy in England 

July 1921 
Retums to Toronto with her family during summer vacation 

ûctober 1921 
Begins three months of thesis research in Paris 

Mid- 1920s 
Pearl McCarth y's parents lose their money in an unsuccessful land deal; following this. 
Mary (Davis) and Jesse McCarthy purchase a farm near Hespeler, On tario for their 
retiremen t 

Christmas holidays 1926 
Guest of the Bishop of Sheffield and Mrs. Burrows in Sheffield, England 

March 1927 
Receives B.Litt. (Oxon.), St. Hilda's College. Oxford 

1927- 1929 
Journaiist for the Montreal Gazette 

1929-November 1936 
Journalist for the Toronto Mail and Empire, begins doing art and music reviews 

January 3, 193 1 
Firs t signed art review appears in the Mail and Empire 



November 1936-March 1964 
Art critic for the Toronto Globe and Mail 

April24, 1937 
Marries Colin Sabiston 

September 18, 1937 
Her father, Jesse Ovem McCarthy dies 

January 1941 
Lectures at the Women's Canadian Club, Hamilton 

June 1941 
Attends the Kingston Artists' Coderence, Kingston 

Early 1940s to Summer 1945 
Pearl McCarthy and Colin Sabiston Living in Hespeler, Ontario 

November 1943 
Lectures at the Kiwanis Ladies Luncheon, Hamilton 

Marçh 1945 
In New York to review the Kandinsky Mernorial Erhibitiun at the Guggenheim Museum of 
Non-Objective Painting 

August 1948 
In Hanover, New Hampshire to review exhibition of Thibetan paintings 

May 1950 to March 1964 
Member of the St. Hilda's ColIege Council 

April30, 1952 
Her mother, Mary (Davis) McCarthy dies 

May 1952 
In Buffalo, New York to cover the American Expressionism exhibition at the Albright 
Gallery 

May 1954 to March 1964 
Member of the Corporation of Trinity College 

Mid- 1950s to March 1964 
Member of the Toronto Heliconian Club 

1956 
McCarthyfs book Leo Srnilh: A Biographical Sketch is published. It receives an award in 
the Sixth National Book League Book Design Exhibition, London, England 



May 1956 
Only Canadian art journaList invited by the Nethedands' government to attend Rembrandt's 
350th anniversary; visits Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Amheim; writes four "Art and 
Artist" reviews during her stay in Holland 

June 1956 
Travels to France and England; writes four "Art and Artists" reviews 

October 10, 1956 
Lectures at the annual Autumn luncheon of the Lyceum Club and Wornen's Art Association 
on the topic of govemment funding and private patronage 

November 1956 
Lectures at the Art Society, Stratford, Ontario 

April 1958 
Visits New York City as part of tour organized by the Art Gallery of Toronto's Women's 
Cornmittee 

October 1958 
Travels to Buffalo, New York to rieview Charles and HeIen Band's collection on view at 
the Albright Knox Gallery 

October 1958 
Deiivers opening lecture at the eighth annuai Art Exhibit, Barrie, Ontario 

November 7, 1958 
Delivers the opening address at the Eighth Annual Art Exhibit of Simcoe County Arts and 
Crafts Association 

February 1960 
Opens Annual Exhibition of Peel County's Painrers, Port Credit, Ontario 

May 1960 
Sole judge for the exhibition of the Kingston Art Association 

July 1960 
Traveis to Lisbon, Portugal; visits the Jeronimos Church and the Museum of Ancient Art 
which become focus of "Art and Artists' column 

July 1960 
Travels to England; writing topics include the National Gallery in London, the Pavilion at 
Brighton, the Magdalen College Chape1 in Oxford, Pnor Park in Bath 

August 1960 
Travels to the Mohawk community on the Six Nations Reserve near Brantford, Ontario; 
topic of de-accessioning of Native objects at the Royal Ontario Museum is focus of the "Art 
and Artists" review August 20, 1960 



Oc to ber 1960 
Travels to Detroh Michigan to review the fsteenth century Flemkh exhibition at the Detroit 
lnstitute of Arts 

Deçemkr 1961 
Receives cemficate of ment fmm the Art Gallery of Hamilton 

June to July 196 1 
Travels to England; visits London and Stamford; three "Art and Artists" reviews 

August 1%1 
Travels to Baffin Island, North West Temtories; visits the hui t  communities at Cape 
Dorset and Powngituk; four "Art and Artists" reviews 

September 1961 
Husband, Colin Sabiston dies 

July to August 1962 
Travels to Dublin, Ireland; four "Art and Amsts" reviews 

October 1962 
Honorary dimer organized by the Art Gallery of Toronto 

June 1963 
Travels to Holland; attends the international exhibition of medai artiscs 

June 1963 to July 1963 
Travels to England; attends Canada's 5th Biennid Ar& Exhibition at the Commonwealth 
hstitu tion 

July 1963 
Canadian artisf Stephen Andrews. who lives in London England, paints McCarthyls 
portnit 

July 1963 
Interviews Sir Kenneth Clarke at his home in London; the focus for an "Art and Artists" 
article July 20, 1963 

August 1963 
Visits Cleveland, Ohio to review the Gotha Missal, fourteen th century illurninated 
manuscript on exhibition at the Cleveland Museum of Art 

October 5 1963 
Opens the retrospective of And& Bielerts work at the new Agnes Etherington Art Gallery. 
Kingston 

March 25, 1964 
Dies at age 69 at home in Toronto 

March 28, 1964 
"Art and Artists" appears for the last tirne in the Globe and Mail 



May 1964 
Charles and Helen Band donate a painting by Richard Gorman to the Art Gallery of 
Toronto in Pearl McCarthy's memory. 

July 1964 
In memory of Pearl McCarthy, an anonymous donation of Harold Town's drawing 
Bacchante 23reatened by Ponther is made to the An Gallery of Toronto 

1964 
Harold Town paints In Memry of Pearl McCorthy 

January 1965 
The Pearl McCarthy Scholarship Fund is established by friends and artists for a student in 
Fine Arts at St Hilda's College or T ~ i t y  College. University of Toronto 

May 11-13. 1965 
The Pollock Gallery in Toronto presents a Spring Gala to raise money for the Pearl 
McCarthy Scholarship Fund 

From 1966 to 1985 twelve students from Trinity College received the Pearl McCarthy 
Scholarship 



Appendix 2 

The positioning of women in the histories of Canadian journalism 

A s w e y  of indexes in jomalism histories reveals the marginalkation of women. 
Choosing three popular histones of Canadian newspaper industry, 1 counted the number of 
pages where men's and wornen's contributions and ideas are discussed. In cornparison to 
the references to men, the positions of women arp: narrowly defmed, primarily representing 
journalists and authors/novelists from the past Contrasted to this, the men indexed range 
from a diverse group of historia1 figures and contemporary scholars: publishers, 
rnanaging editom joumaüsts, politicians, businasmen, bankers, historians, authors, 
novelists, religious leaders. and political scientists. While these historîans might argue that 
very few women were involved in the field during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. they did not adequately address the issues sunoundhg the physical and 
attitudinal barriers experienced by women. Following are the number of Urnes. and their 
percentages. that men and women are included on specific pages in the index. It is clear 
from these results that men have been given the "lion's share" of attention. 

W.H. Kestenon. A History of Joumolism in Canada (Toronto. 1967): 
men - 1,959 
women - 58 
men - 97% 
women- 3% 

Paul Rutherford. A Victorian Authority (Toronto, 1982): 
men - 793 
women - 28 
men - 96.5% 
women - 3.5% 

Douglas Fetherling, The Rire of the Canadian Newspaper (Toronto. 1990): 
men -404 
women - 13 
men - 97.5% 
women - 2.5% 
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Nomes regularly cited and their relationship to Pearl McCarthy 

Mary Davis McCarthy - mother 
Annie Davis - aunt 
Esther Davis - aunt 
Clanbel Davis - aunt 
Jesse Ovem McCarthy - father 
Voumeen McCarthy Hogg - sister 
Davis McCarthy - brother 
Cecily Hogg Morrow - niece. Voumeen McCarthy Hogg's daughter 
Ruth Snider - cousin, Claribel Davis Snyder's daughter 
Colin Sabiston - husband. Globe and Mail editor on world affairs and 

international politics 

Friends: 

Dora de Pedery Hunt - sculptor 
Victor Ryland - executor of her Will 
Joan Holloban - GIobe and Mail joumalist and medicai correspondent, and executor of her 

Wi 
Jack Pollock - qt gallery owner 
Charles S. Band - president of Art Gallery of Toronto 
J. Russell Harper - Curator of Canadian art., National Gallery of Canada 

Globe and Mail colleagues and management: 

lris Naish - reporter, began ai the Mail and Empire 
William Colgate - fumiture, antiques and decoration editor 
Rowland (Roly) Young - movie critic 
George Md'ullagh - president and publisher 
William Arthur Deacon - book critic 
Martin Lynch - edi tor 
Richard Doyle - began as city editor. later became editor-inchief 
Kay Kritzwiser - joumalist, art critic 
Kay Rex - journalist 



Appendix 4 

General questions asked during interviews to family, friends and CO- 
workers 

In what capacity did you know Pearl McCarthy, and how long did you know her? 

Did she ever discuss her experiences at university in Toronto or in England? 

How did she gain so much knowledge about painting. sculpture and architecture? Did she 
leam about them in school, or was she seIf-educated? 

Did she ever mention anyone who was a great source of inspiration to her? If so. who 
were they, and how did they influence her? 

Did she have a favourite artist or stylistic penod? 

Did she ever ta& about the influences in her decision to becorne a joumalist? 

What was it like for a wornan to work in a newspaper fm during the f i t  half of the 
twentieth cen tury ? 

How were women journalists regarded by male reporters? 

What were salaries like for wornen writers in comparison to men. and for feature writers in 
comparison to news reporters? 

How did Pearl McCanhy feel about women's righis and feminist issues? 

Did management require any specifc qualifications for art journalists? 

Did she ever discuss her work at the newspaper? Did she have any complaùits? Did she 
ever feel restricted by editorial policy, or was she able to express her viewpoints and 
opinions quite freely? 

What were the criteria or conditions for the inclusion of photographs in art reviews? 

How was wnting about the am and culture perceived by the editorial staff and by news 
reporters? 

Was the= any relation beween arts reporting and advertisements? 

Did she feel that her column was not taken seriously because of its positioning within the 
realm of "soft" news? 

How do you think Pearl McCarthy and her weekly column were perceived by the ans 
community? 

What impact do you think she made upon art criticism in Toronto. and more generally. 
within Canada? 



General questions asked during interviews to family, friends and CO- 
workers 

What types of advice did she offer you in tems of reviewing and cntiquing art exhibitions? 

How would you describe Pearl McCarthy? 

What were her interests outside of her professional Me? 

Did she ever talk about her "cultural project" in Hespeler? 

Was Colin Sabiston supportive of Pearl MKarthy's work? 

Cm you elaboraie upon the Pearl McCarthy Scholarship Fund? Did she personally know 
the many artists who contributed works of art to raise money for this fund? 



Appendix 5 

Conbibuting Artists to the Pearl McCarthy Scholarship Fund 

John Benne# 
A. Collier 
E.B. Cox 
Louis de Niverilie 
Olga? Douglas 
Yosef? Drenter 
LeMoine Fitzgerald 
Gerald Gladstone 
Tom Hodgson 
Mercedes Horner 
Iskoortz - Gershon Iskowitz? 
William Kurelek 
Grant Macdonald 
Gerald McAdam 
Duncan MacLaren 
David Milne 
Kazuo Nakamura 
Jack Nichols 
Gooâridge Roberts 
Claire Marie? Shoniker 
Harold Town 
Tony Urquhut 

Sculpture: 

Andreas* 
Ron Baird 

15 Medals to be awarded to the recipients: 

Dora de Pedery Hunt 

*this artist was simply listed as Andreas 

Source: Trinity College Archives, 990-0053. file 075 (03). Pearl McCarthy Papers. Pearl 
McCarthy Scholarship Fund. 



Appendix 6 

Canadian Women's Entry into the Public Sphere prior to, and during, Pearl 
McCarthy's formative years - late 1800s to early 1900s 

f 888 
Sara Jeannette Duncan, the f ~ s t  woman to be employed by the Globe, embarked on 
a round-the-world tour with Lily Lewis. who wrote for the Montreai Star and nie 
Week, to do travel articles. 

1897 
Clara Brett Martin was the Fust woman admitted to the bar in Ontario. 

1898 
Kathieen Coleman, from the Mail and Empire. was the fmt female war 
correspondent from Canada to cover the Spanish American war on her own 
initiative. 

1904 
Emily C m  began painting remote Native villages dong the North West Coast In 
1927, her work was featured arnong the National Gallery of Canada's exhibition, 
"West Coast Indian An" which McCarthy may have seen upon her return to Canada. 

1904 
E. Cora Hind, agricultural editor for the W i ~ i p e g  Free Press, shocked experts and 
financiers each year after she k g  an doing her own crop inspections which 
continually proved to be accurate for the annual yield. 

1914 
Emily Coonan was the first recipient of the annual $1,000 National Gallery Travel 
Grant to study in Europe. (However, she had to wait u n d  1920 after conditions had 
stabilized in Europe. 

1918 
Mary Ellen Smith was the fust woman elected to the British Columbia Legislaturc 

1919-1922 
Artist Mary Riter Hamilton documented events from the battlefields in the Fint 
World War. 

1921 
Agnes MacPhail was the fmt woman elected as a member of the Dominion 
Parliament, king  re-elected four times thereafter. 

1930 
Cahine Mackay Wilson was the fmt woman to be appointed to the Senate of Canada, the 
year after J u d p  Emily Murphy successfully led court case in secunng women's eligibility 
for this appointment. 
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Courses Pearl McCarthy took during her B.A., St Hilda's College 

1914 
Latin 
Enghsh 
Greek 
Geman 
French 
Religious Knowledge 
B iology 
Classics 
English and History 
A. H.' 
supplernental - Trigonomeuy 

1915 
Geology 
French 
Economics 
Religious Knowledge 
English and History 
Greek 
Latin 
A. H.' 

19 16 
History of Philosophy 
Religious Knowledge 
English and History 
Greek 
Greek and History 
Modern History 
Modem EngIish 
Latin and History 

19 17 
History of Philosophy 
Religious Knowledge 
English and History 
Modem English 
Greek and History 

*A.H. most likely refers to Ancient History. 

Source: Trinity College Archives, Lillia. Pearl McCarthy Papes. Accession Nurnber 990. 
box 0053, file 075 (03). The Pearl McCarthy Scholarship Fund. 
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